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Abstract 

Digital platforms consist of technical elements such as software and hardware and associated social 

elements such as organizational processes and standards. When such social or technical elements 

seem logical individually but inconsistent when juxtaposed they form tensions. Prior research on 

platforms often focused on individual elements of digital platforms but neglected possible related 

and conflicting elements which offers limited insight about underlying tensions. While some 

studies on platforms considered tensions, they largely assumed that centralized platform owners 

being responsible for responding to tensions, neglecting collective response mechanisms in 

blockchain-based decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) where decentralized 

participants typically respond to tensions. The examination of tensions in the context of centralized 

platforms and decentralized autonomous organizations offers an opportunity to surface conflicting 

elements that form novel types of socio-technical tensions which require collective and technology-

enabled response mechanisms. This thesis explored what tensions exist in centralized and 

decentralized digital platform contexts and how platform participants can respond to selected 

tensions. For this purpose, this thesis comprises five essays that employ multiple different research 

methods including interviews analyzed by using techniques of grounded theory, qualitative meta-

analysis of published case studies, and systematic literature reviews. The findings derived from all 

five essays contribute to a better understanding of tensions in digital platforms. In particular, this 

thesis (1) offers a lens for analyzing platforms as collective organizations in which tensions arise 

at the collective meta-organizational level requiring collective responses, (2) identifies new 

tensions and response mechanisms related to generativity and collectivity, and (3) points to a novel 

category of socio-technical tensions that are especially salient in digital platforms. 
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Introduction 

Motivation and Overall Research Aims 

Digital platforms are proliferating across the globe where some of the most valuable companies—

including Apple, Google, Amazon, Facebook, or Alibaba—are platform organizations 

(Constantinides et al., 2018). Platforms such as Apple’s iOS are developed and governed by 

centralized platform owners that typically leverage the unique properties and architecture of digital 

technologies to align other platform participants such as users or complementors with the 

platform’s purpose (Constantinides et al., 2018; Tiwana et al., 2010). The separation between the 

ownership of the platform and platform participation directs attention to the centralized platform 

owner being responsible for responding to tensions related to developing and governing digital 

platforms (Cennamo & Santaló, 2019; Gregory et al., 2015; Huber et al., 2017; Tilson et al., 2010; 

Tilson et al., 2021; Wareham et al., 2014; Yoo et al., 2012). For instance, a key tension to which 

platform owners typically respond is to appropriately bound participant behavior without 

excessively constraining the generativity of the technology by which platform participants can 

create services, applications, or content for the platform in unexpected ways (Brunswicker & 

Schecter, 2019; Cennamo & Santaló, 2019; Tilson et al., 2010). Since such tensions often not only 

affect the centralized platform owner, but also other platform participants such as platform 

complementors or users (e.g., Brunswicker & Schecter, 2019; Eaton et al., 2015) or the collective 

meta-organization (Cennamo & Santaló, 2019; Faraj et al., 2011), the need for collective responses 

to tensions arises. Such collective responses to tensions can particularly be observed in 

decentralized platform contexts such as in blockchain-based decentralized autonomous 

organizations (DAOs) in which decentralized participants (partly) own the DAO and have to 

collectively respond to tensions related to collective action (Chen et al., 2021; Lumineau et al., 

2021; Rozas et al., 2021). For example, MakerDAO, recognized as one of the most successful and 

mature DAOs, involves a community of MKR token holders who collectively own the DAO and 

make decisions, facing the tension to make sustained contributions to the DAO while earning 

financial rewards (MakerDAO, 2017). 

Previous research highlights that digital platforms consist of technical elements such as software 

and hardware and associated social elements such as organizational processes and standards (de 

Reuver et al., 2018). When such social or technical elements seem logical individually but 

inconsistent when juxtaposed they form tensions (Lewis, 2000; Smith & Lewis, 2011). Substantial 

empirical and theoretical work exists especially in organizational and management research that 

has explored contradictory yet interrelated social elements that spur tensions related to organizing, 

performing, learning, or belonging (e.g., Andriopoulos & Lewis, 2009; Jay, 2013; Lewis, 2000; 

Luscher & Lewis, 2008; Smith & Lewis, 2011; Smith, 2014; Smith & Tushman, 2005). The 
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amalgamation of the social and the technical in digital platforms points to the need to incorporate 

not only social but also technical elements into research on tensions on which recent Information 

Systems research has started to shed light on (e.g., Gregory et al., 2015; Huber et al., 2017; Tilson 

et al., 2010; Tilson et al., 2021). While these research areas share notable similarities, the literature 

streams have evolved largely separately when studying tensions which limits our ability to 

understand underlying mechanisms and dynamics. 

The examination of tensions in centralized and decentralized digital platform contexts offers an 

opportunity to surface conflicting elements that form novel types of socio-technical tensions which 

require collective and technology-enabled response mechanisms. While existing research enriched 

our understanding of certain elements of centralized digital platforms and DAOs, such as 

architecture and governance (e.g., Chen et al., 2021; Constantinides et al., 2018; Tiwana et al., 

2010), these studies often neglected possible related and conflicting elements which offers limited 

insight into what the underlying tensions are. Nevertheless, while some studies in the digital 

platform context explicitly considered tensions (e.g., Cennamo & Santaló, 2019; Gregory et al., 

2015; Huber et al., 2017; Tilson et al., 2010; Tilson et al., 2021; Wareham et al., 2014), these studies 

largely assumed that centralized platform owners can respond to tensions which limits our 

understanding of collective response mechanisms. Therefore, it is important to first become aware 

of tensions that surface in centralized and decentralized digital platform contexts and thereafter 

consider mechanisms to effectively respond to them which leads to the following overall research 

question of this thesis: What tensions surface in centralized and decentralized digital platform 

contexts and how can platform participants respond to selected tensions? 

To answer this research question, this thesis comprises five essays that employ multiple different 

research methods including interviews analyzed by using techniques of grounded theory, 

qualitative meta-analysis of published case studies, and systematic literature reviews. The findings 

derived from all five essays contribute to a better understanding of tensions in digital platforms. In 

particular, this thesis (1) offers a lens for analyzing platforms as collective organizations in which 

tensions arise at the collective meta-organizational level requiring collective responses, (2) 

identifies new tensions and response mechanisms related to generativity and collectivity, and (3) 

points to a novel category of socio-technical tensions that are especially salient in the context of 

digital platforms. 

Conceptual Foundations 

Digital Platforms 

Prior research largely studied digital platforms from three theoretical perspectives: economic, 

engineering, and organizational (Gawer, 2014). First, from an economic perspective, digital 

platforms can be viewed as two- or multi-sided markets (Eisenmann et al., 2006; Evans, 2003; 
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Evans & Schmalensee, 2007; Rochet & Tirole, 2003) which involve “groups of agents who interact 

via ‘platforms,’ where one group's benefit from joining a platform depends on the size of the other 

group that joins the platform” (Armstrong, 2006, p. 668). Especially emphasized in the economic 

perspective on platforms are pricing and (cross-side) network effects (i.e., increasing the number 

of users on one side of the platform makes it more valuable to the users on the other side) (e.g., 

Armstrong, 2006; Eisenmann et al., 2006; Rochet & Tirole, 2003; Rochet & Tirole, 2006). While 

research that studied platforms from an economic perspective made important contributions, 

platform participants are often treated simply as consumers that interact over a platform that is 

assumed to be exogenous and fixed which limits our understanding on how platforms should be 

developed or governed (Gawer, 2014). 

Second, the engineering design literature started by examining product platforms and how these 

can be integrated into product families (Gawer, 2014). Early researchers viewed the platform as a 

bundle of standard components or functions that form a general-purpose technology with an 

integrated architecture and standards as the basis for third-party developers to develop 

complementary assets (Bresnahan & Greenstein, 1999; Fichman, 2004; Gawer & Cusumano, 2008; 

Taudes et al., 2000; West, 2003). What these early platform conceptualizations have in common is 

their focus on architecture and more specifically on modular technological architecture (Gawer, 

2014). In line with these early conceptualizations and by taking the unique properties of digital 

technologies into account (Yoo et al., 2010), digital platforms can be seen as layered-modular 

technological architectures with stable core components and variable peripheral components 

(Baldwin & Woodard, 2009; Tiwana et al., 2010). The core of a digital platform consists of “the 

extensible codebase of a software-based system that provides core functionality” (Tiwana et al., 

2010, p. 675). Boudreau (2010) further states that especially technical standards support 

interoperability among the modules on the periphery. The engineering perspective stresses the 

importance of platforms to be generative, i.e., the “capacity to produce unanticipated change 

through unfiltered contributions from broad and varied audiences” (Zittrain, 2008, p. 70). While 

the engineering perspective is particularly useful to understand how platforms stimulate generative 

innovation, it often does not take into account how multiple actors organize and coordinate 

themselves on the platform (Gawer, 2014). 

Third, the organizational perspective also conceptualizes platforms as consisting of a modular 

architecture but by highlighting the value-creating interactions between (internal and external) 

actors and resources (Constantinides et al., 2018; Gawer, 2014; Rolland et al., 2018). This 

perspective views a platform as a meta-organization (Ciborra, 1996; Gawer, 2014; Kretschmer et 

al., 2022; McIntyre et al., 2021) defined as “networks of firms or individuals not bound by authority 

based on employment relationships, but characterized by a system-level goal” (Gulati et al., 2012, 

p. 573). Gawer (2014) characterizes these evolving platform organizations or meta-organizations 
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by three aspects: (1) the coordination of actors (which can be both individuals or firms and which 

can take different roles); (2) economies of scope in both supply and/or demand; and (3) a modular 

technological architecture with a core and peripheral components. In other words, digital platforms 

consist of technical elements along with organizational processes and standards (de Reuver et al., 

2018). In this thesis the organizational perspective on platforms is adopted, as it provides an 

integrated view on economic, engineering, and organizational aspects of digital platforms (Gawer, 

2014). Accordingly, digital platforms can be defined as meta-organizations that entail a layered-

modular technological architecture, comprise of a market with multiple sides, and enable the 

orchestration of value-creating interactions between multiple actors (Constantinides et al., 2018; de 

Reuver et al., 2018; Gawer, 2014; Tiwana et al., 2010; Yoo et al., 2010). Whereas the engineering 

perspective forefronts platform generativity and the economic perspective has similar strong 

connotations by emphasizing pricing and network effects, the organizational perspective takes the 

position that digital platforms are not unlimitedly generative (Rolland et al., 2018). Hence, 

especially emphasized in the organizational perspective are mechanisms that appropriately bound 

participant behavior without excessively constraining the desired level of generativity of the 

platform which often creates tensions related to generativity (Cennamo & Santaló, 2019; 

Moehlmann et al., 2021). 

Decentralized Autonomous Organizations 

Decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) (Beck et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2021; Hsieh et al., 

2018; Lumineau et al., 2021; Murray et al., 2021; Vergne, 2020) promise new forms of 

decentralized meta-organizing (Gulati et al., 2012; Puranam et al., 2014) as alternatives to platforms 

orchestrated by a dominant platform owner (Constantinides et al., 2018; Tiwana et al., 2010). Many 

DAOs can be seen as platforms in that they enable value-creating interactions between multiple 

actors (Constantinides et al., 2018). For example, MakerDAO is a smart-contract service built on 

the Ethereum blockchain, allowing lending and borrowing of cryptocurrencies without the need for 

a middleman (MakerDAO, 2017). A DAO involves a distributed network of autonomous human 

or organizational actors who align around a common overall purpose through algorithms in the 

form of smart contracts deployed on a blockchain, and a shared constitution or set of rules and 

processes for operating and changing the network (Beck et al., 2018; Buterin, 2014a; De Filippi & 

Wright, 2018; Hassan & De Filippi, 2021; Murray et al., 2021; Voshmgir, 2020). DAOs hold the 

promise to be production communities that are collectively owned by their members whose 

governance is decentralized, that is, independent from central control, by relying on a set of self-

executing rules deployed on a public blockchain with the goal of achieving collective outcomes 

(Beck et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2021; Hassan & De Filippi, 2021; Lumineau et al., 2021; O'Mahony 

& Ferraro, 2007; Rozas et al., 2021). At the core of what makes DAOs as a form of organizing so 

unique compared to centrally governed organizations is the idea of collective ownership, which 

establishes skin in the game (Taleb, 2018) in which risks and rewards are more equally shared 
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among all DAO participants and thus creates sustained incentives for every participant to invest 

themselves and help further the DAO’s goals and purpose. DAOs establish collective ownership 

by combining at least three key developments: the deployment of smart contracts on a blockchain 

architecture, the introduction of digital tokens, and leadership by a decentralized community (Beck 

et al., 2018; Cennamo et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021; Lumineau et al., 2021; Murray et al., 2021). 

First, the evolution of digital technology gives rise to smart contracts that can be deployed on peer-

to-peer blockchain networks. A blockchain refers to a distributed ledger and database that can 

record transactions between actors in a peer-to-peer (P2P) network drawing on consensus 

algorithms for verification (Beck et al., 2018; Lumineau et al., 2021; Nakamoto, 2008). The first 

blockchain was outlined in 2008 in a white paper by Satoshi Nakamoto, a pseudonymous person 

or group, and was called ‘Bitcoin’ describing the vision of a P2P payment system where online 

payments could be sent directly to each other without the need for a central financial institution that 

controls payment processing, i.e., in a fully decentralized way (Nakamoto, 2008). Decentralization 

refers to transferring control and decision-making from a centralized entity, i.e., an organization, 

government, or company, to a distributed network of actors (Chen et al., 2021). With Bitcoin’s 

launch in early 2009 and subsequent growth toward becoming more accepted as a payment system, 

programmers began to explore the blockchain technology for uses outside of just digital currencies 

(Andersen & Bogusz, 2019; Beck et al., 2018; De Filippi & Wright, 2018). A few years after the 

appearance of Bitcoin, the concept of a decentralized autonomous corporation (DAC) was 

conceived (Buterin, 2014a). Viewed as a new corporate governance form using tokenized tradable 

shares as a means of providing dividends to shareholders, the term was soon considered too 

restrictive as it did not account for the emergence of decentralized applications (dapps) on 

blockchain networks. Eventually, the term decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) 

established itself in the context of the rise of smart contracts and the Ethereum blockchain (Hassan 

& De Filippi, 2021). Perhaps the most significant generalization over purely financial-oriented 

blockchains such as Bitcoin was envisioned in 2014 in a white paper by Vitalik Buterin, who 

introduced the Ethereum blockchain with the key idea of deploying so-called “smart contracts” on 

a blockchain (Buterin, 2014b). Smart contracts refer to agreements codified in software that 

automatically execute when pre-specified conditions are met resulting in algorithmic enforcement 

(Beck et al., 2018; Buterin, 2014b; Lumineau et al., 2021; Murray et al., 2021; Szabo, 1996; Szabo, 

1997; Werbach & Cornell, 2017). In the same Ethereum white paper, Vitalik Buterin outlined the 

idea of using smart contracts to encode the bylaws of entire organizations, so-called DAOs (Buterin, 

2014b). Through their ability to algorithmically enforce agreements, smart contracts running on 

peer-to-peer blockchain networks play a foundational role for DAOs to emerge as a form of 

organizing. 

Second, the design and use of cryptographic assets or tokens—scarce and valuable digital 

representations of unique rights—is another key development that establishes collective ownership 
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in DAOs (Cennamo et al., 2020; Hsieh et al., 2018; Oliveira et al., 2018; Schirrmacher et al., 2021). 

Digital tokens can represent anything from a store of economic value to a set of permissions in the 

physical or digital world and can be used to reward certain activities in a DAO (Buterin, 2014a; 

Voshmgir, 2020). Potential contributors or investors in a DAO can exchange other digital 

cryptocurrencies or tokens for the DAOs native tokens to gain an ownership stake in a DAOs 

internal capital (Buterin, 2014a; De Filippi & Wright, 2018). Members of DAOs are also (in part) 

the owners of the DAO and decide in a decentralized way on important decisions such as how the 

rules and logic should be encoded in the smart contracts and how the organization should allocate 

its funds that represent the internal capital in the form of digital tokens (Buterin, 2014a). Voting 

rights to participate in decision-making are often issued in accordance with the stake (in terms of 

tokens) that the actors in the distributed network hold on a DAO (Voshmgir, 2020). Digital tokens 

as valuable assets that can be traded and invested to earn rewards or be used for governance 

decisions provide another key development that establishes DAOs as a new form of organizing. 

The third development that gives rise to collective ownership in DAOs are the voluntary 

contributions of their community as an evolution of voluntary participation known from open-

source projects (Benkler, 2006). Distributed participants in a DAO can take on leadership roles in 

accordance with their interests to bring decentralization to more performance-enhancing levels 

(Chen et al., 2021; O'Mahony & Ferraro, 2007; O'Mahony & Karp, 2022; von Hippel & von Krogh, 

2003). In DAOs, governance rights are distributed to the collective where those affected by 

platform rules typically can participate in their making (Chen et al., 2021; O'Mahony & Karp, 

2022). DAOs build upon and extend this persistent trend of voluntary participation in open-source 

production communities (O'Mahony & Ferraro, 2007) by providing direct economic incentives 

through token rewards and by relying on both collective intelligence and smart contracts to self-

govern at greater scale. 

Tensions and Response Mechanisms in the Era of Digital Platforms and 

DAOs 

To analyze and explore what tensions surface in centralized and decentralized digital platform 

contexts and how platform participants can respond to selected tensions, this thesis draws on the 

theoretical lens of tensions (Lewis, 2000; Smith & Lewis, 2011). Tensions arise when elements 

seem logical individually but inconsistent when juxtaposed (Smith & Lewis, 2011) and signify two 

sides of the same coin (Lewis, 2000). For example, the Taoist symbol of Yin and Yang—in which 

both elements contain a part of the other and inform each other—is often used to symbolize 

tensions. Choices made between the elements of a tension can lead to stress, anxiety, discomfort, 

or tightness in humans (Putnam et al., 2016). Choosing one element of a tension to the detriment 

of the other (i.e., making an either/or choice) can lead to vicious cycles in which anxiety may 

temporarily be reduced, but the tension eventually be intensified (Lewis, 2000). Awareness of 
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tensions, on the other hand, can trigger active responses of accepting, working through, and 

balancing tensions (i.e., finding a both/and synthesis) that can lead to virtuous cycles and a dynamic 

equilibrium (Lewis, 2000; Luscher & Lewis, 2008; Miron-Spektor et al., 2018; Putnam et al., 2016; 

Smith & Lewis, 2011). Such active attempts to explore tensions and thereby tap the potential 

energy, insights, and power of tensions (Lewis, 2000; Smith & Lewis, 2011) are considered as 

mechanisms (Bunge, 2004) to respond to tensions in this thesis.  

Prior research on tensions identified four interrelated tension categories: (1) organizing tensions 

surface when complex organizational systems create competing designs and processes; (2) 

performing tensions arise when a plurality of actors seek conflicting goals; (3) learning tensions 

involve using and often destroying past practices to create new ones; and (4) belonging tensions 

stem from competing identities with which individuals identify with (Lewis, 2000; Luscher & 

Lewis, 2008; Smith & Lewis, 2011). While substantial empirical and theoretical work exists 

especially in management and organizational research that has explored tensions operating between 

as well as within these four categories (e.g., Andriopoulos & Lewis, 2009; Jay, 2013; Lewis, 2000; 

Luscher & Lewis, 2008; Smith & Lewis, 2011; Smith, 2014; Smith & Tushman, 2005), the social 

and the technical elements of digital platforms have been incorporated to a lesser extent into 

research on tensions (Tilson et al., 2010; Tilson et al., 2021; Yoo et al., 2012). A line of research 

especially in Information Systems has already started to explore tensions in digital platforms (e.g., 

Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013; Gregory et al., 2015; Huber et al., 2017; Tilson et al., 2021; 

Wareham et al., 2014; Yoo et al., 2012) highlighting key tensions related to generativity (e.g., 

Brunswicker & Schecter, 2019; Cennamo & Santaló, 2019; Eaton et al., 2015; Tilson et al., 2010). 

However, these studies typically assume that centralized platform owners have the power and 

agency to respond to tensions, but considered to a lesser extent how individual platform participants 

such as platform complementors or users (e.g., Brunswicker & Schecter, 2019; Eaton et al., 2015) 

or the collective meta-organization (Cennamo & Santaló, 2019; Faraj et al., 2011) can respond to 

tensions. While these studies made important contributions by identifying response mechanisms 

for tensions related to generativity and other aspects of digital platforms, our understanding of 

tensions related to collectivity that can be observed in blockchain-based decentralized autonomous 

organizations (Chen et al., 2021; Lumineau et al., 2021; Rozas et al., 2021) is still limited. These 

limitations of prior research invite an investigation of tensions in centralized and decentralized 

digital platform contexts. 

Research Methods 

To answer the research question of what tensions surface in centralized and decentralized digital 

platform contexts and how platform participants can respond to selected tensions, different research 

methods were employed in this thesis. These research methods included interviews analyzed by 
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using techniques of grounded theory, qualitative meta-analysis of published case studies, and 

(systematic) literature reviews. Numerous smaller literature reviews were conducted in this thesis 

to conceptualize digital platforms and tensions (in essay 1), platform organizing (in essay 2), 

platform development (in essay 3), and decentralized autonomous organizations and platform 

governance (in essays 4 and 5). A comprehensive systematic literature review was conducted in the 

first essay by following the recommendations of Webster and Watson (2002) and vom Brocke et 

al. (2015) which had the purpose to get an overview of tensions in digital platforms. This literature 

review included a systematic search in the Senior Scholars’ Basket of Journals of the Association 

for Information Systems and a backward search that broadened the search to other outlets outside 

the Information Systems discipline which resulted in 147 obtained studies. These studies were 

filtered based on title and abstract screening and reviewing of full texts resulting in a final literature 

set of 26 studies. The identified tensions in digital platforms were classified into an analytical 

framework.  

Based on the analytical framework for tensions in digital platforms obtained from the literature 

review in essay 1, a key tension related to generativity which is particularly salient in platform 

governance, the tension between autonomy and alignment, was identified which formed the basis 

of the second essay. In essay 2, a qualitative meta-analysis (Noblit & Hare, 1988) of 16 case studies 

was conducted similar to Berente et al. (2019). The goal of qualitative meta-analysis is to translate 

constructs from different case studies into each other by reinterpreting existing case studies beyond 

the original authors interpretations (in contrast to methods that merely aggregate findings such as 

systematic literature reviews) and to articulate theoretically generalizable findings attentive to the 

context of each individual case study (Berente et al., 2019; Noblit & Hare, 1988). The 16 case 

studies in the sample were analyzed using a semi-open coding procedure in order to identify 

mechanisms, i.e., a set of unique processes in a system that work together to drive outcomes (Bunge, 

2004), from the findings of existing case studies that achieve autonomy and alignment in platform 

meta-organizations.  

In the third essay, based on the analytical framework for tensions in digital platforms developed in 

essay 1 another key tension related to generativity which is particularly salient in platform 

development, the tension between technological and market demands, was identified. It became 

clear as the phenomenon of tensions in digital platforms became more studied in this thesis that the 

depth of a well-chosen single case and the identification of some ‘real’ processes and mechanisms 

(Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2009) (in contrast to interpretive approaches which are linked with 

qualitative meta-analyses) could be a more significant contribution. Therefore, the case of an 

ideation platform development project in which multiple companies formed a strategic alliance 

with the common objective to develop a digital ideation platform was studied in essay 3 by 

collecting primary data including 10 semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders. In this third 
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essay, techniques of grounded theory (Birks et al., 2013; Charmaz, 2006; Gioia et al., 2013; Glaser 

& Strauss, 1967; Urquhart, 2013) were used to analyze the case material (comprising 123 pages) 

in order to identify mechanisms that explain how multiple platform owners can reconcile both 

technological and market demands when jointly developing a digital platform. 

While essays 1, 2, and 3 assumed that single or multiple platform owners (see Figure 1) largely 

respond to tensions, in the fourth essay an alternative form of platform organizing, decentralized 

autonomous organizations, was recognized that offered the opportunity to study collective 

responses to tensions. In essay 4, a multiple-case study of five extreme cases (Gerring, 2006) of 

DAOs (i.e., Aragon, Flare Networks, KyberDAO, MakerDAO, and MolochDAO) was conducted 

which were theoretically sampled (Charmaz, 2006) from an initial sample of 20 DAO cases. 

Secondary data including white papers, blog entries, and newspaper articles was collected since 

this material provides rich and holistic descriptions of real DAOs, often dives deeper into 

technological underpinnings of DAOs, and hears different people’s voices (e.g., founders, 

developers of the technology, or token holders). Overall, 257 pages of case material was collected 

and analyzed using techniques of grounded theory (Birks et al., 2013; Charmaz, 2006; Gioia et al., 

2013; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Urquhart, 2013) to derive mechanisms that explain how DAOs are 

governed via IT. 

The case material from essay 4 was significantly expanded in essay 5 in which additional archival 

data including white papers, blog articles, podcast interviews, and technical documentation of 

DAOs (1,055 pages collected) was added. In addition, comprehensive archival data of 

MakerDAO’s evolution such as archival video material of 182 governance and risk meetings, 21 

blog articles1, and 6 Maker Improvement Proposals2 as well as primary data in the form of 15 semi-

structured interviews with core MakerDAO participants (including core unit team members, 

governance facilitators, and vote delegates) was collected. These interviews were complemented 

with observation and detailed analysis of MakerDAO participants at 20 governance and risk 

meetings (~ 20 hours of observation and writing of field notes) as well as informal dialogue with 

core participants from MakerDAO over Discord over a four-month period and semi-structured 

interviews with participants from other DAOs such as ElasticDAO, BanklessDAO, and 

CommonsStack. In essay 5, techniques of grounded theory (Birks et al., 2013; Charmaz, 2006; 

Gioia et al., 2013; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Urquhart, 2013) were used to analyze the case material 

in order to identify mechanisms that explain how and why decentralized governance as 

implemented in DAOs facilitates collective action. 

 
1 https://forum.makerdao.com 
2 https://mips.makerdao.com/mips/list 
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Summaries of the Five Essays and How They Are Related 

This thesis comprises five essays of which four have been published in or submitted to double-

blind, peer reviewed journals or (ranked) conference proceedings and one is a working paper. See 

Figure 1 for a classification of the five essays according to the platform context (i.e., centralized or 

decentralized) and platform elements (i.e., social or technical) that were derived based on emergent 

findings throughout this thesis. 

 

Figure 1. Classification of the essays in the thesis according to the platform context and 

platform elements 

The first essay “Tensions in Digital Platform Business Models: A Literature Review” (see Mini & 

Widjaja, 2019), was co-authored with Thomas Widjaja and was published in the Proceedings of 

the 40th International Conference on Information Systems (VHB-JOURQUAL3 (JQ3)3 ranking: A). 

This essay examines in a centralized platform context what tensions platform owners face when 

they manage their digital platform business model and finds that these tensions often include social 

elements (e.g., control of organizational actors) and technical elements (e.g., generativity of the 

technical architecture) of digital platform business models (see Figure 1). 

A digital platform business model to create, deliver, and capture value consists of conflicting 

elements that often create tensions (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010; Smith & Lewis, 2011; Teece, 2010). 

In this essay, the tension and business model perspectives are integrated for the exploration of 

tensions in digital platform business models. Prior research on platforms often considered specific 

elements of digital platform business models in isolation, neglecting possible related and 

 
3 The VHB-JOURQUAL ranking is provided by the German Academic Association for Business Research 

(VHB) and is currently available in version JQ3. It can be viewed online at 

https://vhbonline.org/en/vhb4you/vhb-jourqual/vhb-jourqual-3. 
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conflicting elements. Especially platform owners face tensions when they want to manage their 

digital platform business model and play a significant role in the management of tensions which is 

especially challenging because digital platforms are evolving and generative (Tiwana et al., 2010). 

While the focus of this essay is on the platform owner it is acknowledged that platform owners 

often have limited agency when responding to tensions which often also affect other ecosystem 

actors. In summary, a coherent understanding about what these tensions are and how they interrelate 

is missing which motivates the following research question of this essay: What set of interrelated 

tensions do platform owners face when continuously designing, adapting, and/or redesigning their 

digital platform business model? 

Based on a systematic literature review of 26 articles in existing digital platform research, 21 unique 

tensions that platform owners face when crafting business models were identified. These tensions 

were classified into four different categories of tensions (i.e., organizing, performing, learning, and 

belonging) based on Smith and Lewis (2011) and into four distinct business model dimensions (i.e., 

value architecture, value network, value finance, and value proposition) based on Al-Debei and 

Avison (2010). The findings show that all four business model dimensions (Al-Debei & Avison, 

2010) are affected by tensions. In particular, when platform owners aim to manage tensions 

regarding the tension categories of learning and performing (Smith & Lewis, 2011), they should 

consider all four business model dimensions (i.e., value architecture, value network, value finance, 

and value proposition). When platform owners aim to manage tensions regarding organizing and 

belonging (Smith & Lewis, 2011), the focus should be on the value architecture and value network 

dimensions. In addition, most tensions can be found on the value architecture and value network 

dimensions (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010) of the digital platform business model and these two 

business model dimensions accommodate all four categories of tensions (i.e., learning, belonging, 

organizing, and performing based on Smith and Lewis (2011)). This finding implicates that perhaps 

new categories of tensions emerge, especially across and within the value architecture and value 

network dimensions. Finally, the findings reveal chains of tensions that cross different business 

model dimensions and cycles of tensions that arise when multiple tension elements are connected 

within or across different categories of tensions (Smith & Lewis, 2011) and business model 

dimensions (Al-Debei & Avison, 2010) but form a closed sequence. 

The second essay “Autonomy and Alignment in Platform-based Meta-organizations: A Qualitative 

Meta-analysis” (see Mini et al., 2020), co-authored with Thomas Widjaja and Robert W. Gregory, 

is a working paper and was submitted to the 1st AIS SIG DITE Paper Development Workshop. As 

Figure 1 shows, this essay assumes a centralized platform context and examines the social platform 

elements autonomy and alignment of actors (i.e., individuals or organizations) that spur a tension. 

The findings reveal eight mechanisms enabled by digital technology. 
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Meta-organizations leverage the unique properties and architecture of digital technologies to solve 

the key tension of organizing between autonomy and alignment within distributed networks of 

autonomous actors without relying on formal contractual or managerial authority while at the same 

time ensuring alignment with system-level goals (Gulati et al., 2012). Autonomy is defined in the 

essay as the practical capacities of individual actors to create more value for and by themselves, 

and in loose commonality with others (Benkler, 2006). Alignment is defined as the federation and 

coordination of actors distributed across the platform network to ensure ecosystem-wide optimal 

matching of supply and demand, desirable innovation, or behavioral congruence with the economic 

vision and cultural expectations set by the platform owner and its direct participants (Gawer, 2014). 

Meta-organizations are distinct from traditional organizations in that meta-organizations exhibit 

higher potential for leveraging the autonomy and capacities of actors in the distributed network of 

the platform for value co-creation, relational architectures are non-hierarchical, and meta-

organizations leverage the advancements in the evolution of digital technology (Yoo et al., 2010), 

including but not limited to the layered-modular architecture that distinguishes between a core and 

a periphery (Gawer, 2014). These characteristics highlighted above that set meta-organizations 

apart from traditional organizations motivate the following research question of the essay: What 

are the key mechanisms enabled by digital technology for synthesizing autonomy and alignment in 

non-hierarchical meta-organizations? 

For this purpose, a qualitative meta-analysis of 16 case studies on platform-based meta-

organizations published in Information Systems was employed. Eight mechanisms enabled by 

digital technology were identified that synthesize autonomy and alignment in non-hierarchical 

meta-organizations. The identified mechanisms were classified into an a-priori derived framework 

consisting of two dimensions: (1) autonomy that can be taken for granted or granted by the owner 

of the platform-based meta-organization; and (2) alignment that can be core-driven or periphery-

driven. Mechanisms where autonomy was taken for granted and alignment was core-driven were 

“Values Promoted by the Platform Owner,” “Standards for Participation,” and “Standardized 

Access to Knowledge for Participation.” Where autonomy was granted by owners and alignment 

was core-driven, mechanisms of “Standards for Constrained Participation” and “Guided Access to 

Knowledge for Participation” were identified. The mechanism of “Guided Matching” was found 

for autonomy that is granted by the platform owner and alignment that is periphery-driven. Finally, 

taken for granted autonomy and periphery-driven alignment involved the mechanisms of “Social 

Feedback” and “Free-market Matching.” The preliminary findings are expected to contribute to the 

literatures on new forms of organizing and platform-based meta-organizations. 

The third essay with the title “The Diverging and Converging of Multiple Partners in Digital 

Platform Development” (see Mini, 2022) is a single author paper and has been submitted to the 

43rd International Conference on Information Systems (VHB-JQ3 ranking: A) where it is currently 
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under review. This essay is located in the platform context of centralized platforms with multiple 

platform owners that jointly develop a digital platform (see Figure 1). The tension between 

technological and market demands related to the development of the technological platform core is 

examined and a dynamic of “diverging and converging” of the multiple platform owner 

organizations is observed that involves the mechanisms of “scaffolding technology,” “checking 

evolution,” and “translating demands” (see Figure 1). 

Firms or individuals that want to develop a digital platform to become “platform owners” have to 

meet both technological and market demands that often contradict each other (Qiu et al., 2017) and 

that are highly uncertain (Dattée et al., 2018). Individual firms often can only meet either 

technological or market demands, but not both, when developing a digital platform (Murthy & 

Madhok, 2021; Shi et al., 2021). This essay examines the phenomenon of individual firms that pool 

their resources and skills with other firms in a strategic alliance to meet both technological and 

market demands at the same time when jointly developing a digital platform. This joint platform 

development challenges assumptions of prior research on information systems (IS) development in 

the context of platforms in that (1) prospective platform owners that develop a digital platform are 

not only technology providers and market-makers but also orchestrators that connect with multiple 

partners, (2) platform development is not only a software engineering process but also entails the 

creation of a larger digital ecosystem, and (3) approaches aimed at reconciling technological and 

market demands in platform development typically span firm boundaries. Motivated by these 

challenged assumptions associated with platform development, this third essay addresses the 

following research question: How can multiple platform owners reconcile both technological and 

market demands when jointly developing a digital platform? 

Based on a case study where a firm specialized on software development (i.e., 

TechnologyCompany) formed a strategic alliance with three other firms that had expertise in 

innovation management (i.e., PartnerCompanies) with the common objective to develop a digital 

ideation platform, ten key stakeholders of the ideation platform development project were 

interviewed and the case material was analyzed using techniques of grounded theory (Birks et al., 

2013; Charmaz, 2006; Gioia et al., 2013; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Urquhart, 2013). The findings 

from the case study reveal that the platform owner firms in the strategic alliance dynamically 

“diverge and converge” when they coordinate the platform development between and within their 

firms. The partners diverge through the mechanism of “scaffolding technology” where features of 

the platform were developed that may be needed in the future to tackle high uncertainty and to 

reduce future effort in platform development. This mechanism is counterbalanced by “checking 

evolution” where feedback on platform features is gathered from potential users to steer the general 

direction of the platform. The partners converge through the mechanism of “translating demands” 

where the actors constantly align themselves and create a common understanding for technological 
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and market demands of the platform. The dynamic of “diverging and converging” between the 

platform owner firms identified in this paper explains how multiple platform owners can 

collaborate (Furr & Shipilov, 2018; Jacobides et al., 2018; Shipilov & Gawer, 2020) to reconcile 

technological and market demands when developing a digital platform (Qiu et al., 2017; Tan et al., 

2015). 

The fourth essay “An Exploration of Governing via IT in Decentralized Autonomous 

Organizations” (see Mini et al., 2021), co-authored with Eleunthia Wong Ellinger, Robert W. 

Gregory, and Thomas Widjaja and published in the Proceedings of the 42nd International 

Conference on Information Systems (VHB-JQ3 ranking: A), was nominated for the “Best Theory 

Development Paper Award” at the 42nd International Conference on Information Systems. In this 

essay, the platform context of decentralized autonomous organizations is examined and a tension 

is identified that involves socio-technical platform elements (see Figure 1). 

This second essay examines the shift from governance of IT toward governance via IT through 

platform-based and technology-enabled mechanisms for governance that is underlying the DAO 

phenomenon, on which previous IT governance research in the context of digital transformation 

has started to shed light on (Gregory et al., 2018). Governance in DAOs includes complex 

combinations of community-driven human and algorithmic mechanisms to ensure the alignment of 

autonomous actors with a shared purpose (Murray et al., 2021). Motivated by the fact that the shift 

toward governance via IT in DAOs challenges established assumptions of traditional IT governance 

literature and instead assumes heavy reliance on governance via IT, decentralization of decision-

making, and the transparent and automated enforcement of rules, this essay seeks to address the 

following research question: How are decentralized autonomous organizations governed via IT? 

To answer this research question, five cases of DAOs (Aragon, Flare Networks, KyberDAO, 

MakerDAO, and MolochDAO) were analyzed based on white papers, blog entries, and newspaper 

articles using techniques of grounded theory (Birks et al., 2013; Charmaz, 2006; Gioia et al., 2013; 

Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Urquhart, 2013). The core finding of this essay is that governing DAOs 

via IT requires two mechanisms called “establishing algorithmic organization” and “taming 

algorithmic power.” The first mechanism, “establishing algorithmic organization,” refers to the 

reinforcement of the software protocol’s central authority in the DAO through ongoing execution 

of routines. The second mechanism, “taming algorithmic power,” describes how humans both 

systematically and spontaneously perform actions to bend automated processes in the DAO to 

comply with their organizational will. The findings implicate that DAOs governed via IT synthesize 

autonomy and alignment through “establishing algorithmic organization.” At the same time, 

governance of IT in DAOs involves a more pluralistic and decentralized form of algorithmic 

management through “taming algorithmic power.” Thus, governance in DAOs involves combining 

governance via IT, through the mechanism of “establishing algorithmic organization,” with 
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governance of IT, through the mechanism of “taming algorithmic power,” into a duality (Farjoun, 

2010) which points to a fundamental novel tension in blockchain governance that must be resolved 

for effective governance in DAOs, the tension between governance via IT and governance of IT. 

The fifth essay “Skin in the Game in DAO Governance: A Dynamic Model of Collective Platform 

Ownership” (see Ellinger et al., 2022), co-authored with Eleunthia Wong Ellinger, Robert W. 

Gregory, Thomas Widjaja, and Ola Henfridsson, has been revised and resubmitted to the journal 

MIS Quarterly (VHB-JQ3 ranking: A+). In this essay, the platform context of decentralized 

autonomous organizations is examined and socio-technical mechanisms are derived (see Figure 1). 

Prior research on platforms typically examines centralized forms of governance, where the platform 

owner develops the governance framework that controls the value-creating interactions on the 

platform. The concentration of ownership typically limits and constrains the potential for collective 

action among platform participants. In contrast, DAOs create and sustain themselves through 

collective action defined as voluntary cooperative behavior among rational, self-interested 

individuals with common interests (Olson, 1965; Ostrom, 2000). The examination of governance 

in DAOs offers an opportunity to generate insights about the role of collective ownership for 

platform governance. Informed by polycentric commons theory (Mindel et al., 2018; Ostrom, 1990) 

and intended to contribute to platform governance literature (Constantinides et al., 2018; Tiwana et 

al., 2010), this essay seeks to address the following research question: How and why does 

decentralized governance as implemented in DAOs facilitate collective action? 

For this purpose, multiple DAOs were studied with a focus on MakerDAO grounded in rigorous 

case analysis (Birks et al., 2013; Gerring, 2006). DAOs manifest governance where many platform 

participants have skin in the game (Taleb, 2018) based on collective ownership by holding 

governance tokens that give them a voice in the decentralized governance of the platform. To 

analyze the findings, the theory of polycentric commons (Mindel et al., 2018; Ostrom, 1990) was 

used as a lens to develop explanatory polycentric governance mechanisms (Bunge, 2004). This 

essay contributes to platform governance literature by developing a dynamic model of collective 

platform ownership. The model consists of three mechanisms (“structuring ownership,” 

“harnessing collective,” and “governing protocols”) that explain how and why decentralized 

governance as implemented in DAOs facilitates collective action. Through “structuring ownership” 

DAOs baseline investing and shaping of the platform, enabling decentralized member actions. 

“Harnessing collective” is the process by which DAOs maximize participation while maintaining 

distinctness of actors and reinforcing formal procedures. By “governing protocols” DAOs make 

key decisions regarding the evolution of the protocols while ensuring automated processes reflect 

interests of the collective. Through the interplay of the three collective platform ownership 

mechanisms, a polycentric structure emerges where people coordinate and govern in a DAO, 

addressing tensions and problems related to collective action. 
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Overall Discussion 

This thesis explored in five essays what tensions exist in centralized and decentralized digital 

platform contexts and how platform participants can respond to selected tensions. Beyond the 

individual contributions of each essay as elaborated in the previous section, this thesis makes three 

overarching contributions and has several implications for practitioners. 

First, regarding the digital platform context, this thesis responds to calls for extending the 

boundaries of research on tensions associated with digital technologies (Yoo et al., 2012) by 

exploring novel empirical settings (see Figure 1). When tensions arise in a centralized platform 

context (see Figure 1) the findings of this thesis show that not only single platform owners (see 

essay 1) or multiple platform owners (see essay 3) have the power and agency to respond to tensions 

by aligning the platform architecture with the coordination of the collective organization to 

effectively influence value-enhancing interactions on the platform (e.g., Cennamo & Santaló, 2019; 

Tilson et al., 2010; Tiwana et al., 2010; Wareham et al., 2014) but also individual platform 

participants on the periphery of the platform (see essay 2) such as platform complementors or users 

(e.g., Brunswicker & Schecter, 2019; Eaton et al., 2015). When tensions arise in a decentralized 

platform context such as in decentralized autonomous organizations (see Figure 1), the findings 

from essays 4 and 5 show that the distributed participants of a DAO can respond to tensions based 

on decentralized governance that facilitates collective action (Beck et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2021; 

Lumineau et al., 2021; Rozas et al., 2021). The collective action perspective that is advanced in this 

thesis extends the line of research on platforms by offering a new lens for analyzing platforms as 

collective organizations in which tensions arise at the collective meta-organizational level 

(Cennamo & Santaló, 2019; Faraj et al., 2011). Such collective level tensions typically require 

collective responses by platform participants which may raise agency and power dynamics (Berti 

& Simpson, 2021) that future research could investigate in the context of centralized and 

decentralized digital platforms. 

The second contribution of this thesis is the identification of novel tensions that become salient 

through the widespread deployment of digital technologies in new forms of platform organizing 

(Cennamo & Santaló, 2019; Gregory et al., 2015; Huber et al., 2017; Tilson et al., 2010; Tilson et 

al., 2021; Wareham et al., 2014). The synthesized findings across all five essays suggest that 

platform meta-organizations must respond to the tension of simultaneously effecting generativity 

of the technology and collectivity of the community through complex combinations of community-

driven human and algorithmic mechanisms to ensure the alignment of autonomous actors with a 

shared purpose. In the context of centralized platforms (see Figure 1), essay 1 and prior research 

(e.g., Brunswicker & Schecter, 2019; Cennamo & Santaló, 2019; Eaton et al., 2015; Tilson et al., 

2010) highlight key tensions related to generativity, i.e., unpredictable change resulting from 

innovation in platforms (Zittrain, 2008). Essays 2 and 3 identify mechanisms that appropriately 
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bound participant behavior without excessively constraining the desired level of generativity of the 

platform when developing and governing platforms. In the context of decentralized autonomous 

organizations (see Figure 1), essays 4 and 5 highlight collectivity associated with desirable change 

resulting from collective action and point to novel tensions such as token holders making sustained 

contributions to the DAO while earning financial rewards or the tension between governance via 

IT and governance of IT. The findings of this thesis suggest imbalances between generativity and 

collectivity, where one pole begins to dominate and has relative influence (Schad et al., 2016), 

depending on the context of centralized or decentralized digital platforms (see Figure 1). This 

tension between generativity and collectivity calls for future theory development and empirical 

evidence on appropriate mechanisms for actively responding to the tension to achieve a dynamic 

equilibrium (Smith & Lewis, 2011) between generativity and collectivity over time. 

As a third contribution, this thesis offers both conceptual foundations and empirical evidence for a 

novel category of tensions (Lewis, 2000; Smith & Lewis, 2011)—socio-technical tensions—on 

which recent research has started to shed light on (Tilson et al., 2010; Tilson et al., 2021). In 

particular, essay 1 provides conceptual foundations for such a new category of socio-technical 

tensions by suggesting that certain tensions in digital platforms cycle through the technological 

architecture and organizational dimensions of their business model. While some of the tensions 

identified throughout this thesis echo tensions related to organizing, performing, learning, or 

belonging uncovered in prior organizational and management literature (e.g., Andriopoulos & 

Lewis, 2009; Jay, 2013; Lewis, 2000; Luscher & Lewis, 2008; Smith & Lewis, 2011; Smith, 2014; 

Smith & Tushman, 2005), they also differ in that they are inherently socio-technical or require 

socio-technical response mechanisms. For instance, essay 2 examines the tension between 

autonomy and alignment of human or organizational actors in a digital platform meta-organization 

and reveals eight digital technology-enabled mechanisms. In addition, while essay 3 provides 

empirical evidence for a tension that is primarily related to the development of the platform core 

technology, the tension between technological and market demands, the responses to this tension 

are related to the social dynamics between the platform owner firms that collaboratively develop 

the platform. Essays 4 and 5 provide empirical evidence and response mechanisms for a new socio-

technical tension between governance via IT and governance of IT in DAOs that involves both 

contradictory yet interrelated social and technical elements. On the one hand, governance of IT in 

DAOs involves the community of distributed actors in the network who ultimately need to support, 

change, and adapt the design of the DAO to identify with the overall purpose. On the other hand, 

DAOs must rely on governance via IT through embedded algorithms that align individual actors 

toward the overall purpose of a DAO. These findings highlight that contradictory yet interrelated 

elements in the domain of digital platforms are not only embedded in organizing (Lewis, 2000; 

Smith & Lewis, 2011) but also embedded into the technological architecture of the DAO. The 

technological developments associated with digital platforms and DAOs increase the potential for 
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cross-fertilization between research on social and technical aspects of information systems (Sarker 

et al., 2019) and social and organizational aspects of tensions (Lewis, 2000; Smith & Lewis, 2011). 

Such a socio-technical perspective on tensions may help to generalize insights on tensions extracted 

from digital platforms to the broader class of digital technologies (Yoo et al., 2012) and broaden 

the conceptualization of the social and the technical being not only interrelated (Sarker et al., 2019) 

but often also contradictory yet interrelated (Lewis, 2000; Smith & Lewis, 2011). 

The five essays in this thesis also have important implications for platform participants who can 

benefit from an increased awareness of socio-technical tensions in digital platforms. On the one 

hand, this thesis highlights tensions related to generativity and other tensions (see essay 1) such as 

the tensions between autonomy and alignment in platform governance (see essay 2) and between 

technological and market demands in platform development (see essay 3) that are typically salient 

in the context of centralized platforms. On the other hand, this thesis surfaces novel tensions related 

to collectivity (see essays 4 and 5) such as the tension between governance via IT and governance 

of IT that typically surface in the context of decentralized autonomous organizations. This increased 

awareness of socio-technical tensions helps platform participants to develop a collective 

paradoxical mindset (Miron-Spektor et al., 2018) by actively exploring tensions to tap the potential 

energy, insights, and power of tensions rather than avoiding or ignoring tensions. After becoming 

aware of tensions, a critical next step for platform participants is to accept and work through 

tensions by exploring appropriate response mechanisms. This thesis provides collective and 

technology-enabled response mechanisms to the identified socio-technical tensions that can be 

activated or deactivated by platform participants depending on the platform context. On the one 

hand, centralized platforms typically accent individual choices in activating or deactivating 

response mechanisms, for example, by single platform owners (see essay 1), multiple platform 

owners (see essay 3), or individual platform participants on the periphery of the platform (see essay 

2) such as platform complementors or users. On the other hand, decentralized autonomous 

organizations enable the collective to activate or deactivate mechanisms to respond to tensions (see 

essays 4 and 5). 

In addition to the limitations of each individual essay and the resulting implications for future 

research, the overall thesis also has limitations and boundary conditions that may provide avenues 

for future research. First, this thesis did not focus on the dynamic push and pulls between the poles 

of the identified tensions over time. Future research may unveil the longitudinal, dynamic interplay 

and balancing act of the identified tensions in this thesis, especially for the novel tensions related 

to collectivity that surface in the context of decentralized autonomous organizations (see essays 4 

and 5). Second, the generalizability of the findings may be bounded by the unit of analysis of meta-

organizations taken across all five essays. The emergent findings from the essays point to other 

units of analysis that may be worthwhile to explore in future research, for example, the perspective 
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of individual participants of a DAO creating a decentralized work environment that is not yet well 

understood in the literature including not only the opportunities but also the tensions and unique 

challenges it creates, and how participants respond to them. 

In conclusion, digital platforms are rife with tensions but prior research on platforms often focused 

on individual tension elements but neglected possible related and conflicting elements or 

considered tensions but assumed that centralized platform owners can respond to tensions 

neglecting possible collective and technology-enabled response mechanisms. This thesis builds on 

the findings derived from five essays to (1) contribute a lens for analyzing platforms as collective 

organizations in which tensions arise at the collective meta-organizational level requiring collective 

responses, (2) identifies new tensions and response mechanisms related to generativity and 

collectivity, and (3) points to a novel category of socio-technical tensions that are especially salient 

in the context of digital platforms. 
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Abstract 

Digital platform business models consist of conflicting elements that often create tensions. 
We integrate the tension and business model perspectives to explore what set of 
interrelated tensions platform owners face when continuously designing, adapting, 
and/or redesigning their digital platform business model. For this purpose, we 
systematically reviewed information systems literature resulting in 21 unique tensions 
that platform owners face when crafting business models. We provide a theory for 
analyzing tensions in digital platform business models by classifying tensions into 
categories of tensions (i.e., organizing, performing, learning, and belonging) and 
business model dimensions (i.e., value architecture, value network, value finance, and 
value proposition). We highlight for business model research which business model 
dimensions are rich with tensions. Additionally, we integrate tensions that were largely 
considered in isolation by past digital platform research. This integration helps to avoid 
conceptual ambiguity and reveals chains and cycles between tensions. 

Keywords: Digital Platform, Tension, Dilemma, Paradox, Business Model, Literature Review 

Introduction 

Managing a digital platform business model to create, deliver, and capture value is a challenging task for 
platform owners as a business model consists of conflicting elements that often create tensions (Al-Debei 
and Avison 2010; Smith et al. 2010; Teece 2010). While past discussions about business models (e.g., Al-
Debei and Avison 2010; Teece 2010; Zott et al. 2011) and tensions (e.g., Lewis 2000; Smith and Lewis 2011) 
in general were largely held in isolation from each other, both research streams assume conflicting elements 
that have to be managed (Al-Debei and Avison 2010; Smith et al. 2010; Zott and Amit 2007). We integrate 
these two areas of research for the exploration of tensions in digital platform business models. 

Existing literature on business models (e.g., Al-Debei and Avison 2010; Teece 2010; Zott and Amit 2007) 
and tensions (e.g., Lewis 2000; Smith 2014; Smith and Lewis 2011; Smith and Tushman 2005) discussed 
opposing elements in various contexts. However, we want to adapt these discussions to the digital platform 
context. Digital platforms consist of an extensible platform core shared by digital complements (e.g., apps) 
that interoperate with it via interfaces (Tiwana et al. 2010). Past digital platform research enriched our 
understanding about specific elements of digital platform business models. Like, for example, the 
architecture and governance of digital platforms and ecosystems (e.g., Tiwana et al. 2010), power and trust 
(e.g., Hurni and Huber 2014), platform competition (e.g., Kazan et al. 2018), or platform merger and 
acquisitions (e.g., Dowie et al. 2017). However, these studies often considered their focal elements in 
isolation, neglecting possible related and conflicting elements. Nevertheless, some studies in the digital 
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platform context explicitly considered tensions (e.g., Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013; Tilson et al. 2010; 
Wareham et al. 2014) but without taking business model design into consideration. 

The integration of business models and tensions might be useful as especially platform owners face tensions 
when they want to manage their digital platform business model (Boudreau and Lakhani 2009). For 
example, Google faced the tension between the elements of openness and control when managing the 
business model for its popular Android platform. While the business model of the Android platform initially 
relied on an open architecture to attract complementary app developers, Amazon and others took advantage 
of this openness and cloned almost the entire platform due to lack of control over the ecosystem (Karhu et 
al. 2018). However, by making sense of this openness vs. control tension, Google was able to successfully 
derive appropriate management strategies (Karhu et al. 2018). As this example illustrates, platform owners 
play a significant role in the management of tensions in digital platform business models and the role of the 
platform owner is especially challenging because digital platforms are evolving and generative (Tiwana et 
al. 2010). Thus, the focus of this study is on the platform owner while we acknowledge the oftentimes limited 
agency of platform owners as tensions and management strategies often affect other ecosystem actors. 

In summary, we know that tensions are salient in digital platform business models and are relevant both 
for platform owners and researchers. However, we lack a coherent understanding about what these tensions 
are and how they interrelate. Therefore, our research question is stated as follows:  

What set of interrelated tensions do platform owners face when continuously designing, adapting, and/or 
redesigning their digital platform business model? 

By reviewing existing digital platform research we aim to describe the phenomenon of tensions in digital 
platform business models. We therefore classify the identified tensions into different categories of tensions 
(i.e., organizing, performing, learning, and belonging) proposed by Smith and Lewis (2011) and into the 
business model dimensions (i.e., value architecture, value network, value finance, and value proposition) 
proposed by Al-Debei and Avison (2010). With this description and classification we provide a theory for 
analyzing (cf. Gregor 2006) and contribute to the growing literature on business models and digital 
platforms by showing what set of interrelated tensions are salient on digital platforms and how they relate 
together. Specifically, we contribute to business model research by transferring the business model 
framework of Al-Debei and Avison (2010) to the digital platform context and highlighting which business 
model dimensions are rich with tensions. In addition, the integrated view on tensions helps digital platform 
research to avoid conceptual ambiguity and reveals interrelations between tensions (e.g., chains and cycles). 

In the following section, we first provide conceptual foundations. Then, we present our used research 
method by outlining the literature review design and classification procedure. Next, we describe the 
tensions that were identified through the literature review following their affiliation to a certain category of 
tension. We conclude with the discussion of our findings, limitations, and avenues for future research.  

Conceptual Foundations 

In the following three subsections we define the concepts of (1) digital platforms and ecosystems, (2) 
business models, and (3) tensions, dilemmas, paradoxes, and management strategies. 

Digital Platforms and Ecosystems 

We understand digital platforms and ecosystems as modular and granular digital artifacts. Digital platforms 
and ecosystems as digital artifacts thus share the dimensions of editability, interactivity, openness and 
reprogrammability, and distributedness (Kallinikos et al. 2013).  

Past research followed mainly three theoretical perspectives on the concept of digital platforms: economic, 
engineering, and organizational (Gawer 2014). First, the economic perspective considers two- or multi-
sided markets that mediate interactions between two or multiple market sides and emphasizes the 
importance of (cross-side) network effects (i.e., increasing the number of users on one side of the platform 
makes it more valuable to the users on the other side (Eisenmann et al. 2006)). Second, from the 
engineering perspective, platforms are seen as general-purpose technologies that enable applications and 
related business opportunities (Fichman 2004). More specifically, digital platforms consist of an integrated, 
layered-modular architecture with a set of stable components and core functionality (i.e., the platform core) 
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shared by the modules/complements (e.g., apps or add-ons) that interoperate with it via rules or 
standardized interfaces like application programming interfaces (APIs) or software development kits 
(SDKs) (Baldwin and Woodard 2009; Boudreau 2010; Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013; Tiwana et al. 
2010; Yoo et al. 2010). In this paper we adopt the third perspective – the organizational perspective on 
platforms – as this lens includes the economic and engineering perspectives and considers both technical 
and social aspects. The organizational perspective conceptualizes platforms as “meta-organizations” with 
stable organizational structures and temporary arrangements with frequently changing organizational 
structures or products (Ciborra 1996). Such platform organizations can be characterized by three aspects: 
(1) they coordinate actors (i.e., individuals or firms) who can both compete and innovate, (2) make use of 
economies of scope in both supply and/or demand, and (3) consist of a modular technological architecture 
with a core and peripheral components (Gawer 2014). The platform core with digital complements on the 
periphery that connect via interfaces then are part of a larger digital ecosystem. 

Originating from biology, the ecosystem concept has been investigated from three different theoretical 
perspectives in past research: business ecosystems, innovation ecosystems, and platform ecosystems 
(Jacobides et al. 2018). First, business ecosystems form an economic community which consists of 
interacting organizations or individuals who deliver value to customers and are aligned by the rules set by 
one or more central companies (Moore 1996). These central companies are often referred to as “keystone 
organizations” or “hubs” (Iansiti and Levien 2004). Second, innovation ecosystems are centered around a 
focal innovation where collaborative arrangements among social and economic actors combine their 
individual offerings into a coherent and customer-oriented solution or value proposition (Adner 2006; 
Adner 2017). In this paper we focus on the platform ecosystem perspective that views platforms as “hubs” 
that enable digital complements (i.e., “spokes”) to connect via boundary resources (Jacobides et al. 2018). 
Especially emphasized in this perspective is the interdependence between the platform owner and 
complementors. Platform owners can be divided into platform providers who mediate users’ interactions 
and platform sponsors who control the technology and participation rights (Eisenmann 2008). For the 
purpose of this paper, we consolidate those two roles and take the perspective of the platform owner. 
Complementors (e.g., app developers) on the other hand can be referred to as autonomous actors who use 
their entrepreneurial instinct to address consumer needs by creating novel innovations (Wareham et al. 
2014). These innovations often take the form of digital complements (e.g., apps or add-ons) that refer to 
executable pieces of software that make a focal product (i.e., the platform) more attractive (Brandenburger 
and Nalebuff 1996; Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013). Complementors are thus developers of digital 
complements. The relationship between platform owners and complementors is often governed at arm’s 
length via boundary resources that contain software tools and regulations and form the interface between 
platform and digital complement (Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013). 

Business Models  

Besides digital platforms, digitality can also be an inherent property of business models. In this study we 
particularly focus on digital business models that emerge when traditional business practices are 
fundamentally altered by changes in digital technologies (Veit et al. 2014). However, traditional business 
model research forms the underlying basis for digital business models. 

While the business model itself is centered on a focal organization, the activities derived from it are 
boundary-spanning (Zott et al. 2011). These interrelated and boundary-spanning organizational activities, 
i.e., the contribution of human, physical, or financial resources to the business model, form an activity 
system which reveals the systemic nature of the business model concept (Zott and Amit 2010; Zott et al. 
2011). Viewing business models as systems assembled of a dynamic set of components and linkages between 
those components (Afuah and Tucci 2003), different business model frameworks emerged. Past research 
on business model frameworks largely partitioned business model components (e.g., value creation, 
delivery, and capture (Teece 2010)) into distinct dimensions (e.g., value architecture, value network, value 
finance, and value proposition (Al-Debei and Avison 2010)) which, in turn, were subdivided into single 
elements or activities (e.g., content, structure, or governance (Zott and Amit 2010)) (Al-Debei and Avison 
2010). As these elements are steadily evolving, the task for managers is to continuously design, adapt, 
and/or redesign the various elements so that they work together as a system while managing the often 
conflicting elements as improvements in one element may adversely affect another element (Al-Debei and 
Avison 2010; Demil and Lecocq 2010; Hedman and Kalling 2003). 
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Tensions, Dilemmas, Paradoxes, and Management Strategies 

Similar to business models, conflicting elements are also central to research on tensions. Tensions arise 
when individuals cognitively and/or socially construct polarities that hide the simultaneity of conflicting 
elements (Lewis 2000; Smith and Lewis 2011). Choices made by individuals between the elements of a 
tension then lead to feelings of stress or anxiety (Putnam et al. 2016). In this study, we classify tensions as 
either dilemmas or paradoxes as individuals often experience both when dealing with tensions (Luscher 
and Lewis 2008; Smith 2014; Smith and Lewis 2011). 

Dilemmas denote tensions in which each element is imposed with clear advantages and disadvantages 
(Smith and Lewis 2011). Weighing advantages and disadvantages of each element and then making a 
tradeoff or “either-or” decision could resolve dilemmas (Luscher and Lewis 2008; Smith 2014). Still, when 
such tradeoffs are just temporary but resurface and persist, dilemmas become paradoxical. 

Paradoxes can be defined as “contradictory yet interrelated elements (dualities) that exist simultaneously 
and persist over time; such elements seem logical when considered in isolation, but irrational, inconsistent, 
and absurd when juxtaposed” (Smith and Lewis 2011, p. 387).  

Recent research on tensions identified four interrelated tension categories: (1) organizing tensions surface 
when complex organizational systems create competing designs and processes; (2) performing tensions 
arise when a plurality of actors seek for conflicting goals; (3) learning tensions involve using and often 
destroying past practices to create new ones; and (4) belonging tensions stem from competing identities 
with which individuals identify with (Lewis 2000; Luscher and Lewis 2008; Smith and Lewis 2011).  

To cope with tensions, recent studies identified three broad management strategies: either-or, both-and, 
and more-than (Putnam et al. 2016; Smith and Lewis 2011). Either-or responses seek to resolve paradoxes 
by, for example, choosing one element to the detriment of the other or spatially and/or temporally 
separating tensions (Poole and van de Ven 1989; Putnam et al. 2016). Separation is well known from 
structural ambidexterity research in which tensions are best managed by situating two elements of a tension 
at two different organizational levels (i.e., spatial separation) and/or choosing different elements for 
different time periods at the same organizational level (i.e., temporal separation) (Gibson and Birkinshaw 
2004; Poole and van de Ven 1989; Smith and Lewis 2011). However, either-or strategies often lead to vicious 
cycles that temporarily reduce anxiety, yet eventually intensify tensions (Lewis 2000). Thus, while either-
or strategies could potentially resolve dilemmas, interwoven and persistent paradoxes demand more 
intricate management strategies (Luscher and Lewis 2008).  

Both-and strategies on the other hand explicitly consider the interdependence of contradictory elements 
(Putnam et al. 2016). The use of both-and strategies often includes oscillation between the elements of a 
tension (e.g., shifting between elements at different times) or integration and balance (Putnam et al. 2016). 
Balance and integration aim at accepting the tension and actively confronting the tension via iterative 
separation and integration responses to seek a balance or dynamic equilibrium (Smith and Lewis 2011). For 
example, contextual ambidexterity (cf. Gibson and Birkinshaw 2004) often stresses social and behavioral 
means to integrate the elements of a tension (Andriopoulos and Lewis 2009). Coping with tensions through 
both-and strategies offers the potential to fuel virtuous cycles but also the danger to restore either-or choices 
or neglecting the creative potential of tensions (Putnam et al. 2016).  

Alternatively, more-than responses consider, for example, reframing and transcendence of tensions such 
that the elements of a tension become encompassed inside each other to form a new perspective or the 
introduction of a third element that goes beyond the existing elements (Putnam et al. 2016). For example, 
Gregory et al. (2015) propose finding blended solutions that show how two tension elements are only 
seemingly paradoxical but synergistically combinable could be such an more-than strategy. Although, while 
more-than approaches unleash the creative synergy from tensions, such strategies are often very complex 
and may trigger unintended consequences (Putnam et al. 2016). 

Methodology 

The overarching goal of the literature review in this study is to describe and classify what set of interrelated 
tensions have been identified by past digital platform research. The following paragraphs describe the 
design of the literature review and classification procedure used in this study. 
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Design of the Structured Literature Review  

The literature review was guided by the recommendations of Webster and Watson (2002) and vom Brocke 
et al. (2015). Hence, we first laid out the criteria for studies to be included in our review, then defined a 
search strategy, and finally outlined a scheme for analyzing and classifying the identified studies similar to 
Leidner and Kayworth (2006). We predefined three inclusion criteria: (1) the unit of analysis of a study 
must be on digital platforms or ecosystems; (2) studies must examine at least one tension in detail (based 
on our personal judgment whether the examined tensions met the definition of tensions, dilemmas, or 
paradoxes described in the previous section); (3) only peer reviewed papers were considered. 

To find literature that contributes to the goal of this study, we used the four steps recommended by vom 
Brocke et al. (2009). First, the leading information systems journals in the Senior Scholars’ Basket of 
Journals of the Association for Information Systems were chosen as the literature sources for this paper. 
Second, the databases Business Source Premier and Scopus were used for the database search. Third, we 
constructed a string of keywords for a keyword search. This string contained synonyms for platform and 
ecosystem for the title and synonyms for digitality, platform, and ecosystem for the abstract 1 . This 
separation explicitly accounted for digitality in the abstract and thus narrowed our search focus on digital 
platforms and ecosystems. We derived these keywords from existing digital platform literature reviews (de 
Reuver et al. 2018; Nischak et al. 2018; Schreieck et al. 2016). Finally, we performed a backward search via 
Scopus on the basis of the previously identified articles but explicitly broadened our search to other outlets 
outside the information systems discipline (Webster and Watson 2002). 

We obtained 147 studies on Business Source Premier and 184 studies on Scopus. After removing duplicates, 
we carefully screened their titles and abstracts (resulting in 100 articles) and reviewed the full texts 
(resulting in 71 articles) using inclusion criteria (1). Based on these 71 articles we performed a backward 
search (resulting in additional 52 articles). Subsequently, we reviewed the full texts of the 123 articles for 
synonyms of tensions that were mentioned in previous literature on tensions (i.e., using inclusion criteria 
(2)). Our final literature set consisted of 26 articles that consider tensions in their study. From these studies, 
18 studies were published in the Senior Scholars’ Basket of Journals and 8 studies in other outlets. The 26 
studies along with additional information regarding the tension, the definition of each element of a tension, 
and management strategies that are mentioned are displayed in Tables 1 - 5. 

Classification Procedure 

Each article was further analyzed in four steps. First, we examined the identified articles for management 
strategies. According to our conceptualization of management strategies (see the previous section) we 
classified the obtained management strategies as (1) either-or, if only one tension element is managed; (2) 
both-and, if the tension is balanced or tension elements are integrated; or (3) more-than, if tension elements 
are blended or tensions are creatively managed by introducing a third element. 

Second, we classified the identified tensions as paradox when the respective tensions were described as 
persistent or resurface after choice or otherwise as dilemmas. We also consulted the general (i.e., not 
focused on digital platforms) literature on tensions (e.g., Lewis 2000; Luscher and Lewis 2008; Smith and 
Lewis 2011), whether the respective tension has so far been classified as paradox or dilemma in this more 
general stream of research. 

Third, we classified the identified tensions into the four categories of “organizing”, “performing”, “learning”, 
and “belonging” proposed by Smith and Lewis (2011) (see Figure 1). To identify the tension category, we 
used the definition of each single tension element and compared it with the definition of each category (see 
Figure 1) and classifications of this element in past tension research (e.g., Lewis 2000; Luscher and Lewis 
2008; Smith and Lewis 2011). With this approach we were able to form a personal judgement and derive 
the tension category or possibly a combination of categories for one tension. 

 

1 The specific keywords were: platform*, “multi-sid*”,  multisid*, “two-sid*”, twosid*, ecosystem*, “eco-
system*”, or “eco system*” for the title and digit*, software*, electronic*, or virtual* and platform*, “multi-
sid*”, multisid*, “two-sid*”, twosid*, ecosystem*, “eco-system*”, or “eco system*” for the abstract. 
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Figure 1. Categories of Tensions based on Smith and Lewis (2011, p. 383) 

Finally, we complemented the classification into different categories of tensions (Smith and Lewis 2011) 
with the use of the business model framework proposed by Al-Debei and Avison (2010) to classify tensions 
identified by our literature review. This business model framework contains the four dimensions of “value 
architecture”, “value network”, “value finance”, and “value proposition” (see Figure 2). Al-Debei and Avison 
(2010) outline the four business model dimensions as follows. First, the value architecture is concerned 
with the organizations’ technological architecture which comprises core resources, the configuration of 
these resources, and core competencies. Second, the value network utilizes an inter-organizational 
perspective which contains actors (e.g., customers, suppliers, or competitors) along with their relationships. 
Thus, the value network can be open – in the sense that any actor can contribute – or more closed. 
Additionally, actors can take on certain roles to contribute in value creation, capture, and delivery. Also, the 
value network contains the governance mechanisms that are relevant to manage the network of actors. 
Third, the value finance dimension includes costing (e.g., transaction costs), pricing methods, and the 
revenue structure. Finally, the value proposition dimension deals with the products, services, and value 
elements that are offered. To classify the identified tensions into business model dimensions, we assessed 
which definition of the four business model dimensions is closest to the definition of the two elements of 
each tension. The choice of this framework was based on the following two reasons. First, this framework 
is parsimonious as it includes all business model dimensions that were mentioned in past 
conceptualizations of business models (Al-Debei and Avison 2010). Second, this framework captures the 
multidimensionality of the business model concept which is required to analyze tensions (Lewis 2000). 

 

Figure 2. Business Model Framework based on Al-Debei and Avison (2010, p. 368) 

Results: Identified Tensions 

In this section, we present the findings of our literature review and describe as well as classify the identified 
tensions in digital platform business models. Similar to Smith et al. (2013), the presentation of our results 
follows our classification procedure into different categories of tensions identified by Smith and Lewis 
(2011) (i.e., organizing, performing, learning, and belonging). We first present those tensions that matched 
a single category and then those tensions whose elements belong to two different categories (i.e., tensions 
across categories). In the following five subsections, we briefly describe each category, the number of 
identified tensions along with the span within or across the four business model dimensions proposed by 
Al-Debei and Avison (2010), and highlight where our business model perspective helps to avoid conceptual 
ambiguity. The classification of the identified tensions is illustrated in Figure 3. 
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Our examination reveals that the chain of tensions related to devolving control (i.e., control vs. autonomy, 
control vs. openness, and control vs. flexibility) in the organizing category can be extended by the tension 
between openness and ability to charge on the value finance dimension (Parker and Van Alstyne 2018). To 
manage this tension, Parker and Van Alstyne (2018) propose to share complements with the ecosystem to 
spur spillover effects while designing control mechanisms to safeguard these spillover effects.  

In addition, organizing tensions of standardization and differentiation are interlinked and form a chain 
with the performing goals of variety and quality of complements. Wareham et al. (2014) identify the tension 
between standardization and constant experimentation for the creation of a variety of complements. They 
argue that without standardization of the platform core and interfaces, complement quality and variety is 
limited due to the lack of sharing reusable code and redundancies. They recommend implementing 
processes and tools to facilitate compatibility between complements and the platform core. 

So far, we found chains of tensions that emerge within and across different business model dimensions or 
categories of tensions. Surprisingly, our results also point to a cycle of tensions that emerges between 
tensions of (1) control vs. flexibility, (2) stability vs. flexibility, (3) stability vs. generativity, and (4) control 
vs. generativity and spans the organizing and learning tension categories. For example, Eaton et al. (2015) 
examine the tension between control and generativity that connects the value network and value 
architecture dimensions and propose to allow complementors to resist and accommodate boundary 
resources and adjust them accordingly. In addition, Tilson et al. (2010) examine the tension between 
stability and flexibility. This tension cycle is closed by the organizing tension of control vs. flexibility (Svahn 
et al. 2017) and the learning tension of stability vs. generativity (Jain and Ramesh 2015). 

Discussion and Conclusion 

In this paper we described what set of interrelated tensions platform owners face when continuously 
designing, adapting, and/or redesigning their digital platform business model. Based on a structured 
literature review, the identified tensions were classified into four different categories of tensions (based on 
Smith and Lewis (2011)) and into four distinct business model dimensions (based on Al-Debei and Avison 
(2010)). In sum, we provide a type I theory for analyzing (cf. Gregor 2006) tensions in digital platform 
business models. In the following we discuss our findings with respect to (1) the literature on digital 
business models and (2) the literature on digital platforms. 

First, we contribute to business model research by enriching past conversations in digital business model 
studies which emphasize different and often conflicting elements that have to be managed (Al-Debei and 
Avison 2010; Smith et al. 2010; Zott and Amit 2007). To investigate conflicting elements that often create 
tensions, we instantiate the business model framework of Al-Debei and Avison (2010) and transfer it to the 
context of digital platforms by classifying different tensions found in the digital platform literature into four 
distinct business model dimensions (Al-Debei and Avison 2010). The application of this framework to the 
digital platform context shows that all four dimensions are affected by tensions (Al-Debei and Avison 2010). 
In particular, our findings suggest that when platform owners aim to manage tensions regarding the tension 
categories of learning and performing (cf. Smith and Lewis 2011), they should consider all four business 
model dimensions (i.e., value architecture, value network, value finance, and value proposition). When 
platform owners aim to manage tensions regarding organizing and belonging, the focus should be on the 
value architecture and value network dimensions.  

Second, with regard to the literature on digital platforms, our findings help to avoid conceptual ambiguity 
(see the previous section for examples). In addition, we can observe chains of tensions from our literature 
review findings that cross different business model dimensions and potentially lead to “complex situations 
of paradoxical triangles or even quadruples” (Gregory et al. 2015, p. 76). Managing such chains of tensions 
implies that responding to one tension may enable coping with related tensions (Luscher and Lewis 2008). 
For example, as one chain traverses through the business model dimensions value finance, value 
architecture, and value network, platform owners might derive appropriate management strategies with 
respect to these three business model dimensions. In addition, a particularly interesting finding of our 
literature review are cycles of tensions. These cycles of tensions arise when multiple tension elements are 
connected within or across different categories of tensions and business model dimensions but form a 
closed sequence. We assume that these cycles may require more intricate management strategies (e.g., 
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more-than strategies) that transcend traditional both-and responses to tensions. Finally, when cycles or 
chains of tensions are connected together, they may form a network of tensions. 

Opportunities for future research arise when considering the boundary conditions and limitations of this 
study. First and foremost, we seek to answer the “what” question regarding tensions in digital platform 
business models but remain virtually silent about “how” and “why” these tensions emerge. Additional 
valuable theoretical contributions could be obtained by answering these “how” and “why” questions 
(Whetten 1989). Furthermore, this study is bounded by the focus on platform owners who face tensions 
when managing their digital platform business model. Though, our results indicate that the management 
of tensions in digital platform business models is often not under the full discretion of platform owners 
because also other ecosystem actors like complementors or end users are affected by tensions (e.g., 
performing tensions often arise through conflicting goals between platform owners and complementors). 
Hence, future research could focus on other ecosystem actors such as complementors or end users or divide 
the role of the platform owner to examine platform sponsors or platform providers individually. 
Additionally, future research can extend our findings regarding management strategies for single tensions 
(see Tables 1 - 5 for examples) by examining how chains or cycles of tensions could be managed. For 
example, future studies could make use of the compatible underlying assumptions of business models and 
tensions to derive management strategies for chains or cycles of tensions that affect different business 
model dimensions. Our results further reveal that most tensions can be found on the value architecture and 
value network dimensions and these two business model dimensions accommodate all four categories of 
tensions (i.e., learning, belonging, organizing, and performing). Thus, perhaps new categories of tensions 
emerge, especially across and within the value architecture and value network dimensions. However, we 
dedicate the discovery of new categories of tensions to future research (see, for example, Chae et al. (2005) 
in the context of knowledge management). Furthermore, some of the identified tensions may be more 
universal while others may be more idiosyncratic to digital platforms (such as the tension between control 
and generativity which has not yet been examined in the tension literature). Additionally, while tension 
literature considered certain tensions as paradox (e.g., the tension between control and openness), digital 
platform literature treats them as ordinary dilemmas. Therefore, future research could investigate context-
specifics of tensions and the manifestation of tensions as paradox on digital platforms. Finally, future 
studies could use the theory for analyzing with an business model framework (cf. Al-Debei and Avison 2010) 
proposed in this study or consider other frameworks (see, for example, Tiwana et al. (2010)) when studying 
tensions on digital platforms. 

Despite these limitations and boundary conditions of our results, especially platform owners can gain 
practical utility from our findings. We guide them through the challenging endeavor of continuously 
designing, adapting, and/or redesigning the business model for their digital platform by making them 
aware of what set of interrelated tensions they have to manage for a successful and sustaining business 
model. In addition, we show chains and cycles between tensions that point to possible ripple effects that 
emerge when they manage one tension to the detriment of another. Consider our introductory example of 
Google’s Android platform. Our results provide management strategies for companies that experience 
similar challenges as Google in the infancy of its Android platform. 

In conclusion, past scholarly discussions about business models and tensions largely took place in isolation, 
despite their compatible assumptions. We combined these perspectives and applied the integrated 
perspective to the digital platform context. We were able to identify 21 tensions that are relevant when 
platform owners want to manage their digital platform business model. The classification of the identified 
tensions into different categories of tensions and business model dimensions allowed us to point out which 
business model dimensions are rich with tensions. In addition, our findings help to avoid conceptual 
ambiguity and reveal chains and cycles between tensions for digital platform research. 
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Abstract 

 

 

 

Meta-organizations leverage the unique architecture of digital technologies to align autonomous 

actors with system-level goals without relying on formal contractual or managerial authority. 

Motivated by the fact that meta-organizations are unique and distinct from traditional 

organizations, we seek to understand the key mechanisms enabled by digital technology for 

synthesizing autonomy and alignment in non-hierarchical meta-organizations. For this purpose, 

we employed a qualitative meta-analysis of 16 case studies on platform-based meta-

organizations published in Information Systems. We identified eight mechanisms enabled by 

digital technology that synthesize autonomy and alignment in non-hierarchical meta-

organizations. The identified mechanisms were classified into an a-priori derived framework 

consisting of two dimensions: (1) autonomy that can be taken for granted or granted by the owner 

of the platform-based meta-organization; and (2) alignment that can be core-driven or periphery-

driven. With these preliminary findings we expect to contribute to the literatures on new forms 

of organizing and platform-based meta-organizations. 
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1. Introduction 

Meta-organizations leverage the unique properties and architecture of digital technologies to solve the 
problem of organizing within distributed networks of autonomous actors without relying on formal 
contractual or managerial authority while at the same time ensuring alignment with system-level goals 
(Boudreau 2012; Cennamo and Santaló 2019; Eaton et al. 2015; Gawer 2014; Gulati et al. 2012; Yoo et al. 
2010). For example, Uber utilizes algorithms on its platform to match and control riders and drivers while 
granting them high flexibility and autonomy. As another example, Topcoder brings together autonomous 
software developers on its platform to solve complex software problems defined by firms and organizes 
competitions where developers compete for the best solution to win monetary prizes and gain status. The 
phenomenon of meta-organizations as a new form of organizing is quickly attracting more public interest 
and scholarly attention with the rise of the so-called gig economy and the establishment of online labor 
platforms such as Upwork, TaskRabbit, M-Turk, and Uber, where work is being organized with the help of 
algorithms and other digital technologies on platforms (Ashford et al. 2018; Burtch et al. 2018; Cappelli 
and Keller 2013; Chen and Horton 2016; Curchod et al. 2019; Faraj et al. 2018; Huang et al. 2020; Kuhn 
and Maleki 2017; Petriglieri et al. 2018; Rosenblat and Stark 2016; Wood et al. 2019). 

Meta-organizations are unique and distinct from traditional organizations in at least three fundamental 
ways. First, the autonomy of actors in the distributed network of the platform supplying labor or 
complementary goods is typically high in meta-organizations. This is based on one of the fundamental 
assumptions of the platform-based networked information economy, where autonomy is defined as the 
practical capacities of individual actors to create more value for and by themselves, and in loose 
commonality with others (Benkler 2006). While not all meta-organizations fully leverage the potentials of 
autonomous platform workers, meta-organizations generally exhibit higher potential for the 
democratization of innovation, where users are empowered to participate more directly in value co-creation 
efforts based on their autonomy and capacities (von Hippel 2005). Second, meta-organizations are different 
from traditional organizations in that relational architectures are non-hierarchical. Drawing on another 
general assumption underlying the networked information economy that has created the context for the 
rise of meta-organizations, platform workers are not constrained to organize their relationship in 
traditional hierarchical models of social and economic organization (Benkler 2006), which have served as 
the foundation for traditional large and bureaucratic organizations in the pre-digital industrial era 
(Chandler 1962; Gouldner 1954). Third, meta-organizations leverage the advancements in the evolution of 
digital technology (Yoo et al. 2010), including but not limited to the layered-modular architecture that 
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distinguishes between a core and a periphery (Gawer 2014), the new possibilities for collecting and learning 
from data collected on each user of the platform (Gregory et al. 2020), and algorithms that predict job 
opportunities and prescribe how work should be executed (Rosenblat and Stark 2016; Wood et al. 2019). 

Juxtaposing the first and second characteristic of meta-organizations highlighted above raises the 
important question of how platform-based meta-organizations achieve both autonomy and alignment at 
the same time while relinquishing bureaucratic control as known from traditional hierarchy-based 
organizations? Adding the third characteristic to the establishment of the phenomenon leads to the 
following research question: What are the key mechanisms enabled by digital technology for synthesizing 
autonomy and alignment in non-hierarchical meta-organizations? 

We defined autonomy above as the practical capacities of individual actors to create more value for and by 
themselves, and in loose commonality with others (Benkler 2006). We define alignment as the federation 
and coordination of constitutive actors distributed across the platform network to ensure ecosystem-wide 
optimal matching of supply and demand, desirable innovation, or behavioral congruence with the economic 
vision and cultural expectations set by the platform owner and its direct stakeholders (Gawer 2014). The 
purpose of this paper is to shed light on the mechanisms that leverage digital technology for achieving both 
autonomy and alignment at the same time, without relying on traditional forms of formal authority (e.g., 
hierarchical, managerial, contractual).  

The research method is a qualitative meta-analysis (e.g., Berente et al. 2019; Combs et al. 2019; Habersang 
et al. 2019; Hoon 2013; Noblit and Hare 1988). A systematic qualitative meta-analysis of empirical studies 
in this burgeoning area of interest is important and timely for the following two reasons. First, while the 
unique characteristics of meta-organizations as a new form of organizing differ substantially from the 
characteristics of large organizations—e.g., as highlighted above, large organizations typically rely on 
bureaucratic command-and-control mechanisms implemented by authoritative managers in the hierarchy 
while meta-organizations focus on mechanisms that connect-and-coordinate autonomous actors without 
trapping them in an ‘iron cage’ (Tilson et al. 2010)—a scholarly debate is still ongoing whether the 
mechanisms of organizing underlying new meta-organizations are “bundles of old solutions” (Puranam et 
al. 2014) or fundamentally novel (Fjeldstad et al. 2012; Zammuto et al. 2007). Second, as expected with 
early-stage research on novel phenomena, a large proportion of empirical studies on meta-organization 
design and functioning is qualitative and based on case study research. Furthermore, many rigorous case 
studies of meta-organizations have been published over the last two decades. This current situation and 
state of progress of the literature invites a research approach that focuses on reanalyzing and synthesizing 
published studies, and in that process, reinterpreting case study data through the lens of a theoretical 
framework (Berente et al. 2019). 

2. Theoretical Background 

2.1.  Post-Bureaucracy in the Networked Information Economy 

In his work on how social production transforms markets and freedom, Yochai Benkler describes the 
emergence of the networked information economy: “What characterizes the networked information 
economy is that decentralized individual action—specifically, new and important cooperative and 
coordinate action carried out through radically distributed, nonmarket mechanisms that do not depend on 
proprietary strategies—plays a much greater role than it did, or could have, in the industrial information 
economy. The catalyst for this change is the happenstance of the fabrication technology of computation, 
and its ripple effects throughout the technologies of communication and storage. … The material 
requirements for effective information production and communication are now owned by numbers of 
individuals several orders of magnitude larger than the number of owners of the basic means of information 
production and exchange a mere two decades ago” (Benkler 2006, p. 10). Today, we see that the “everyone’s 
IT” mindset, highlighting democratization of access to technology and individualization of technology use, 
is transforming traditional bureaucratic organizations (Gregory et al. 2018) while also driving the 
establishment of new forms of post-bureaucratic organizing including virtual, networked organizations 
(Ahuja and Carley 1999) and platform ecosystems (Wareham et al. 2014). 

The term ‘post-bureaucracy’ started emerging in the early 1990s during times of widespread adoption and 
diffusion of digital technology, particularly the Internet and connected personal devices, which led to denser 
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networks of communication and more distributed coordination spanning traditional organizational 
boundaries (Heckscher and Donnellon 1994). As explained by Michael Reed in his essay ‘Beyond the Iron 
Cage?’, post-bureaucracy scholars have predicted the “destructive impact of new information and 
communication technologies upon the central structural features and cultural supports of bureaucratic 
organization” (Reed 2005, p. 126). The post-bureaucracy discourse involves the argument that the 
traditional approach of organizing, including the division of labor into manageable jobs and tasks that 
individuals can be assigned to and held accountable for, as well as the integration of effort and work 
outcomes by senior leaders in the hierarchy, is no longer an effective approach to organizing in the 
networked information economy because this approach wastes the intelligence of individual workers and is 
not very susceptible to ongoing structural adaptation and change that is needed in contemporary 
organizations (Heckscher 1994). 

The scholarly debate on the demise of bureaucracy and emerging characteristics of new post-bureaucratic 
forms of organizing continues until today, and there is some confusion over what elements of the old 
bureaucratic model (Weber 1946) are still present in new forms of organizing. Puranam and coauthors 
(Puranam et al. 2014) raise the provocative question ‘what’s new about new forms of organizing?’, 
highlighting in their brief review that most post-bureaucratic meta-organizations seem to adhere to some 
of the same basic principles of bureaucratic organizing, including some form of division of labor and some 
form of integration of effort.  

What scholars of post-bureaucracy and new forms of organizing generally agree on is that the ‘iron cage’ is 
no longer the best metaphor to explain effective organizing in the networked information economy (Yoo et 
al. 2012). This old metaphor is associated with the hierarchy of power and formal managers that typically 
govern the division of labor and integration of effort inside large ‘Chandlerian’ organizations (Chandler 
1962; Chandler 1977). Individual workers oftentimes feel ‘trapped in the iron cage’ as their autonomy is 
limited and managerial control is favored to achieve organizational goals and objectives (and sometimes 
personal interests of managers as well) (Mazmanian et al. 2013). The sociologist Yiannis Gabriel suggests 
that the image of a ‘glass palace’ is more suitable to explain effective ways of organizing in the more open, 
fluid, and pluralistic environments of today (Gabriel 2005). In line with this observation, recent research 
on IT consumerization highlights blurring boundaries between workers and consumers (Gregory et al. 
2018), and consumers have become essential data producers that enable digital platform models (Gregory 
et al. 2020). 

2.2.  Platform-based Meta-organizations: Reconciling Autonomy and Alignment in 
the ‘Glass Palace’ 

The post-bureaucratic discourse summarized above provides the theoretical background for understanding 
the emergence of platform-based meta-organizations as a dominant form of organizing that relates to the 
fundamental shift from ‘iron cage’ to ‘glass palace.’ Meta-organizations can be viewed as a post-bureaucratic 
type as they leverage the unique properties and architecture of digital technologies (Yoo et al. 2010) for a 
new way of solving the problem of organizing (Puranam et al. 2014). They do so within distributed networks 
of autonomous actors without relying on formal contractual or managerial authority while ensuring 
alignment with system-level goals and objectives (Eaton et al. 2015; Gawer 2014; Gulati et al. 2012; 
Wareham et al. 2014).  

The image of ‘glass palace’ (Gabriel 2005) fits well to describe the fundamental problem of organizing faced 
by designers of meta-organizations, including platform owners. On the one hand, the autonomy of 
individual workers, producers, or sellers is core to the functioning of meta-organizations with malleable 
and transparent ‘glass-like’ boundaries, because these individuals are distributed, work in loose 
commonality to others, and frequently are their own boss as free agents (Benkler 2006). On the other hand, 
meta-organizations have to solve the same fundamental problems of organizing as traditional 
organizations, including the division of labor and the integration of effort (Puranam et al. 2014), but without 
relying on traditional managerial control within the hierarchy of people as in traditional organizations. This 
implies that meta-organizations have to ensure alignment of individual-level activities with the system-wide 
goals and objectives of the ecosystem, in order to ensure the ‘palace’ does not break down. 
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A key question is how meta-organizations reconcile autonomy and alignment, i.e., through which 
mechanisms, and what, if any, is the role of digital technology for enabling these mechanisms? To guide the 
meta-analysis of studies on this topic, we introduce a high-level a-priori framework (see Figure 1). 

 
Alignment 

Core-driven Periphery-driven 

Autonomy 

Taken 
for 

Granted 
  

Granted 
by 

Owners 
  

 

Figure 1. Framework of autonomy and alignment in platform-based meta-
organizations 

 

The first dimension of the framework is autonomy, defined as the practical capacities of individual actors 
to create more value for and by themselves, and in loose commonality with others (Benkler 2006). We 
suggest that there are variations in how non-hierarchical meta-organizations deal with autonomy. On one 
end of the spectrum, autonomy may be taken for granted by the participating actors. To understand this 
manifestation of autonomy in meta-organizations, consider the concept of legitimacy, defined as “a 
generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate 
within some socially constructed system of norms, beliefs, and definitions” (Suchman 1995, p. 574). An 
important source of legitimacy of meta-organizations is their ability to convey effectiveness as a post-
bureaucratic form, including their ability to leverage the intelligence of individuals as well as their ability 
for dynamic change and ongoing adaptation (Heckscher 1994). Autonomy is critical for people to fully 
contribute to defining and solving problems with their intelligence as well as launching and implementing 
organizational change initiatives (Katz 1965). Thus, it seems natural that autonomy is taken for granted as 
a generalized perception or assumption about meta-organizations as a post-bureaucratic form. The 
widespread diffusion of the “everyone’s IT” mindset, highlighting the democratization of access to 
technology and individualization of technology use (Gregory et al. 2018), adds further to the taken for 
grantedness of autonomy in meta-organizations as members expect to be empowered by digital technology 
and exercise their enhanced capacities.  

On the other end of the spectrum, autonomy may be granted by owners. This is the case, for example, when 
a meta-organization sits at the interface between an open, free-market economy and a traditional 
organization that exhibits high levels of organizational control (e.g., Uber). When autonomy is granted by 
owners, with ‘owner’ referring to the platform or meta-organization owner as well as the managers 
representing the owner’s interests, this involves some form of conditional approval, defying any generalized 
assumption (Gulati et al. 2012). In this case, autonomy is granted to actors under the condition of strictly 
complying with rules and regulations stipulated by the platform-based meta-organization (Tiwana et al. 
2010). The embeddedness of digital technology on platforms that serve as an infrastructure foundation for 
distributed organizing greatly facilitates the balancing act whereby autonomy is granted to actors while at 
the same time, some form of technology-enabled control is exercised that leads actors to perceive ‘the 
algorithm is my boss’ (Rosenblat and Stark 2016). 

The second dimension of the framework is alignment, defined as the federation and coordination of 
constitutive actors distributed across the platform network to ensure optimal matching of supply and 
demand, desirable innovation, and/or behavioral congruence with the economic vision and cultural 
expectations set by the platform owner and its direct stakeholders (Gawer 2014). Alignment to achieve 
ecosystem-wide goals and objectives can be driven by the core or the periphery as the technological 
architecture of platform-based meta-organizations can be decomposed into a stable core maintained by the 
platform owner and peripheral modules contributed by the network of actors. When alignment follows a 
core-driven pattern, a central actor (which is often referred to as the platform owner, hub, or keystone 
organization) federates, coordinates, and orchestrates the network of actors to ensure congruence and 
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alignment with the meta-organization’s overarching goals and objectives (Dhanaraj and Parkhe 2006; 
Gawer 2014; Gulati et al. 2012).  

On the other hand, alignment that is periphery-driven is not achieved through the influence of the central 
actor, but peripheral actors themselves interact to derive a collective benefit from the participation on the 
platform-based meta-organization (Adner 2017; Jacobides et al. 2018). Because peripheral actors often 
have divergent interests and perspectives, the multilateral relationships between these actors need to be 
aligned such that all actors agree on their positions and flows in relation to each other and adapt their 
behavior accordingly to achieve collective benefits (Adner 2017). 

3. Method: Qualitative Meta-analysis 

In order to identify mechanisms that achieve autonomy and alignment in meta-organizations, we employed 
a qualitative meta-analysis (cf. Noblit and Hare 1988) of 16 case studies similar to Berente et al. (2019). A 
qualitative meta-analysis is adequate in this area of interest, as a large proportion of empirical studies on 
meta-organization design and functioning is based on case study research.  

The dual goal of qualitative meta-analysis is (1) to translate constructs from different case studies into each 
other by reinterpreting existing case studies beyond the original authors interpretations (in contrast to 
methods that merely aggregate findings such as systematic literature reviews or quantitative meta-
analyses); and (2) to articulate theoretically generalizable findings attentive to the context of each individual 
case study (Berente et al. 2019; Combs et al. 2019; Habersang et al. 2019; Hoon 2013; Noblit and Hare 
1988). While single case studies provide rich and contextualized descriptions of single settings, qualitative 
meta-analysis seeks to uncover generalizable constructs among multiple case study settings (Habersang et 
al. 2019). The constructs uncovered through comparison of multiple cases are not necessarily the same as 
the constructs that the original authors used (Berente et al. 2019). However, to make constructs comparable 
across cases it is necessary to standardize construct operationalization (e.g., via a coding scheme) (Berente 
et al. 2019). 

The application and description of the qualitative meta-analysis in this paper is guided by the 
recommendations of Noblit and Hare (1988) and Berente et al. (2019). Thus, we first describe the sampling 
of relevant case studies and proceed with an outline for the coding procedure applied to the case studies. 

3.1.  Sampling 

We adopted a purposeful sampling strategy (Noblit and Hare 1988) to identify publications that fit our 
research question. We started our sampling procedure with the development of a string of keywords that 
contained synonyms for platform and ecosystem1. We chose the leading information systems journals in 
the Senior Scholars’ Basket of Eight Journals of the Association for Information Systems as the literature 
sources and applied the keyword string to the database Scopus. The literature search yielded 354 
publications that we carefully screened regarding their titles and abstracts (resulting in 78 articles) and full 
texts (resulting in 26 articles) using our predefined criteria for inclusion and exclusion. To be included in 
our sample, publications had to adopt a qualitative method with detailed case write-ups. In addition, we 
only included publications whose case organizations resemble characteristics of digital platform meta-
organizations. Conversely, we excluded conceptual, prescriptive, and empirical papers relying on 
quantitative methods similar to Berente et al. (2019). We subsequently conducted a backward search on the 
resulting 26 articles which added four additional articles to our final sample of 30 case study publications. 
We limited our analysis to 16 papers from our final sample to gain a representative yet manageable set of 
papers for this research in progress paper and will extend the analysis to the remaining cases in our future 
development of the paper. The case studies we analyzed were distributed among several case contexts 
including enterprise software, operating systems, crowdfunding, crowdsourcing, healthcare, and e-
commerce and both innovation platforms and transaction platforms (Cusumano et al. 2019) were present. 

 
1 The specific keywords were based on, e.g., de Reuver et al. (2018) or Nischak et al. (2017), and were: 
platform*, “multi-sid*”, multisid*, “two-sid*”, twosid*, ecosystem*, “ecosystem*”, or “eco system*” for the 
title, abstract, and keyword section of the papers. 
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3.2.  Coding 

After sampling the case studies, the qualitative meta-analytic technique proceeds with determining how the 
studies are related. Because the qualitative meta-analysis depends on the researchers understanding and 
interpretation of the case material, we adopted a rigorous and iterative coding procedure to “standardize” 
the interpretations similar to Berente et al. (2019). 

For the interpretation of the case studies, we adopted a semi-open coding procedure that contained three 
iterative steps. In the first step, we developed an initial coding scheme based on our a-priori framework. 
The initial coding scheme contained two categories. The first set of codes identified the dimensions of 
autonomy that are present in the meta-organization. Since autonomy is rather high in meta-organizations, 
we looked for situations in which autonomy is granted by owners of platform meta-organizations. 
Conversely, when autonomy is not explicitly granted, we coded autonomy as being taken for granted in the 
respective meta-organization. The second set of codes in the coding scheme recognized the dimensions for 
alignment that are prevalent in the meta-organization. We coded alignment that is initiated by the owner 
of the meta-organization at the platform core as core-driven. In contrast, periphery-driven alignment was 
identified when alignment emerges through interaction among the meta-organization actors.  

In the second step, one of the authors coded the cases based on the initial coding scheme and developed 
write-ups for each case. Throughout the coding procedure, the initial coding scheme was extended by 
organizational mechanisms that achieve autonomy and alignment and the properties and architecture of 
digital technologies that enable these organizational mechanisms. Mechanisms were identified and coded 
based on the successful reconciliation of autonomy and alignment (see definitions provided before). The 
coding and case write-ups resulted in a case-ordered matrix where each row covered the case context, the 
dimension of autonomy (i.e., taken for granted or granted by owner), the dimension of alignment (i.e., core-
driven or periphery-driven), and the identified mechanisms (see Tables 1-4 for examples).  

In the third step, all authors discussed the results and challenges of the coding and jointly classified the 
identified mechanisms in the quadrants of the framework. The iterative coding and theoretical development 
stopped when we achieved a reliable and valid treatment of the constructs across the cases.  

4. Findings 

In this section we describe the findings of the qualitative meta-analysis of 16 case studies. We identified 
eight mechanisms throughout the analysis that we classified in the quadrants of our theoretical framework. 
The framework with the classified mechanisms is illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Autonomy 

Taken 
for 

Granted 

Values Promoted by the 
Platform Owner 

 

Standards for Participation 

 

Standardized Access to 
Knowledge for Participation 

Social Feedback 

 

Free-market Matching 

Granted 
by 

Owners 

Standards for Constrained 
Participation 

 

Guided Access to Knowledge 
for Participation 
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Figure 2. Framework of autonomy and alignment in platform-based meta-organizations 
with mechanisms 
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Huber et al. 
(2017) 

Innovation 
platform 
(enterprise 
software 
industry) 

Values were taken for 
granted by all actors and 
actors were able to 
autonomously refer to 
these values.  

 

“Timeliness, reliability, 
trustworthiness…. It’s 
about all these mundane 
matters that should be 
taken for granted for 
someone who is somewhat 
good-mannered.” (p. 572) 

“Values are actively and 
deliberately instilled by 
platform owners.” (p. 
564) 

Values promoted by the 
platform owner 

 

“Ultimately, it should be a win–win 
situation—[platform owner] and 
[complementor] should be 
successful…. And that is what my 
communication with partners is 
based on—sincerity, trust, and 
regular exchange [values]….” (p. 
572) 

Karhu et al. 
(2018) 

Innovation 
platform 
(Google 
Android) 

Competitors were 
autonomously able to hack 
(“fork”) the Android 
platform. 

Code forks challenged 
the cooperation 
between the platform 
owner (Google) and 
complementors. 

 

“Our partner was 
notified by Google that 
if the product runs 
Aliyun OS, Google will 
terminate its Android-
related cooperation and 
other technology 
licensing with our 
partner.” (p. 487) 

Standards for participation 

 

“To foster cooperation with the 
complementors, the platform 
owner can use an open-source 
license boundary resource to open 
its core platform resources.” (p. 
479) 

 

“The host can actively use boundary 
resources to defend against 
platform forks.” (p. 490) 

Kazan et al. 
(2018) 

Innovation 
platforms/ 
transaction 
platforms 
(Blockchain.info, 
Paym, Zapp) 

Complementors (e.g., 
developers) had taken for 
granted autonomy because 
the platform was “highly 
open and accessible to 
external developers” (p. 
204) and complementors 
were able to integrate with 
the platform without the 
need for permission. 

The platform owner 
(e.g., Blockchain.info) 
provided open access to 
its platform to “co-
innovate with external 
developers.” (p. 209) 

Standards for participation 
 
“Blockchain.info’s APIs are 
documented and publicly available 
without restriction: “Our APIs are 
basically gateways to interface with 
any type of protocol, so we are 
highly compatible, we are entirely 
open, there are no walled gardens.” 
(p. 204) 

Qiu et al. 
(2017) 

Innovation 
platform (Apple 
iOS) 

The autonomy of 
complementors (i.e., 
independent developers) 
was taken for granted and 
they had considerable 
agency. 

“Apple’s tradition of 
appreciation for design 
and quality 
concurrently influences 
developers’ decisions.” 
(p. 238) 

Values promoted by the 
platform owner 

 

“Apple … recognizes well-designed 
software with their annual design 
awards. Developers also look up to 
Apple products for design 
inspiration.” (p. 238) 

 

“Developers refer to the strong 
emphasis of the platform owner on 
quality products, design aesthetics, 
etc. as the “Apple philosophy.” (p. 
246) 
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Rolland et 
al. (2018) 

Innovation 
platform (news 
industry) 

Initially, “decentralized 
regimes facilitated local 
innovation by developing 
and realizing options to 
extend the platform’s core 
features.” (p. 441) 

 

“The platform was 
extremely configurable for 
end users, and journalists 
had over the years made 
countless adjustments to 
the standard 
configuration.” (p. 432) 

For the complementor 
it was beneficial to align 
with the goals of the 
platform owner. 

 

“Collaborating with 
other platform users 
and Platform Company, 
new options were 
identified for improving 
newsroom work 
processes and 
potentially resolving 
accumulated digital 
debt.” (p. 434) 

Standards for participation 

 

“The digital platform afforded 
access to standardized interfaces 
and protocols that provided new 
digital options for exchanging 
multi-media content across 
different platforms and systems in 
the digital infrastructure.” (p. 427) 

Selander et 
al. (2013) 

Innovation 
platform (Sony 
Ericsson) 

Actors (e.g., 
complementors) had taken 
for granted autonomy to 
actively search for 
capabilities and resources 
outside their affiliated 
ecosystem and were not 
dependent on one specific 
platform. 

It was beneficial for 
actors to align to the 
goals of the platform 
and be interoperable. 

 

“They established a 
formal partnership to 
redeem capability from 
this ecosystem and 
decided to ship their 
new product line with 
the Crossfire run-time 
software engine.” (p. 
190) 

Standards for participation 

 

“Under the terms of the agreement, 
Borland plans to distribute and 
support the Sony Ericsson Java 
Software Development Kit (SDK) 
through the Borlands JBuilder 9 
Mobile Edition, accelerating the 
application development lifecycle 
for wireless Java-based devices.” (p. 
191) 

 

We identified three key mechanisms through our analysis of the nine case studies: values promoted by the 
platform owner, standards for participation, and standardized access to knowledge for participation. The 
three mechanisms are discussed in the following three subsections. 

4.1.1. Values Promoted by the Platform Owner 

Values promoted by the platform owner and shaped by the technological trajectory of the platform provide 
a mechanism to achieve taken for granted autonomy and core-driven alignment at the same time. Owners 
of digital platform meta-organizations establish key goals, principles, norms, and common values to 
empower collaboration and alignment among actors. These values are communicated core-driven from the 
platform owner to the surrounding actors. Because these values apply equally to all actors they are 
commonly perceived as being taken for granted. 

Huber et al. (2017) provide an illustrative example from the enterprise software platform context for how 
platform owners can emphasize or favor values to empower autonomous actors. They describe how 
partnership managers from the platform owner organization are guided by ecosystem-wide values (e.g., the 
principle of equality) when making decisions regarding complementors. One partnership manager 
described this interaction with complementors as follows: 

“Ultimately, it should be a win–win situation—[platform owner] and [complementor] 
should be successful…. And that is what my communication with partners is based 
on—sincerity, trust, and regular exchange [values]….” (Huber et al. 2017, p. 572) 

Thus, the platform owner made a commitment to complementors to ensure fair cooperation where all 
partners are treated equally (Huber et al. 2017). Platform owners are often supported by the technological 
trajectory of the platform itself in defining and emphasizing values as the case by Qiu et al. (2017) in the 
mobile operating platform context illustrates. They show, that past design decisions of the platform owner 
Apple (e.g., focus on high quality and performance) shaped the platform’s long-term philosophy or culture 
and provided inspiration for complementors when developing their apps. Apple’s emphasis on aesthetics 
and form of their products, an appreciation for polished design, and a focus on user experience and product 
quality aligned autonomous complementors around the so called “Apple philosophy” (Qiu et al. 2017). 
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4.1.2. Standards for Participation 

Standards set by the platform owner such as boundary resources have the ability to achieve taken for 
granted autonomy and core-driven alignment at the same time. Platform owners design standards for 
participation to ensure that complementors align with their goals and interests. These standards are 
typically provided by the platform owner as boundary resources (e.g., application programming interfaces 
(APIs) or software development kits (SDKs)) that standardize the interface between the platform and 
complements (Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013). Boundary resources can be used to increase the scope 
and diversity of possibilities on the platform, which is called “resourcing” (Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 
2013). Resourcing enables opening access to resources of the platform or making the whole platform core 
“open source” (Rolland et al. 2018). 

Standardized interfaces in the form of boundary resources also help to achieve the benefits of modularity 
by increasing the decoupling of digital platforms such that the behavior of the platform owner at the 
platform core is loosely coupled from the behavior of complementors that develop complements located on 
the periphery (Tiwana et al. 2010). Therefore boundary resources provided by the platform owner enable 
complementors to autonomously decide whether to accommodate or resist to use them (Eaton et al. 2015). 
When they resist, they can self-resource boundary resources by developing new boundary resources 
according to their local needs as a response to limitations in the boundary resources provided by the 
platform owner (Eaton et al. 2015; Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013). Eaton et al. (2015) illustrate the 
accommodation and resistance of boundary resources both from platform owners and complementors in 
the context of Apple’s iOS operating system platform. They describe how some complementors 
autonomously decided to accommodate boundary resources such as the in-app subscription mechanism 
provided by the platform owner Apple to participate on the platform while others resisted to use it but 
instead developed their own boundary resources:  

“Many, such as Condé Nast and Hearst, adopt Apple’s in-app subscription 
mechanism…. Others, such as Financial Times, decide to accommodate and change 
their goals and to capitalize on the generativity of iOS. They do so by removing their 
content, apps and installed base from the App Store and distributing them as HTML5 
web apps, thereby bypassing Apple’s subscription mechanism and the associated 
rules….” (p. 234) 

Other cases in which boundary resources facilitated access to the platform include a news organization (i.e., 
a complementor) that adopted a digital platform for their newsroom (Rolland et al. 2018). Rolland et al. 
(2018) found that boundary resources enabled the complementor (Media Company) to develop new digital 
options to improve and customize newsroom work processes: 

“Media Company identified, developed, and realized several options related to its 
implementation of News Platform. Importantly, this investment provided Media 
Company with APIs to develop customized apps and modules, and with direct access 
to important new competencies in Platform Company.” (p. 433) 

We can infer from these cases that boundary resources provide a mechanism to align the goals and interests 
of the platform owner, who designs boundary resources, and complementors who autonomously decide 
whether to accommodate or resist the use of these boundary resources. 

4.1.3. Standardized Access to Knowledge for Participation 

Taken for granted autonomy and core-driven alignment can also be achieved when digital platform meta-
organizations provide standardized access to knowledge for participation on the platform in the form of 
broadcasting knowledge boundary resources. To participate on digital platforms and to be aligned with the 
platform’s goals, complementors need standardized and unconditional access to knowledge pertaining to 
the digital platform’s core functionality and boundary resources that resides within the platform owner 
(Foerderer et al. 2019). Complementors need to overcome this knowledge boundary to access and extend 
the platform’s core functionality by developing complements (e.g., apps) (Foerderer et al. 2019).  

Platform owners provide broadcasting boundary resources (e.g., information portals or technical 
documentation) as a means to overcome knowledge boundaries to retain the individual autonomy of 
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Kazan et al. 
(2018) 

Innovation 
platforms/ 
transaction 
platforms 
(Circle, 
Droplet, 
Pingit) 

Only granted, selected, and 
authorized complementors were 
able to participate on the 
platforms. 

“Pingit is … in a 
comfortable 
position to dictate 
its collaborative 
relationships with 
external parties, 
who desire to 
develop approved 
platform 
derivatives for the 
mobile payment 
service.” (p. 197) 

Standards for constrained 
participation 

 

“Through supplying boundary resources 
(i.e., approved developmental tools) as 
part of its value creation architecture, 
Droplet encourages external developers 
to generate their own platform 
derivatives with customized business 
rules to meet the ongoing needs of the 
market.” (p. 199) 

Moehlmann 
et al. (2020) 

Transaction 
platform 
(Uber) 

While the actors on the Uber 
platform (e.g., drivers and 
riders) perceived that they are 
“the boss”, their autonomy was 
limited by the algorithm 
deployed by the platform. 

The platform 
owner actively 
influenced actors 
(e.g., Uber drivers) 
to ensure their 
alignment with the 
platform’s meta-
organizational 
goals and KPIs. 

Standards for constrained 
participation 

 

“There were a couple of these rules for 
logic. There should be rules that we 
program into the app. For instance, if 
you don’t accept three trips in a row, the 
app will just switch off for 15 minutes or 
whatever.” (p. 18) 

Wareham et 
al. (2014) 

Innovation 
platform 
(enterprise 
software 
industry) 

“Partners [i.e., complementors] 
are granted very high levels of 
autonomy when they enter the 
ecosystem.” (p. 1203) 

The platform 
owner approved 
and validated 
complementors 
that wanted to 
participate on the 
platform. 

Standards for constrained 
participation 

 

“There are no barriers to becoming a 
platform partner if you comply with 
their certification requirements.” (p. 
1208) 

 

“Application certification and 
catalogues enable complements on the 
periphery to pursue individual benefits 
(actor autonomy); certified 
complements are thereafter publicised 
and reused by the ecosystem (collective 
identifications).” (p. 1211) 

 

Two mechanisms were identified through the analysis of the six cases. These mechanisms involved 
standards for constrained participation and guided access to knowledge for participation that are 
described in the following two subsections. 

4.2.1. Standards for Constrained Participation  

Standards such as boundary resources (e.g., rules and regulations) are also used to constrain participation 
because the platform owner can grant autonomy to actors and facilitate core-driven alignment. Boundary 
resources serve the purpose to preserve the platform owner’s influence over the platform, which is called 
“securing” (Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013). Securing involves processes enacted by platform owners 
that ensure the compliance of rules by complementors.  

For example, in the case study carried out by Ghazawneh and Henfridsson (2013) the platform owner Apple 
formulated a developer license agreement that stated how complementors can and should behave according 
to the rules formulated by Apple: 

“Applications may only use Documented APIs in the manner prescribed by Apple and 
must not use or call any private APIs. Applications must be originally written in 
Objective-C, C, C++, or JavaScript as executed by the iPhone OS WebKit engine, and 
only code written in C, C++, and Objective-C may compile and directly link against 
the Documented APIs.” (p. 185) 

Securing and constraining access through boundary resources enables platform owners to grant more 
autonomy to complementors that adhere to the platform owner’s goals and interests while facilitating core-
driven alignment. 
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Platform owners define, but have the ability to situationally depart from formal rules such as certification 
levels to grant autonomy to actors while enabling core-driven alignment. Through formal rules (e.g., 
certification levels such as gold partnership), platform owners facilitate congruence of interests with other 
actors and make sure that these actors comply with the defined rules and regulations. Actors that comply 
with the rules and regulations are granted more autonomy through conditional approval by the platform 
owner.  

The case studies by Wareham et al. (2014) and Huber et al. (2017) in the enterprise software platform 
context provide evidence for the application of formal rules through certification. In both cases the platform 
owner granted autonomy to complementors according to their level of certification. In these cases, each 
level of certification entailed access to specific platform resources (e.g., gold level complementors gain 
access to more/advanced resources than silver level complementors). They show that when complementors 
wanted to access platform resources, the platform owner approved and validated them based on the specific 
level of certification. The significance of certification has been emphasized by one complementor as follows: 

“There are no barriers to becoming a platform partner if you comply with their 
certification requirements.” (Wareham et al. 2014, p. 1208) 

However, in situations in which the platform owner and complementors had the potential for increased co-
creation, the platform owner had the ability to go beyond the defined rules and grant more autonomy to 
actors (Huber et al. 2017). For example, Huber et al. (2017) illustrate how partnership managers appointed 
by the platform owner granted complementors, that had high co-creation potential, access to nonstandard 
platform resources beyond their level of certification. One partnership manager of the platform owner 
organization noted:  

“Yes, I make exceptions to the rule..., but there is no exclusivity principle. The partner 
is an independent company and so are we.” (p. 573) 

Going beyond rules and certification levels thus grants selected complementors more autonomy while 
developing stronger alignment through closer relationships between the platform owner and 
complementors (Huber et al. 2017). 

The case study by Moehlmann et al. (2020) with the Uber platform demonstrates how rules and 
standardized processes are built into algorithms by the platform owner to actively influence drivers’ 
behavior. One Uber employee described how rules and algorithms contingently influence drivers: 

“There were a couple of these rules for logic. There should be rules that we program 
into the app. For instance, if you don’t accept three trips in a row, the app will just 
switch off for 15 minutes or whatever.” (p. 18) 

We can observe in this case that drivers that comply with the rules implemented in the algorithm are 
granted more autonomy while staying aligned with the platform owner. 

4.2.2. Guided Access to Knowledge for Participation 

Digital platform meta-organizations reconcile autonomy granted by the platform owner and core-driven 
alignment when platform owners provide guided access to knowledge for participation on the platform in 
the form of brokering and bridging knowledge boundary resources. Platform owners can provide selected 
complementors guided and conditional access to knowledge regarding the digital platform so that these 
complementors can develop complements that are aligned with the platform owner’s interests and goals 
(Foerderer et al. 2019).  

Platform owners draw on brokering (e.g., helpdesks or account managers) and bridging (e.g., one-to-one 
assistance or alignment workshops) knowledge boundary resources to grant selected complementors 
guided access to knowledge while aligning interests and goals (Foerderer et al. 2019). The case by Foerderer 
et al. (2019) illustrates the application of brokering and bridging knowledge boundary resources in the 
enterprise software platform context. In their case study, platform owners intensively exchanged knowledge 
with individual complementors. The application of brokering and bridging knowledge boundary resources 
can be illustrated as follows: 
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hand, the platform only guides actors in making their autonomous decision on whether and when to enter 
relationships on the platform with other actors. 

The case study with the Uber platform carried out by Moehlmann et al. (2020) provides evidence for 
matching facilitated through algorithmic data analysis. For example, one Uber executive explained the 
significance of algorithms when matching riders and drivers on their platform: 

“When we think about how matches actually happen between riders and drivers, 
then this happens algorithmically, and what we are solving is for riders and drivers 
in aggregate to get the best possible matches for the marketplace.” (p. 16) 

However, matches suggested by the platform only function as a guidance for drivers because “riders and 
drivers make transactions” and management only ensures that “information is available for both sides to 
facilitate decision making” as one Uber executive noted in the case study (Moehlmann et al. 2020, p. 17). 

With algorithmic matching through algorithms and technology, platforms can explore and influence 
relationships between actors (Leong et al. 2019). Platforms are flexibly “manipulating relationships among 
the different groups of actors using technologies” and “empowering a group of actors through allowing them 
direct access to other actors or to areas or processes previously under the complete control of another actor” 
(Leong et al. 2019, p. 1542). 

4.4.  Taken for Granted Autonomy & Periphery-driven Alignment 

Another six cases involved taken for granted autonomy and periphery-driven alignment. An overview over 
these cases and identified mechanisms is given in Table 4. 

Table 4: Taken for Granted Autonomy/Periphery-driven Alignment 

Source Context Taken for 
Granted 

Autonomy 

Periphery-driven 
Alignment 

Mechanism 

Alaimo et 
al. (2020 ) 

Transaction 
platform 
(TripAdvisor) 

Different actors (e.g., 
internet booking 
engines, partner 
platforms, end users, 
etc.) had taken for 
granted autonomy 
and strong positions 
in the ecosystem. 

It was important for the 
ecosystem formation that 
multiple actors aligned with 
each other and shared data to 
form so called “data relations.” 

Social Feedback 

 

“The shift from the use of traditional 
and already available travel data 
sources (hotel, destination and 
product data) to a new and until then 
largely unknown data type, produced 
by large user crowds contributing 
their reviews, ratings and networking 
data to the platform amass.” (p. 42) 

Barrett et 
al. (2016) 

Transaction 
platform 
(online 
health 
community) 

New members of the 
online health 
community were able 
to select the disease 
groups that they 
wanted to join and to 
customize the 
platform according to 
their needs. 

Members of the online health 
community voluntarily 
interacted with each other by 
sharing stories and experiences 
about coping with certain 
diseases.  

Social Feedback 

 

Members of the online health 
community “both attempted to give 
support (“sorry to hear you are 
feeling so low”) and to acknowledge 
when they had received it (“it was so 
nice for me to read about you and to 
feel that I am not alone”)” (p. 712). 

Bergvall-
Kåreborn 
and 
Howcroft 
(2014) 

Innovation 
platforms 
(Apple iOS & 
Google 
Android) 

Individual developers 
had considerable 
autonomy. 

Alignment between developers 
and end users was seen as 
mutually beneficial. 

 

“Building informal networks 
also becomes increasingly 
important for occupational 
advice and support.” (p. 436) 

Social Feedback 

 

“I think the only way is to listen to 
the feedback and really try to deliver 
exactly what the user wants.” (p. 435) 
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Moehlmann 
et al. 
(2020) 

Transaction 
platform 
(Uber) 

Actors (e.g., drivers 
or riders) on the Uber 
platform had taken 
for granted autonomy 
over socialization 
activities. 

Platform actors interacted and 
shared experiences with each 
other in the absence of 
influence from the core. 

 

“These communities are not 
facilitated by Uber, but are 
created and maintained by the 
drivers themselves, beyond 
Uber’s control.” (p. 40) 

Social Feedback 

 

“A lot of people get together in the 
same WhatsApp group and they try 
to understand better how to make 
money on the plaform...Trying to 
understand and trying to improve 
upon the work.” (p. 32) 

Qiu et al. 
(2017) 

Innovation 
platform 
(Apple iOS) 

The autonomy of 
complementors (i.e., 
independent 
developers) was taken 
for granted and they 
had considerable 
agency. 

Complementors interacted and 
influenced each other and also 
communicated directly with 
end users. 

 

“Mac indie developers have 
influenced new iOS developers 
with their values and beliefs 
through socialization activities 
that occur online and offline.” 
(p. 237) 

Social Feedback 

 

One independent developer noted 
“feedback is the key” (p. 242). 

Taylor and 
Joshi 
(2019) 

Transaction 
platforms 
(Elance, 
oDesk, Rent-
a-coder) 

Workers had the 
opportunity to 
autonomously choose 
jobs and operate 
without oversight 
from others (e.g., they 
can choose when, 
where, and how to 
work). 

Managing relationships with 
other workers and/or 
customers was an important 
skill for workers. 

Free-market Matching 

 

“I can try out a few different 
employers and see which one I am 
more compatible with.” (p. 654) 

 

Two mechanisms were salient among the six case studies: social feedback and free-market matching. We 
describe these two mechanisms in the following two subsections. 

4.4.1. Social Feedback 

Platform-based meta-organizations achieve taken for granted autonomy and periphery-driven alignment 
through social feedback supported by technological mechanisms that enable support, feedback, rating, and 
communication among platform actors. Communities for social feedback are often formed autonomously 
by platform meta-organization actors outside the platform owner’s influence. Actors provide each other 
support and feedback to align with each other. Social feedback is often implemented on the platform 
through mechanisms such as forums, feedback, or communication technology provided by the platform 
owner or created by actors outside the platform. These mechanisms are often nurtured by the actors itself 
without influence from the platform owner. 

The case study by Moehlmann et al. (2020) illustrates social feedback on the Uber platform. They found 
that although drivers on the Uber platform enjoyed their autonomy of being their own boss, they also liked 
being part of a community of drivers. Some drivers initiated communities (e.g., an online forum called 
‘Uberpeople.net’, social media groups on WhatsApp, or informal offline conversations) to share personal 
stories or provide mutual support with other drivers (Moehlmann et al. 2020). One driver in the case study 
stated the benefits of social feedback as follows: 

“A lot of people get together in the same WhatsApp group and they try to understand 
better how to make money on the platform...Trying to understand and trying to 
improve upon the work.” (p. 32) 

Interestingly, the platform owner Uber did not play an active role in building and nurturing the community 
of drivers. 

Another case in point is the Mac indie developer community that was present in the study carried out by 
Qiu et al. (2017). Mac indie developers influenced new iOS developers through socialization. For example, 
they shared and provided peer recognition, status, and feedback to iOS developers and strongly affected 
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how new iOS apps were developed. One developer in the case study emphasized “feedback is the key” (p. 
242). Gaining support by peers was enabled through feedback and reputation mechanisms implemented by 
the platform. 

The mechanism social feedback is often facilitated by the platform itself but is built and nurtured 
autonomously by the actors themselves and stays out of direct influence of the platform owner. It enables 
that actors provide feedback to each other for alignment. 

4.4.2. Free-market Matching 

Another mechanism that reconciles taken for granted autonomy and periphery-driven alignment is free-
market matching enabled through technological platform mechanisms. Platform actors have considerable 
autonomy to self-select and match themselves to other actors without being forced, supervised, or guided 
by the platform owner. Actors match and align their different skillsets and preferences with each other to 
achieve congruence of their goals and interests. Actors harness technological features of the platform to 
match themselves with other actors. 

The case study by Taylor and Joshi (2019) provides an instance for free-market matching in the context of 
online labor platforms. In their study, workers on the online labor platform can self-select the jobs they 
want to accomplish based on their skills, availability, and interests. A worker from the studied platform 
explains this matching from her perspective: 

“I can try out a few different employers and see which one I am more compatible 
with.” (p. 654) 

Free-market matching is enabled by the bidding mechanism on the online labor platform that allows 
workers to bid on the type of tasks that best fits their skills, availability, and interests at a given time (Taylor 
and Joshi 2019). 

We can infer from this case, that actors retain their autonomy through free-market matching and align their 
skills and preferences with the goals of other actors without direct influence from the platform owner. 

5. Expected Contributions (Research in Progress) 

In this paper we described eight key mechanisms enabled by digital technology for synthesizing autonomy 
and alignment in platform-based meta-organizations as a new form of organizing. Based on a systematic 
qualitative meta-analysis of empirical studies, the identified mechanisms were classified into an a-priori 
derived framework consisting of two dimensions: (1) autonomy that can be taken for granted or granted by 
the owner of the platform-based meta-organization; and (2) alignment that can be core-driven or periphery-
driven. In sum, we provide an integrated framework with organizational mechanisms supported by digital 
technology that reconcile autonomy and alignment in platform-based meta-organizations. We expect to 
contribute to the literatures on (1) new forms of organizing (Fjeldstad et al. 2012; Puranam et al. 2014; 
Zammuto et al. 2007), and (2) platform-based meta-organizations (Gawer 2014; Gulati et al. 2012). 

First, we expect to contribute to the literature on new forms of organizing by connecting previous 
discussions about whether the mechanisms of organizing underlying new meta-organizations are “bundles 
of old solutions” (Puranam et al. 2014) or fundamentally novel (Fjeldstad et al. 2012; Zammuto et al. 2007). 
Some studies based their analysis of mechanisms on the assumption that the fundamental problem of 
organizing between the division of labor into manageable jobs and tasks that individuals can be assigned to 
and held accountable for, as well as the integration of effort and work outcomes by senior leaders in the 
hierarchy, has to be solved (Puranam et al. 2014). We argue that the traditional approach of organizing is 
no longer an effective approach to organizing because meta-organizations as a new form of organizing in 
the networked information economy assume high levels of autonomy and ecosystem-wide alignment at the 
same time (Benkler 2006; Gawer 2014; Gulati et al. 2012). Based on these two dimensions of autonomy 
and alignment that resemble the assumptions of platform-based meta-organizations, we derived a 
theoretical framework. The dimension autonomy is considered in the framework as being taken for granted 
or granted by the owner of the platform meta-organization whereas the dimension alignment is considered 
as being core-driven or periphery-driven. Based on the qualitative meta-analysis of 16 studies we observed 
that the traditional mechanisms identified in previous studies are either fundamentally altered by digital 
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technology or completely new mechanisms emerge. For example, standards were previously used to control 
actors while digital technology gives rise to standards that are able to both constrain participation on the 
platform (e.g., rules implemented in the algorithm) and allow participation on the platform (e.g., APIs, 
SDKs). In addition, we observe that platform-based meta-organizations deploy mechanisms that rely on 
algorithms such as the guided matching of actors. These mechanisms, that draw on vast amounts of data 
available in the networked information economy, were previously not available and thus were omitted by 
past studies on new forms of organizing. 

Second, we expect to extend the literature on platform-based meta-organizations (Gawer 2014; Gulati et al. 
2012) by a periphery-driven perspective on alignment taking the agency of digital technology and 
algorithms into account. The literature on meta-organizations is largely core-centered where it is assumed 
that “central actors actively shape the design of meta-organizations” (Gulati et al. 2012, p. 573). We observe 
that some mechanisms are beyond the direct influence of the central actor giving rise to mechanisms that 
exploit the taken for granted autonomy and periphery-driven alignment. Consider, for example, social 
feedback mechanisms where peripheral actors initiate communities by themselves (e.g., drawing on 
technological mechanisms provided by the platform such as feedback, rating, or communication) without 
being directly influenced by the platform owner. These mechanisms are important to consider because 
sometimes they facilitate alignment (e.g., when actors share positive experiences with other actors in the 
network) but sometimes they can lead to serious threats for the platform (e.g., when actors join forces to 
collectively strike the platform). 

Opportunities for future research arise when considering the boundary conditions and limitations of this 
research in progress study. We limited the qualitative meta-analysis for this research in progress paper to 
a sub-sample of 16 representative studies in the context of platform-based meta-organizations. In our future 
development we plan to analyze the remaining studies from the sample and integrate the findings into this 
paper. In addition, we focused on the question of what key mechanisms enabled by digital technology can 
be identified for synthesizing autonomy and alignment in non-hierarchical meta-organizations. We plan to 
extend these insights by examining also how the identified mechanisms affect the level of autonomy and 
alignment. For example, some mechanisms such as standards for participation via certification enable 
platform owners to grant more autonomy to complementors that adhere to the platform owner’s goals and 
interests while facilitating core-driven alignment. 

Another boundary condition of our study is the scalability of the identified mechanisms (Huang et al. 2017). 
We observed that some mechanisms (especially those where autonomy is granted by the owner and 
alignment is core-driven) are hardly scalable if they are not automated by using digital technology. One 
example is the guided access to knowledge for participation where the platform owner forms one-to-one 
relationships with complementors. Other mechanisms such as guided matching seem to be more scalable 
but require large amounts of data. 

Despite these limitations and boundary conditions, we provide organizational and technical mechanisms 
that platform owners can deploy to reconcile autonomy and alignment at the same time. We point to 
mechanisms that platform owners can shape and influence and mechanisms that are beyond their agency 
but also facilitate periphery-driven alignment. Thus, also actors on the periphery (e.g., complementors or 
end users) can take our mechanisms to align themselves while retaining their high autonomy. 

In conclusion, past discussions about new forms of organizing such as platform-based meta-organizations 
revolved around the question of whether mechanisms that solve the fundamental problem of organizing are 
fundamentally new. We conducted a qualitative meta-analysis in the context of platform-based meta-
organizations as a new form of organizing and based our analysis on the assumption that these networked 
forms of organizing exhibit high degrees of autonomy yet facilitate ecosystem-wide alignment by leveraging 
the unique properties and architecture of digital technologies. We identified eight key mechanisms that we 
classified in a framework with the dimensions of autonomy (taken for granted or granted by owner) and 
alignment (core-driven or periphery-driven). The identification of organizational and technical 
mechanisms and classification into the framework allowed us to point out which mechanisms are altered 
by digital technology and which mechanisms are fundamentally new. In addition, the framework extends 
the largely core-driven perspective on meta-organizations by a periphery-driven perspective on 
mechanisms for platform-based meta-organizations. 
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When individual firms want to develop a digital platform to become “platform owners,” they can 

often only meet either technological or market demands. To meet both demands at the same time, 

they may pool their resources and skills with other firms in a strategic alliance when jointly 

developing a digital platform. Motivated by the fact that this joint platform development 

challenges established assumptions of prior platform development research, we explore how 

multiple platform owners can reconcile both technological and market demands when jointly 

developing a digital platform. For this purpose, we studied an ideation platform that is developed 

by multiple platform owner firms by applying techniques of grounded theory. Our findings reveal 

that the firms in the strategic alliance dynamically “diverge and converge” when they coordinate 

the platform development. The partners diverge through the mechanisms of “scaffolding 

technology” and “checking evolution,” and they converge through the mechanism of “translating 

demands.” 
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Introduction 

Firms or individuals that want to develop a digital platform to become “platform owners” have to meet both 
technological and market demands that often contradict each other (Qiu et al. 2017) and that are highly 
uncertain (Dattée et al. 2018). For example, developing a superior platform technology requires time which 
may contradict with early market entry. Especially individual firms often do not have good enough visibility 
on the needs that potential platform users may demand in order to design the platform technology attractive 
to them (Dattée et al. 2018) or do not possess the resources and skills to develop and launch a platform 
ahead of their competitors (Murthy and Madhok 2021). In other words, individual firms often can only 
meet either technological or market demands, but not both, when developing a digital platform (Murthy 
and Madhok 2021; Shi et al. 2021). What if an individual firm would pool its resources and skills with other 
firms in a strategic alliance (Furr and Shipilov 2018; Jacobides et al. 2018; Shipilov and Gawer 2020) to 
meet both technological and market demands at the same time when jointly developing a digital platform? 
This joint platform development may benefit these partnering firms with sharing of development costs, 
“survival of the fittest” ideas and technologies, and ongoing feedback (Eisenmann et al. 2009) but also 
requires complex coordination between and within the firms in the alliance (Hekkala et al. 2022). 

Previous research highlights that digital platforms not only entail a layered-modular technological 
architecture and a market with multiple sides, but also enable the orchestration of value-creating 
interactions between multiple stakeholders (de Reuver et al. 2018; Gawer 2014; Tiwana et al. 2010; Yoo et 
al. 2010). Consequently, developing a digital platform requires to meet both technological and market 
demands while attracting multiple different stakeholders to form a larger digital ecosystem around the 
platform (Dattée et al. 2018; Eisenmann et al. 2011; Gawer and Cusumano 2008; Hagiu 2009; Murthy and 
Madhok 2021; Saarikko et al. 2019; Shi et al. 2021; Tan et al. 2015). While previous literature has started 
to shed light on these and other characteristics of platform development, we still have little in-depth 
understanding of the functioning of platform development and the conditions under which a strategic 
alliance can be a viable alternative to classical information systems (IS) development project organizations 
(Hekkala et al. 2022). Thus, joint platform development through a strategic alliance is an important 
research topic, especially in the Information Systems discipline, because of the combination of 
technological, market-related, and organizational aspects of IS development. 

To better understand the characteristics of joint platform development, previous IS development research 
in the context of platforms has started to broaden the traditional focus of IS development on software 
engineering to market-related and (inter-)organizational aspects (Bergvall-Kåreborn and Howcroft 2014; 
Qiu et al. 2017). The phenomenon of joint platform development that we study challenges at least three 
assumptions of prior research on IS development in the context of platforms. First, firms that want to 
develop a digital platform (i.e., prospective platform owners) are not only technology providers and market-
makers but also orchestrators that connect with multiple partners. Second, platform development is not 
only a software engineering process but also entails the creation of a larger digital ecosystem. Third, 
approaches aimed at balancing technological and market demands in platform development typically span 
firm boundaries. These challenged assumptions associated with platform development in a strategic 
alliance setting motivate a fresh perspective on IS development and a critical discussion of the unique 
mechanisms that underly joint platform development (Qiu et al. 2017). 

In this paper, we take the perspective of multiple platform owner firms that jointly develop a digital 
platform which allows us to address the following research question: How can multiple platform owners 
reconcile both technological and market demands when jointly developing a digital platform? 

To answer this research question, this paper presents an in-depth case study where a firm specialized on 
software development (i.e., TechnologyCompany) formed a strategic alliance with three other firms that 
had expertise in innovation management (i.e., PartnerCompanies) with the common objective to develop a 
digital ideation platform. In this case setting, TechnologyCompany developed the platform software to meet 
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technological demands and the PartnerCompanies attracted potential users to the platform to satisfy 
market demands while they jointly acted as platform owners. Our emergent findings from the case study 
reveal that the platform owner firms in the strategic alliance dynamically “diverge and converge” when they 
coordinate the platform development between and within their firms. The partners diverge through the 
mechanism of “scaffolding technology” where features of the platform were developed that may be needed 
in the future to tackle high uncertainty and to reduce future effort in platform development. This 
mechanism is counterbalanced by “checking evolution” where feedback on platform features is gathered 
from potential users to steer the general direction of the platform. The partners converge through the 
mechanism of “translating demands” where the stakeholders constantly align themselves and create a 
common understanding for technological and market demands of the platform. The dynamic of “diverging 
and converging” between the platform owner firms identified in this paper explains how multiple platform 
owners can collaborate (Furr and Shipilov 2018; Jacobides et al. 2018; Shipilov and Gawer 2020) to 
reconcile technological and market demands when developing a digital platform (Qiu et al. 2017; Tan et al. 
2015). 

Conceptual Background 

Digital Platforms and Strategic Alliances 

To study digital platforms, past research followed mainly three perspectives: economic, engineering, and 
organizational (Gawer 2014). First, the economic perspective considers two- or multisided markets that 
mediate interactions between two or multiple market sides and emphasizes the importance of (cross-side) 
network effects (i.e., increasing the number of users on one side of the platform makes it more valuable to 
the users on the other side (Eisenmann et al. 2006)). Second, from the engineering design perspective, 
platforms are seen as layered-modular technological architectures with core and peripheral components 
(Baldwin and Woodard 2009; Tiwana et al. 2010; Yoo et al. 2010). The core of a digital platform consists of 
“the extensible codebase of a software-based system that provides core functionality” (Tiwana et al. 2010, 
p. 675). In this paper we adopt the third perspective, the organizational perspective on platforms, that 
integrates the economic and engineering perspectives (Gawer 2014). Accordingly, we define digital 
platforms as meta-organizations that entail a layered-modular technological architecture, comprise of a 
market with multiple sides, and enable the orchestration of value-creating interactions between multiple 
stakeholders (de Reuver et al. 2018; Gawer 2014; Tiwana et al. 2010; Yoo et al. 2010). The different 
stakeholders (i.e., individuals or firms) that develop and participate on digital platforms such as platform 
owners, complementors, or platform users form a larger digital ecosystem (Jacobides et al. 2018). 

Especially emphasized in platform ecosystems is the alignment between the different stakeholders (e.g., 
platform owners and other platform users) with system-level goals and objectives (Adner 2017). Platform 
owners can be divided into two roles. First, platform providers perform business-related activities by 
mediating users’ interactions and serving as the user’s primary point of contact with the platform. Second, 
platform sponsors perform technology-related activities by developing and modifying the platform’s 
technology and deciding on who can participate on the digital platform (Eisenmann 2008; Eisenmann et 
al. 2009). These two roles can also be taken by different firms that collaborate and form strategic 
partnerships by combining their resources and skills (Eisenmann et al. 2009). 

Firms can improve their performance when they interact with other firms that have complementary 
resources, technologies, or market access by finding partners that normally would not work with one 
another and then connect them through a multi-party, strategic alliance (Shipilov and Gawer 2020), i.e., an 
inter-organizational relationship where two (or more) organizations pool their resources in order to achieve 
a common objective (Gulati 1998). These ecosystems led by several alliance partners might be more suitable 
in environments with extreme uncertainty, where direct collaboration of multiple partners with very 
different resources and skills is needed to create value (Shipilov and Gawer 2020). Typically, an 
“orchestrator” company connects multiple partners and encourages them to combine their diverse 
resources and work directly with one another (Dhanaraj and Parkhe 2006; Furr and Shipilov 2018). Furr 
and Shipilov (2018) show that such alliances between organizations can help them build new platform 
ecosystems. In other words, strategic partners can combine their resources and skills in a strategic alliance 
to meet both technological and market demands (Furr and Shipilov 2018; Shipilov and Gawer 2020) with 
the common objective to develop a digital platform. 
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IS Development in the Era of Digital Platforms 

The development of information systems such as digital platforms requires to reconcile both technological 
and market demands (Avison and Fitzgerald 2003; Bergvall-Kåreborn and Howcroft 2014; Qiu et al. 2017). 
Technological demands typically arise through software engineering principles that involve the “application 
of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of 
software” (Abran et al. 2004, p. 1). Besides these mere “non-functional” requirements, software engineering 
also requires creative and aesthetic components such as usability or user interface (UI) and user experience 
(UX) design which adds an enjoyment-based and intrinsic motivation to software developers (Shah 2006). 
Market demands, on the other hand, arise through financial and market goals when developing software 
which materialize, for example, as development costs, development time,  revenues, or profitability (Harter 
et al. 2000). To reconcile technological and market demands within traditional organizations or in 
outsourcing relationships (Avison and Fitzgerald 2003), various IS development methods such as the 
systems development life cycle (SDLC) or agile methods have been developed (Lee and Xia 2010). 

With the emergence of technology-enabled meta-organizations (Gulati et al. 2012) such as digital platform 
ecosystems (Jacobides et al. 2018; Tiwana et al. 2010; Wareham et al. 2014), research on IS development 
tends to broaden its traditional focus on software engineering and the cost vs. quality trade-off (e.g., Harter 
et al. 2000; Krishnan et al. 2000), to the formation of a larger digital ecosystem. In digital platforms, the 
platform owner “has a dual role as technology provider and market-maker” (Qiu et al. 2017, p. 245). In 
other words, it is important for firms that want to become “platform owners” to simultaneously consider 
both business and technology aspects of platforms (Gawer and Cusumano 2008). For instance, a platform 
owner cannot hope to succeed in a market it does not understand, regardless of its technical resources and 
skills. Likewise, even with a fully developed business case and fruitful dialogue with potential users, a 
platform owner still needs technical resources and skills to provide a technical architecture that offers 
sufficient functionality (Saarikko et al. 2019). Besides developing a layered-modular technological 
architecture, it is also important for prospective platform owners to attract potential users or 
complementors to the platform (Hagiu 2009; Shi et al. 2021) and to promote self-organization among the 
stakeholders (Tan et al. 2015). However, attracting participation is difficult for a platform owner because 
platform development is characterized by high uncertainty in which prospective platform owners often do 
not have good enough visibility on the needs that potential platform users may demand in order to design 
the platform technology attractive to them (Dattée et al. 2018). 

While previous literature has started to shed light on these and other characteristics of platform 
development, we still have little in-depth understanding of the conditions under which a strategic alliance 
can be a viable alternative to classical information systems (IS) development project organizations (Hekkala 
et al. 2022). Especially three characteristics of joint platform development through strategic alliance 
partners challenge established assumptions (Alvesson and Sandberg 2013) of research on platform 
development in particular and IS development in general.  

First, a platform owner is not only technology provider and market-maker, as assumed in prior research on 
platform development (Qiu et al. 2017), but also an orchestrator that connects with multiple partners and 
encourages them to combine their different resources and skills to work together (Dhanaraj and Parkhe 
2006; Furr and Shipilov 2018; Jacobides et al. 2018; Shipilov and Gawer 2020). This is a significant 
departure from past research, where the platform owner only provided the technological resources and 
reinforced selected norms about quality but also influenced the form and degree of competition through its 
policies, thereby directly influencing platform user strategies and processes (Qiu et al. 2017). 

Second, platform development is not only a software engineering process, as often assumed in traditional 
IS development research, but also entails the creation of a larger digital ecosystem. Firms that want to 
develop a digital platform do not only have to reconcile the cost vs. quality trade-off associated with 
developing software (e.g., Harter et al. 2000; Krishnan et al. 2000), while allowing the market to influence 
the adoption and diffusion of the developed software. By contrast, the platform owner also has to form an 
ecosystem by attracting potential users or complementors and building a market around the platform to 
facilitate efficient interactions between the different platform users. 

Third, while traditional IS development methods (e.g., agile methods) may remain within traditional 
organizations or in outsourcing relationships even in the new era of platforms (Qiu et al. 2017), approaches 
for reconciling technological and market demands in digital platform development typically span 
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organizational boundaries. Approaches for developing a digital platform include attracting participation 
(Hagiu 2009), promoting self-organization and collective identity by members (Tan et al. 2015), developing 
an appropriate business model (Shi et al. 2021), building awareness of the market or technology (Saarikko 
et al. 2019), adjusting the scope of the platform by developing complements internally or externally, 
“coring” by identifying and designing features for the platform and “tipping” by absorbing features from 
other platforms (Gawer and Cusumano 2008), or multiple firms pooling their resources and skills in a 
strategic alliance in order to develop a digital platform (Furr and Shipilov 2018; Jacobides et al. 2018; 
Shipilov and Gawer 2020). These three refined assumptions invite an investigation of how multiple 
platform owners can reconcile both technological and market demands when jointly developing a digital 
platform. 

Methodology 

To answer our research question, we studied an ideation platform that is developed by multiple platform 
owner companies to build grounded theory from empirical observations (Urquhart 2013). The case offers 
the opportunity for theory building regarding the new phenomenon that multiple platform owner firms 
form a strategic alliance to develop a digital platform through the in-depth analysis of an exemplary and 
unique case and therefore may be seen as a “revelatory case” (Eisenhardt and Graebner 2007; Yin 2009, p. 
48). Analyzing the case allowed us to identify mechanisms (Bunge 2004) that explain how multiple platform 
owners can reconcile technological and market demands when developing a platform to generalize from 
description to theory (Lee and Baskerville 2003). 

Data Collection and Theoretical Sampling 

We collected and analyzed multiple sources of evidence (Gerring 2006) including ten semi-structured 
interviews with key stakeholders of the ideation platform development project and archival data on 
platform use cases and user experiences resulting in 123 pages of case material (see Table 1). 

Method Sources 

10 semi-
structured 
interviews  

(recorded and 
transcribed; 
writing of field 
notes) 

We interviewed key stakeholders of the ideation platform development project from 
TechnologyCompany and PartnerCompanies including the Founder who had the 
initial idea of developing the digital platform and who holds shares on the platform, 
the Partnership Manager who was responsible for the relationship management 
with PartnerCompanies, identified technological requirements and potential users, 
and directed the development team, Developers 1 and 2 whose responsibilities were 
full-stack development (including back-end, front-end, infrastructure design, and 
deployment management), the UX Designer who created mockups and designed 
user interfaces, an IT Architecture Manager who made key architectural decisions 
such as which standards to use during development, Market Analysts 1 and 2 from 
PartnerCompanies who analyzed potential use cases and markets, a Lead User who 
tested the platform, and a Business Development Manager who was responsible for 
attracting potential users to the platform. 

Archival data Product information and website information which consisted of use cases and 
experiences from users of the digital platform. 

Informal 
dialogue 

We attended a meeting with the founder and architecture manager and regularly 
communicated with key stakeholders of the ideation platform development project. 

Table 1. Data Collection 

 

The starting point for this study was the observation that a firm specialized on software development, 
hereafter referred to as TechnologyCompany, formed a strategic alliance with three other firms that had 
expertise in innovation management, hereafter referred to as PartnerCompanies, with the common 
objective to develop a digital ideation platform. We joined the joint platform development project after an 
initial prototype of the platform was developed and a significant reimplementation was pending. Over the 
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course of two years, we interviewed ten key stakeholders of the ideation platform development project from 
TechnologyCompany and PartnerCompanies (see Table 1). From these interviews, six were conducted with 
stakeholders from TechnologyCompany which allowed us to particularly understand how technological 
demands were met and the motivation behind forming a strategic alliance for the purpose of platform 
development from the perspective of TechnologyCompany. The remaining four interviews were held with 
stakeholders from PartnerCompanies to understand how market demands were met by the alliance 
partners. The interviews lasted 30 – 60 minutes and were held face-to-face by two researchers. We 
complemented these interviews with archival data including product information and website information 
which consisted of use cases and experiences from users of the digital platform. Our analysis of the dataset 
surfaced the dynamic of “diverging and converging” between the firms in the strategic alliance as the 
overarching theme of our study and allowed us to conceptualize three analytical categories – “scaffolding 
technology,” “checking evolution,” and “translating demands” – that in combination speak to the emerging 
core category of “diverging and converging.”  

Data Analysis 

Data analysis and collection activities were intertwined and we used techniques of grounded theory (Birks 
et al. 2013; Charmaz 2006; Gioia et al. 2013; Urquhart 2013) to analyze the collected case material and to 
iteratively build inductive theory. Open coding (Glaser and Strauss 1967) of the different data sources was 
performed using the coding software MAXQDA, which led to initial first-order categories (Gioia et al. 2013) 
that remained close to our data. Exemplary first-order categories were “preparing technology by estimating 
future business requirements” and “developing functionality that may be needed in the future.” Following 
open coding, as the second step, we constantly compared first-order categories to identify relationships and 
to aggregate them into second-order themes (Gioia et al. 2013). For example, the two first-order categories 
mentioned above led to the second-order theme “estimating features.” In the third step, the emerging first-
order categories were presented in two research workshops in front of experienced IS scholars where the 
results and challenges of the coding were discussed and we jointly aided in refining first-order categories, 
second-order themes, and conceptualizations of the final mechanisms (Gioia et al. 2013). For instance, over 
time we assessed that the second-order themes of “estimating features” and “developing based on 
principles” were closely related to developing features of the platform that may be needed in the future yet 
distinct from each other and bundled them into the mechanism of “scaffolding technology.” To maintain 
theoretical sensitivity (Glaser 1978) and to scale up our emerging theory (Urquhart 2013) we regularly 
compared emerging concepts with literature on platform development (e.g., Bergvall-Kåreborn and 
Howcroft 2014; Qiu et al. 2017; Tan et al. 2015). The iterative coding and theoretical development stopped 
when we achieved a reliable and valid treatment of the mechanisms. This theoretical saturation (Charmaz 
2006; Glaser and Strauss 1967; Saunders et al. 2018) was visible when the number of new first-order 
categories emerging from each additional case material decreased and no new second-order themes or 
mechanisms emerged from the data. 

Findings 

Introduction to the Research Site and Setting 

The case presented in this paper is an ideation platform developed by multiple firms that jointly act as 
platform owners. The first company, hereafter referred to as TechnologyCompany, is one of the largest 
information technology service providers in Germany with software development and IT consulting 
expertise and has a long history of serving as a major complementor for other prominent enterprise 
software platforms. TechnologyCompany formed a strategic alliance with three other firms (hereafter 
referred to as PartnerCompanies) that had expertise in innovation management, supported innovation 
activities, and had an extensive customer network. Their business expertise in planning and supporting 
innovation processes and the access to existing platform users complements the technical expertise of 
TechnologyCompany, as explained by one of the developers of the platform: 

“The question is always: ‘Do I have the skillset in the team so that I can acquire new customers 
through the team or do I need it externally?’ Or the knowledge about the process. ‘Do I have that 
in the team or do I need it externally?’ In the opposite direction, ‘does the partner has the resources 
and possibilities to do the development?’ I think that should complement each other.” 
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The companies in the strategic alliance are jointly developing an ideation platform that establishes an 
ecosystem with companies, start-ups, customers, and other stakeholders. According to the market analyst, 
the idea for the platform project “arose from the fact that there was a shortage on the market,” i.e., it was 
initiated through a “market pull.” The ideation platform provides the necessary technological architecture 
to bring together companies or start-ups that want to organize innovation events such as hackathons, design 
thinking workshops, innovation days, on one side of the platform market, and participants of these 
innovation events, on the other side of the platform market. 

A Grounded Theory of Diverging and Converging Between Platform Owners 

We delineate key mechanisms explaining diverging and converging between platform owners who jointly 
develop a digital platform: “translating demands,” “scaffolding technology,” and “checking evolution.” 
These mechanisms interact with each other to reconcile both technological and market demands when 
jointly developing a digital platform. The identified mechanisms along with their definitions and key themes 
are illustrated in Table 2. 

Mechanism Definition Themes 

Scaffolding 
Technology 

The mechanism by which 
features of the platform are 
implemented that may be 
needed in the future to 
tackle high uncertainty and 
to reduce future 
development effort. 

• Estimating Features: Platform core 
functionality that may be needed in the future is 
anticipated and implemented based on an 
emergent understanding of requirements. 

• Developing Based on Principles: 
Stakeholders are granted freedom in development 
while adhering to non-rigid guidelines. 

Checking 
Evolution 

The mechanism by which 
potential users of the 
platform are identified and 
engaged to gather feedback 
on platform features to 
steer the direction of the 
platform. 

• Steering Development Trajectory: Adjusting 
the direction of the platform based on feedback. 

• Generalizing Requirements: Platform 
requirements for potential users are inferred by 
gaining feedback from selected, early users. 

Translating 
Demands 

The mechanism by which 
the stakeholders constantly 
align themselves and create 
a common understanding 
for technological and 
market demands of the 
platform. 

• Creating Common Understanding: 
Technological and market demands are 
understood equally by all partnering stakeholders. 

• Aligning Partners: Stakeholders share mutual 
agreement regarding their goals and actions and 
make joint decisions. 

Table 2. Mechanisms That Explain Diverging and Converging Between Platform Owners 

Scaffolding Technology 

The mechanism of “scaffolding technology” explains how features of the platform that may be needed in 
the future are developed to tackle high uncertainty and to reduce future development effort. In this section, 
we name and elaborate two key themes of this mechanism (see Figure 1 for an overview of the key concepts 
and relationships) and provide illustrative examples. 
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Figure 1. Mechanism of Scaffolding Technology 

 
Estimating Features: TechnologyCompany, the platform owner firm that brought technological 
resources and skills to the partnership, aimed to develop a scalable platform from the beginning by 
estimating platform core features that may be needed in the future to deal with uncertainty regarding 
market demands as explained by the partnership manager: 

“It is built in such a way that it can be scaled quite quickly in terms of infrastructure. How quickly the 
market might scale or not, that's rather the difficult thing to estimate. That is the challenge.” 

Since it was challenging for TechnologyCompany to anticipate how the user demand would develop in the 
future, they consciously designed the platform architecture in way that both opening or closing the platform 
for users is possible in the future as described by a developer: 

“Whether you provide the platform for individual companies, or the platform remains open so that 
everyone can register, both are possible and both would also be scalable in the way the platform 
architecture is currently designed.” 

Regarding the platform architecture, the architecture manager explained that TechnologyCompany “relied 
very heavily on lean, small-scale microservices with corresponding integration technologies” as the 
building blocks for the platform architecture and took these architecture building blocks into account right 
from the start. This would have allowed TechnologyCompany to flexibly exchange a microservice if the 
platform would have changed to a cloud-native application in the future, which “is then relatively 
manageable feasible” because the platform architecture is designed “in such a way that I then also have 
the opportunity to scale.” 

Another example was given by this developer, in which the prediction of platform features resulted in a 
feature that was needed at a later point in time already being implemented, thus saving development effort: 

“We also decided on Kubernetes1, so that we are multitenant-capable, that was actually clear to us 
from the beginning. If we hadn't decided on Kubernetes at an early stage, then it would probably have 
been incredibly difficult if this requirement had changed again, as we need more tenants now, but the 
requirement was actually there from the beginning.” 

However, in retrospect the founder of the platform from TechnologyCompany alluded that while 
implementing estimated features, eventually resulting in a scalable architecture, might be important for 
platforms, fast market entry seems to be equally important: 

“We are an IT company, we have set up the maximum performance stable architecture, so for such a 
fast-scaling business where you have to go to market very quickly, it is not the right decision at all, 
but rather go to market quickly first because with cloud solutions/platforms you have the possibility 
to improve it step by step anyway. So, the other way round in retrospect would have been smarter.” 

 
1 Kubernetes is an open-source system for automating the deployment, scaling, and management of 
software applications. 

Estimating Features

Developing Based on Principles

First-Order Categories Second-Order Themes Aggregate Theoretical Dimension

• Preparing technology by estimating future business 
requirements

• Developing functionality that may be needed in the 
future

• Proactively influencing potential future platform 
performance weaknesses

• Working with principles instead of restrictions to retain 
flexibility

• Granting development team freedom to absorb 
unplanned pressure 

• Balancing guidance/direction giving vs. free fall/open 
field

• Coordinating developers internally by detaching them 
from rigid guidelines

Scaffolding Technology
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The market analyst from PartnerCompanies concurred with the assessment of the founder, lamenting that 
“speed is more important than technological excellence.” 

Another example was given where stakeholders implemented platform features for the user interface that 
later turned out to be unnecessary. The UX designer had to abolish these features afterwards, resulting in 
even more effort: 

“In certain menu structures, for example, if you only have two menu items and a sidebar that always 
comes on. Something like that was simply called ‘more will be added later’; that could have been done 
differently from the start…. we almost thought too far.” 

The anticipation and implementation of platform core functionality that may be needed in the future seems 
to be a novel approach in platform development, especially to tackle high uncertainty regarding unclear 
user needs in the market, but also bears the risk of abolishing features afterwards. 

Developing Based on Principles: While stakeholders had the freedom to estimate and implement 
platform features in development, they also had to adhere to non-rigid guidelines. These guidelines 
included style guides, standardized components, or general principles regarding the duration of the project 
as explained by the UX designer: 

“I had a lot of freedom except for some restrictions in the sense of it has to be quick, it has to look nice, 
and we mustn't stray too far from the material design standard. We had a set of illustrations that we 
could use over and over again like ‘empty states’ or ‘oops something went wrong’.” 

This freedom in developing the platform led developers to establish their own principles, such as when 
dealing with new frameworks and technologies: 

“If someone took a topic and worked on it and had to integrate some new frameworks, they 
automatically carried it on into the team. That was a principle to spread the knowledge well. There 
was also the principle that if a new framework should have been set up, then of course it had to be 
coordinated with the experienced developers.” 

Some stakeholders, such as the UX designer, enjoyed the autonomy and freedom when developing the 
platform but also felt that overall guidance on the general direction of the platform was missing: 

“We were a bit lost on the open field…because we didn't know exactly in which direction we were 
going. Should we pay more attention on this or will that be our best horse? I don't know. I also found 
it quite exciting to do it in the open field without any guidance, but it was also a bit of a ‘free fall’ 
because we didn't have any more guidance.” 

Guidance on the general direction of the platform and on detailed decisions was given by PartnerCompanies 
through communication with TechnologyCompany as described by the founder: 

“The example was the single sign-on where the customer didn't use a standard and we built that into 
the platform. We won't do that a second time now. But that's also what our colleagues from 
PartnerCompanies said, that wasn't so clever.” 

Stakeholders involved in platform development seem to require autonomy and freedom while giving them 
guiding principles on the general direction of the platform through the partners. 

In summarizing the mechanism of “scaffolding technology,” by “estimating features” platform core features 
that may be needed in the future are implemented to deal with uncertainty regarding market demands and 
saving future development effort while being mindful to a fast market entry. Allowing stakeholders in 
platform development to estimate features requires “developing based on principles” where autonomy and 
freedom on the part of the stakeholders is assured while giving them non-rigid, guiding principles. 

Checking Evolution 

While the first identified mechanism described above places the estimation and principle-based 
development of platform core features at the forefront of platform development, additional data analysis 
surfaced a second mechanism that provides a “checks and balances” for this flexible development. The 
mechanism of “checking evolution” explains how potential users of the platform are identified and engaged 
to gather feedback on platform core features to steer the direction of the platform. This section describes 
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the second-order themes of this mechanism (see Figure 2 for an overview of the key concepts and 
relationships) and includes supporting data. 

 

Figure 2. Mechanism of Checking Evolution 

 
Steering Development Trajectory: Typically the partners focused on market demands also have access 
to potential users of the platform, such as in the case of PartnerCompanies, and can provide guidance on 
the general direction of the platform. The founder of the platform described how the PartnerCompanies 
helped to adjust the general direction of the platform based on their in-depth market know how: 

“We realized relatively quickly that the market was already a bit exhausted and our 
PartnerCompanies steered us in the direction of saying that innovation formats are actually what the 
market currently needs more than simply an ideation platform.” 

To generate recommendations for the general direction of the platform, PartnerCompanies utilized their 
access to potential users to gather early feedback: 

“We actually got the feedback relatively early and we then recognized practically immediately in 
which direction it goes, does it fit, does it not fit.” 

These feedback rounds with potential users of the platform also allowed PartnerCompanies to derive 
concrete requirements which were subsequently passed to the developers from TechnologyCompany and 
vice versa. One of the developers described the process as follows: 

“The requirements were set by the development partners, who then also got the feedback through 
some formats such as workshops, for example, ‘the platform would be better like this and so’ and then 
tipped it over to UI/UX design, then it went in the direction of development. From the direction of the 
development it was rather a feedback if technically necessary things have to be realized, i.e., you 
would like to have a chat, then the foundation of it is to create a websocket implementation.” 

Another developer explained that certain platform features could only be identified and realized through 
feedback from PartnerCompanies’ engagement with potential platform users: 

“There were the PartnerCompanies as contact persons who know the market well and they gave us 
requirements that were relevant from the customer's point of view, i.e., how the platform should be 
structured, what kind of content should be included and then later on we had a feedback round with 
users of the platform and they had a completely different idea of the platform… they found out: ‘ah 
mobile is not supported very well, that hinders us in the innovation process, we can't photograph our 
results, upload them’ and things like that weren’t even taken into account at the beginning.” 

Partner and user feedback seems to be an important means to steer the general direction of the platform 
as well as to derive concrete requirements for platform core features. 

Generalizing Requirements: Feedback from potential users and customers that came from 
PartnerCompanies also helped to identify the niche and positioning of the platform as the architecture 
manager explained based on an example: 

Generalizing Requirements

Steering Development 
Trajectory

First-Order Categories Second-Order Themes Aggregate Theoretical Dimension

• Engage selected users to infer requirements for other 
users

• Learning fast and trying out features through early users 
to identify emergent requirements

• Letting early users influence platform decisions 
• Early feedback helps to determine general direction of 

the platform

• Partners help to steer direction of the platform to meet 
user needs 

• Clearly define project scope from the beginning to 

influence development trajectory 
• Shifting the direction of the platform during evolution 
• Finding a long-term balance between narrow and broad 

project scope Checking Evolution
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“You find out at the customer that there is some legal or data protection law, or some other 
accompanying phenomena coming from the market, that you simply can’t know at the beginning. I 
think that when I build such a platform the art is to find exactly the niche with exactly the positioning, 
with exactly the differentiation of this service that I would like to bring then.” 

While the engagement of PartnerCompanies with potential users of the platform helped to identify new 
features and to adjust the general direction of the platform it also helped TechnologyCompany to generalize 
requirements identified from users to a broader set of customers as described by a developer: 

“For example, the development of personas, user journeys, etc., that you specifically define a 
customer, then hold the requirements of the customer against the user stories, so that you can have 
the best possible estimate that you can serve all relevant target groups.” 

In contrast, specializing on few selected users of the platform without generalizing requirements of these 
users to a broader set of customers was perceived negatively, for example by the founder: 

“In retrospect, there is a chance that it could actually only has satisfied one customer. I think that was 
one of the areas of tension: do you respond to the customer or are you prepared to leave the customer 
behind and say ‘ok, if these are your requirements, we can't serve them with the platform and then 
it's just not the right thing for you’.” 

The UX designer reflected on how an optimal approach to developing the platform would have looked like 
instead, but which was challenging as the partners often wanted to pursue their own agendas:  

“In my opinion you should develop faster, just go and get something out there so you can test it, 
preferably early enough with end users so we can kind of get valuable feedback (fail hard, fail often, 
etc.) and so we could have thought it through a bit more. But that was really difficult because of 
stakeholders from the PartnerCompanies and stakeholders from TechnologyCompany, everyone 
wants to do their own thing. It was difficult to find a balance.” 

Generalizing platform requirements for potential users by gaining feedback from selected, early users 
helped to identify new features and to adjust the general direction but also accompanies the danger of 
specializing too much on the features that the few early users demand. 

In summary, the mechanism of “checking evolution” suggests that the direction of the platform can be 
evaluated and adjusted based on partner and user feedback through “steering development trajectory.” In 
addition, through “generalizing requirements” feedback from selected, early platform users can be 
leveraged for generalizing platform requirements to a broader set of potential users. 

Translating Demands 

The mechanism of “translating demands” explains how the stakeholders constantly align themselves and 
create a common understanding for technological and market demands of the platform (see Figure 3 for an 
excerpt from our data structure). 

 

Figure 3. Mechanism of Translating Demands 
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Creating Common Understanding: Bringing TechnologyCompany and the PartnerCompanies 
together, rather than each pursuing their own agenda, requires that technological and market demands are 
understood equally by all stakeholders. The market analyst described that especially differences at the 
(meta-)organizational level necessitate a common understanding among all stakeholders:  

“I see the problem more at the organizational level. The fact is that TechnologyCompany and 
PartnerCompanies have a different culture leads to more discussions, and it takes longer to reach the 
same understanding.” 

A developer described, based on an example, how a “common understanding” between the stakeholders 
was established: 

“Development has a completely different understanding of what [technical updates] mean in 
operational implementation. For business that sounds like we are doing a security update. But what's 
behind it and what problems may arise later on are present in a different way than on the 
development side. To resolve this it usually helps to try to create a common understanding, to show, 
for example, what will it cost us later, also an evaluation of benefits, in order to convince both sides. 
Conversely, in the direction of development you have to create the understanding, we also want to be 
quick on the market. We can't always go for the latest technology; we need something stable.” 

The continuous creation of a common understanding of technological and market demands has also led to 
both TechnologyCompany and the PartnerCompanies identifying themselves as joint “platform operators” 
as the partnership manager explained: 

“The more often in the project, especially with a partner, everyone was at the same table, i.e., 
development, business, customer, the better it was for the whole thing, because there was much more 
mutual understanding and an agreement was reached more quickly…. So we are all responsible for 
this platform, we all have to make sure that it works together somehow. Understanding oneself as a 
kind of operator at the same time.” 

Some stakeholders such as the UX designer perceived the creation of a common understanding with 
PartnerCompanies even as “fun to throw ideas into the room, to diverge a bit, to come closer” but after a 
major redesign of the platform, difficulties arose in creating a common understanding between 
TechnologyCompany and PartnerCompanies: 

“We sat down together with different stakeholders, developers and people from our 
PartnerCompanies, and then we thought about ‘can we structure it better’ because the old version was 
difficult to navigate…. Then we tried to draw wireframes, then mockups, iteratively with all kinds of 
stakeholders together. Which is also not easy, especially if there are misunderstandings about how 
the styling should happen, for example. That's where everyone has an opinion because you can look 
at it and one person likes more cold colors and another person likes more warm colors.” 

Creating a common understanding assures that technological and market demands are understood equally 
by all partnering stakeholders, clearing up any misunderstandings. 

Aligning Partners: Stakeholders of the ideation platform development project from 
TechnologyCompany and the PartnerCompanies need to share mutual agreement regarding their goals and 
actions and make joint decisions. Aligning stakeholders contains a trade-off between, on the one hand, 
increased effort for coordinating the strategic alliance partners and, on the other hand, effort that can be 
saved by leveraging the partner’s resources and skills such as access to potential platform users as a 
developer explained: 

“As soon as you have another party involved (be it a development partner), there is this extra effort 
for coordination. But you may also have made this cooperation for certain reasons because then one 
or the other effort can be saved or [to access] a certain customer base. You have to weigh it all up.” 

While the architecture manager suggested that a “permanent control” of the strategic alliance partners is 
necessary and thus increased coordination effort, the founder of the platform suggested to be aware of the 
interests and business model of the stakeholders, thus leveraging the partner’s resources and skills: 

“One of the lessons learned is that in the ideation platform project, where we are an IT company and 
our PartnerCompanies are innovation companies, and the users is to write down which stakeholders 
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I have at all, who are involved in the platform, what are their interests, and not that they only want 
to push through their interests, but maybe they tick completely differently because their business 
model is also different.” 

Similarly, the market analyst suggested to be aware of the “cultural fit” with potential partners already 
before and during the development of the platform: 

“This cultural fit between companies has to be established beforehand, and various factors that have 
nothing to do with technology play a role here. And that is also the crux of ecosystems according to 
my interpretation. My recommendation is to take a good look at the partners and check how they fit 
together culturally.” 

Nevertheless, the architecture manager highlighted that while it was inevitable for such a strategic alliance 
“to act in concert” it was also inevitable that each partner had room to maneuver: 

“Each brings certain resources to this cooperation and they are always limited. That's why you 
inevitably have this line of conflict. And that's why it's an essential success for such a cooperation that 
you have the will to go through this together. And together, that one or the other perhaps also takes a 
step back and says: ‘Hey, maybe I'll try this out now’.” 

Aligning goals and actions of alliance partners and stakeholders in platform development involves a trade-
off between, on the one hand, increased effort for coordinating the strategic alliance partners and, on the 
other hand, effort that can be saved by leveraging the partner’s resources and skills. Managing this trade-
off requires that the alliance partners act in concert and make joint decisions. 

In summary of this third mechanism of “translating demands,” through “creating common understanding” 
technological and market demands are understood equally by all partnering stakeholders while “aligning 
partners” leads to joint decisions between the stakeholders by sharing mutual agreement regarding their 
goals and actions. 

Discussion 

In this paper we explored how multiple platform owner companies can reconcile both technological and 
market demands when jointly developing a digital platform. Based on findings derived from a case study of 
an ideation platform that is developed by multiple firms in a strategic alliance, we identified the dynamic of 
“diverging and converging” between and within the platform owner firms which involves three 
mechanisms: “translating demands,” “scaffolding technology,” and “checking evolution.” In the following 
we discuss our findings with respect to (1) the literature on platform development and (2) the literature on 
strategic alliances. 

Implications for Research 

The first implication of our study is for research on platform development (Qiu et al. 2017; Tan et al. 2015) 
and platform ecosystem emergence in general (Dattée et al. 2018; Murthy and Madhok 2021). Our findings 
around the mechanism of “scaffolding technology” add to our emergent understanding of nascent platform 
development in which technological and market demands are often highly uncertain (Dattée et al. 2018). 
Our findings illustrate that this uncertainty of technological and market demands in platform development 
is tackled through “estimating features” by which platform core functionality that may be needed in the 
future is anticipated and implemented based on an emergent understanding of platform requirements 
(Lehmann et al. 2022). For example, our findings show that the platform architecture could be purposely 
designed in way that both opening or closing the platform for users is possible in the future (Boudreau 
2010) which may provide some flexibility to respond to competitive strategies such as the exploitation of 
features (Eisenmann et al. 2011; Gawer and Cusumano 2008; Karhu et al. 2018). This estimation of 
platform core features typically requires “developing based on principles” by which stakeholders involved 
in platform development are granted freedom to implement features while adhering to non-rigid guidelines 
and principles. “Developing based on principles” implies that also internal developers require considerable 
autonomy to identify and implement platform core features and “internal complements” that may be 
needed in the future (Glaser 2020) but which is “disciplined” by using non-rigid guidelines and standards 
(Foerderer et al. 2019; Mithas and Kude 2017) similar to platform users or external complementors being 
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granted autonomy while simultaneously being controlled (Huber et al. 2017; Hurni et al. 2021; Moehlmann 
et al. 2021). As developing features of the platform that may be needed in the future to tackle high 
uncertainty and to reduce future development effort may drive variety of the platform core to the detriment 
of quality (Cennamo 2018), “scaffolding technology” has to be counterbalanced with the mechanism of 
“checking evolution” by which potential users of the platform are identified and engaged to gather feedback 
on platform features to steer the general direction of the platform. While the platform owner typically 
incentivizes participation of potential platform users or complementors (Tan et al. 2015) and influences 
individual behavior of platform users in the ecosystem through its policies, processes, and culture (Qiu et 
al. 2017), our findings suggest that platform users, in turn, also can provide valuable feedback especially in 
nascent development to shape the platform’s evolution. Through “steering development trajectory,” the 
direction of the platform is continuously adjusted and updated based on feedback gathered from potential 
users which may be an additional means to become aware of market opportunities or constructing the 
platform in relation to market expectations (Saarikko et al. 2019; Shi et al. 2021). In addition, through 
“generalizing requirements” it would even be possible to infer platform requirements for potential users by 
gaining feedback from selected, early users which may be a source to explore new business models and 
requirements around the platform (Shi et al. 2021). 

The second implication is for research on strategic alliances that have the purpose of platform ecosystem 
formation (Davis 2016; Furr and Shipilov 2018; Jacobides et al. 2018; Shipilov and Gawer 2020). We 
provide empirical evidence for how strategic alliances between multiple platform owners can be used “to 
set the ground for building an ecosystem” (Jacobides et al. 2018, p. 2275). Our findings related to the 
mechanism “translating demands” can help to explain how multiple stakeholders can be orchestrated and 
encouraged to combine their diverse resources and work directly with one another (Dhanaraj and Parkhe 
2006; Furr and Shipilov 2018; Shipilov and Gawer 2020). In particular, “creating common understanding” 
can help to assure that technological and market demands are understood equally by all partnering 
stakeholders as especially at an early stage of ecosystem development the roles, the division of activities, 
and decisions of how value is created and how and by whom value is captured are often unclear as well as 
contested (Shipilov and Gawer 2020). In addition, our findings around “aligning partners” suggest that 
platform stakeholders are continuously brought together to generate information on the partners limited 
resources and skills which assures that they share mutual agreement regarding their goals and actions and 
make joint decisions (Adner 2017). Overall, our findings point to a dynamic of “diverging and converging” 
when the joint platform owners in the strategic alliance coordinate the platform development between and 
within their firms. Individual firms in the strategic alliance often autonomously isolate themselves and 
diverge (through the mechanisms of “scaffolding technology” and “checking evolution”), for example, when 
they perceive conflict with the partner (Davis 2016). The platform owners then connect back with each other 
and converge (through the mechanism of “translating demands”) to learn from each other and combine 
resources to further develop the platform (Furr and Shipilov 2018; Shipilov and Gawer 2020). 

Implications for Practice 

Especially platform owners in strategic alliances can gain utility from our findings. Our findings provide 
guidance through the challenging endeavor of jointly developing a digital platform. Platform development 
performed by strategic alliance partners (i.e., multiple prospective platform owners) may lead to sharing of 
development costs, “survival of the fittest” ideas and technologies, and ongoing feedback which may yield 
to a higher quality platform but also requires complex coordination processes among the strategic partners. 
Our findings show that the strategic alliance partners need to dynamically “diverge and converge.” The 
partners diverge through “scaffolding technology” where features of the platform are developed that may 
be needed in the future to tackle high uncertainty and to reduce future development effort. Through 
“checking evolution,” potential users of the platform are identified and engaged to gather feedback on 
platform features to steer the direction of the platform. The partners converge through “translating 
demands” where the stakeholders constantly align themselves and create a common understanding for 
technological and market demands of the platform. 

Limitations and Future Research 

Opportunities for future research follow from the limitations and boundary conditions of this study. First, 
in this paper we studied an ideation platform that mediates interactions between different platform users. 
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Future research could validate our findings in other complex software development contexts such as the 
development of blockchains or in the context of platforms that involve complementary app developers. 
Second, in our case study setting four platform owner firms jointly developed the ideation platform. Future 
research could identify the optimal size of such a strategic alliance (Shipilov and Gawer 2020) or look into 
different alliance constellations of firms that collaborate with each other to develop a digital platform (e.g., 
triads) (Davis 2016). Last, while we identified the dynamic of “diverging and converging” between the 
platform owner firms in this paper, we did not focus on the dynamic push and pulls between both poles 
over time. Future research may unveil the longitudinal, dynamic interplay and balancing act of “diverging” 
(through the mechanisms of “scaffolding technology” and “checking evolution”) and “converging” (through 
the mechanism of “translating demands”) in digital platform development. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, individual firms may pool their resources and skills with other firms in a strategic alliance to 
meet both technological and market demands at the same time when jointly developing a digital platform. 
Motivated by the fact that this joint platform development challenges established assumptions of prior 
platform development research, we explored how multiple platform owners can reconcile both 
technological and market demands when jointly developing a digital platform. For this purpose, we studied 
an ideation platform that is developed by multiple platform owner firms by applying techniques of 
grounded theory. We found that the firms in the strategic alliance dynamically “diverge and converge” when 
they coordinate the platform development. The partners diverge through the mechanisms of “scaffolding 
technology” and “checking evolution,” and they converge through the mechanism of “translating demands.” 
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Abstract 

A decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) is a distinct form of platform meta-
organization that heavily relies on smart contracts running on blockchains to govern a 
distributed network of autonomous actors, thereby continuing the shift toward 
governance via IT. Motivated by the fact that this shift toward governance via IT in DAOs 
challenges established assumptions in the literature on IT governance, we explore how 
DAOs are governed via IT. For this purpose, we applied techniques of grounded theory to 
build inductive theory by analyzing five cases of DAOs (Aragon, Flare Networks, 
KyberDAO, MakerDAO, and MolochDAO) based on white papers, blog entries, and 
newspaper articles. Our findings implicate that DAOs governed via IT synthesize 
autonomy and alignment through the mechanism of “establishing algorithmic 
organization.” At the same time, DAOs rely on a more pluralistic and decentralized form 
of algorithmic management through the mechanism of “taming algorithmic power.” 

Keywords: Governance via IT, Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), Blockchain, 
Digital Platform, Meta-Organization, Algorithmic Management 

Introduction 

Decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) are globally distributed networks of actors who align 
around a common overall purpose governed with the help of blockchain infrastructures, the algorithms in 
the form of smart contracts that run on top of them, and a shared constitution or set of rules and processes 
for operating and changing the network (Beck et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2021; Lumineau et al. 2021; Murray 
et al. 2019; Risius and Spohrer 2017; Ziolkowski et al. 2020b). For example, MakerDAO is a DAO built on 
the Ethereum blockchain to automate lending and borrowing of cryptocurrencies without the need for 
traditional fund managers. It is made up of smart contracts that govern borrowing and lending, as well as 
two currencies, Dai and MKR, to regulate the value of loans. Shared rules and processes ensure that token 
holders can influence certain aspects of MakerDAO such as the stability fee, collateralization ratio, and 
emergency shutdowns. Indeed, DAOs are trending—an estimated 200,000 people are already participating 

 
1 *These authors contributed equally. 
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actively in DAOs, which due to tools offered by projects such as OpenLaw are becoming increasingly fast 
and easy to set up and are now also considered as a legal entity since July 2021 in the U.S. state of Wyoming 
extending the applicability of DAOs to for-profit purposes like tokenized art or music (Shin 2021). 
Proponents of DAOs highlight their transparency, fairness, inclusion, and incorruptibility due to the 
absence of bilateral agreements, the use of open-source software protocols, and a sophisticated incentive 
system based on the use of digital currencies in the form of tokens. Since DAOs are still a poorly understood 
phenomenon and multiple early instances of DAOs have failed (e.g., ‘TheDAO’) (Voshmgir 2020) it is 
important to understand the novel mechanisms that underly governance in DAOs (Beck et al. 2018). 

Previous research highlights that DAOs enable distributed actors to interact and cooperate with each other 
based on shared rules encoded in software algorithms to facilitate automated steering and contract 
enforcement (Beck et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2021; De Filippi and Wright 2018; Lumineau et al. 2021). 
Governance in DAOs includes complex combinations of community-driven human and algorithmic 
mechanisms to ensure the alignment of autonomous actors with a shared purpose (Baird and Maruping 
2021; Murray et al. 2020). While previous literature has started to shed light on these and other 
characteristics of DAOs, we still have little in-depth understanding of the functioning of governance in 
DAOs and the conditions under which DAOs provide a new form of decentralized platform meta-organizing 
(Gulati et al. 2012) and a viable alternative to classical command-and-control structures prevalent in most 
organizations that rely on bureaucratic governance mechanisms (Puranam et al. 2014). Thus, governance 
in DAOs is an important research topic, especially in the Information Systems discipline, because of the 
strong emphasis on governance via information technology (IT). 

Examining governance via IT in DAOs is important because decentralization makes it necessary to institute 
alternative IT-enabled governance structures that do not rely on traditional human-centric and resource-
intensive mechanisms since they are often not scalable and suitable for decentralized organizing contexts. 
To better understand the characteristics of governance via IT, previous IT governance research in the 
context of digital transformation has started to shed light on the shift from governance of IT toward 
governance via IT through platform-based and technology-enabled mechanisms for governance (Gregory 
et al. 2018). This shift toward governance via IT underlying the DAO phenomenon challenges established 
assumptions (Alvesson and Sandberg 2013) of traditional IT governance literature and instead assumes 
heavy reliance on governance via IT, decentralization of decision-making, and the transparent and 
automated enforcement of rules which motivates a fresh perspective on IT governance and a critical 
discussion of the unique mechanisms that underly governance in DAOs (Beck et al. 2018). 

In this paper, we take the perspective of blockchain governance (e.g., Beck et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2021; 
Lumineau et al. 2021; Murray et al. 2019; Ziolkowski et al. 2020b) and draw on the lens of governance via 
IT offered by the literature on digital platforms (e.g., Gregory et al. 2018; Moehlmann et al. 2021; Tiwana 
et al. 2010) which allows us to address the following research question: How are decentralized autonomous 
organizations governed via IT? For this purpose, we analyze five representative cases of DAOs (Aragon, 
Flare Networks, KyberDAO, MakerDAO, and MolochDAO) using techniques of grounded theory (Birks et 
al. 2013; Charmaz 2006; Gioia et al. 2013; Glaser and Strauss 1967; Walsh et al. 2015). Our core finding is 
that governing DAOs via IT requires two mechanisms called “establishing algorithmic organization” and 
“taming algorithmic power.” The first mechanism, “establishing algorithmic organization,” refers to the 
reinforcement of the software protocol’s central authority in the DAO through ongoing execution of 
routines. The second mechanism, “taming algorithmic power,” describes how humans both systematically 
and spontaneously perform actions to bend automated processes in the DAO to comply with their 
organizational will. Our findings implicate that DAOs governed via IT synthesize autonomy and alignment 
through “establishing algorithmic organization.” At the same time, governance of IT in DAOs involves a 
more pluralistic and decentralized form of algorithmic management through “taming algorithmic power.”  

Conceptual Background 

Decentralized Autonomous Organizations 

Decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) gained widespread attention through increased 
blockchain development activity around the globe. A blockchain refers to a distributed database that can 
record transactions between actors in a peer-to-peer (P2P) network drawing on consensus algorithms for 
verification (Beck et al. 2018; Lumineau et al. 2021; Murray et al. 2019; Nakamoto 2008). The first 
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blockchain was outlined 2008 in a white paper by Satoshi Nakamoto, a pseudonymous person or group, 
and was called ‘Bitcoin’ describing the vision of a P2P payment system where online payments could be sent 
directly to each other without the need for a central financial institution that controls payment processing, 
i.e., in a fully decentralized way (Nakamoto 2008). Decentralization refers to the transfer of control and 
decision-making from a centralized entity, i.e., an organization, government, or company, to a distributed 
network (Chen et al. 2021). While not an entirely new phenomenon, decentralization has significantly 
gained new momentum in the context of blockchains (Cennamo et al. 2020). Decentralization in this 
blockchain space is driven to a large extent by the narrative that the current platform economy with its 
tendency toward surveillance, dominance, and centralized control over peoples’ lives and perceived 
freedom lacks the degrees of fairness, protection of individual rights, transparency, and inclusion that 
digitally empowered citizens demand in the emerging token economy (Voshmgir 2020; Zuboff 2015). With 
Bitcoin’s launch in early 2009 and subsequent growth toward becoming an accepted payment system, 
programmers began to explore the blockchain technology for uses outside of just digital currencies 
(Andersen and Bogusz 2019; De Filippi and Wright 2018; Lindman et al. 2017). Perhaps the most significant 
generalization over purely financial-oriented blockchains such as Bitcoin was envisioned 2014 in a white 
paper by Vitalik Buterin who introduced the Ethereum blockchain with the key idea of deploying so-called 
“smart contracts” on a blockchain (Buterin 2014b). Smart contracts refer to software programs that run on 
a blockchain and automatically execute preprogrammed rules and logic (Buterin 2014b; Szabo 1997). 

In the same Ethereum white paper, Vitalik Buterin outlined the idea of using smart contracts to encode the 
bylaws of entire organizations, so-called ‘Decentralized Autonomous Organizations’ (DAOs) (Buterin 
2014b). Vitalik Buterin characterized DAOs as having “automation at the center [and] humans at the edges” 
of the organization (Buterin 2014a). A DAO involves a distributed network of autonomous human or 
organizational actors who align around a common overall purpose with the help of blockchain 
infrastructures, the algorithms in the form of smart contracts that run on top of them, and a shared 
constitution or set of rules and processes for operating and changing the network (Beck et al. 2018; Buterin 
2014a; De Filippi and Wright 2018; Murray et al. 2019; Voshmgir 2020).  

The definition of DAOs above suggests that DAOs represent a distinct form of platform meta-organization 
(Gulati et al. 2012; Puranam et al. 2014) as members of a DAO are distributed and decentralized and make 
key decisions through voting on proposals such as how the rules and logic should be encoded in the smart 
contracts and finding agreement via majority consensus (Hsieh et al. 2018; Lumineau et al. 2021; Vergne 
2020) which sets DAOs apart from most sharing economy platforms (e.g., Uber, Airbnb) where members 
are governed by powerful and centralized platform organizations (Kenney and Zysman 2016; Reischauer 
and Mair 2018). Members of a DAO are also (in part) their owners as they decide how the DAO should 
allocate its funds that represent the internal capital in the form of digital tokens that can represent anything 
from a store of economic value to a set of permissions in the physical or digital world and can be used to 
reward certain activities in a DAO (Buterin 2014a; Oliveira et al. 2018; Voshmgir 2020). Having internal 
capital sets DAOs apart from most decentralized online communities (e.g., Reddit, Wikipedia) or open-
source projects (e.g., Debian) that often use reputation or status to reward contributions of its members 
(Aaltonen and Lanzara 2015; O'Mahony and Ferraro 2007). Potential contributors or investors in a DAO 
can exchange other digital cryptocurrencies or tokens for the DAOs native tokens to gain a stake in a DAOs 
internal capital (Buterin 2014a; De Filippi and Wright 2018). In accordance with the stake that the actors 
in the distributed network hold on a DAO, voting rights to participate in decision making are issued 
(Voshmgir 2020). DAOs heavily rely on smart contracts and the blockchain to automatically enforce the 
voting decisions by the members of a DAO and to transparently store transactions to align their interests 
and activities toward a shared purpose (Beck et al. 2018; Lumineau et al. 2021; Voshmgir 2020). 

IT Governance in the Era of Blockchains and DAOs 

The phenomenon of decentralized autonomous organizations summarized above provides the conceptual 
background for the shift toward blockchain-based governance via IT which is embedded in the historic 
evolution of IT governance. IT governance refers to the IT-related decision rights and accountability 
framework used to ensure the alignment of actors with the organization’s overall purpose (Sambamurthy 
and Zmud 1999; Tiwana and Kim 2015; Wu et al. 2015). While the term IT governance became prominent 
in the late 1990s (Sambamurthy and Zmud 1999), earlier studies already focused on organizational IT-
assets (e.g., mainframes) to which only individuals with specialized technical skills had rights to access and 
operate and who later formed the first IT functions (Niederman et al. 2016). In the 1970s to the early 1990s 
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the focus of IT governance broadened significantly and included also more lightweight personal computers 
which increased the autonomy of end-users but also the coordination effort for IT professionals in the IT 
functions (Bygstad 2017; Niederman et al. 2016; Urbach et al. 2019). In the 1990s to the early 2000s 
enterprise resource planning systems and cross-organizational information systems (e.g., e-commerce 
applications) broadened the focus of IT governance again. Yet, the key responsibility of the IT function to 
provide user support for IT-related activities as well as the design, development, and maintenance of IT 
remained, which can be summarized as functional governance of IT (Drnevich and Croson 2013). 

With the emergence of digital technology-enabled meta-organizations (Gulati et al. 2012) such as online 
communities (O'Mahony and Ferraro 2007) or digital platform ecosystems (Gregory et al. 2018; Huber et 
al. 2017; Tiwana et al. 2010; Tiwana et al. 2013; Wareham et al. 2014), IT governance began to span 
organizational boundaries. Building on digital infrastructures (Fuerstenau et al. 2019; Tilson et al. 2010) 
such as the Internet and guided by the ‘code is law’ principle from the open source movement (Lessig 2006), 
these online communities and digital platform ecosystems experimented with new mechanisms for IT 
governance using the code of their platforms to define rules that shape how people can act and interact 
online while also involving the community in governance (e.g., Aaltonen and Lanzara 2015; Gregory et al. 
2018; Huber et al. 2017; O'Mahony and Ferraro 2007; Tiwana et al. 2010; Wareham et al. 2014). 
Governance in these technology-enabled meta-organizations is characterized by balancing alignment 
desired by the platform owner with autonomy of users or complementors in the surrounding ecosystem 
(Gulati et al. 2012). Centralized platform owners and their software engineers often develop and maintain 
standardized boundary resources or algorithms to govern their community in the ecosystem (Ghazawneh 
and Henfridsson 2013; Moehlmann et al. 2021; Tiwana et al. 2010). Using algorithms to govern the 
behavior of individual actors and to ensure their alignment to the meta-organization’s purpose can be 
summarized as governance via IT (Drnevich and Croson 2013; Gregory et al. 2018; Moehlmann et al. 2021). 

Blockchains and DAOs continue this shift toward governance via IT while allowing the whole community 
to actively shape the algorithms by which they are governed in a decentralized way. Governance of DAOs 
includes a collection of mechanisms to ensure the alignment of autonomous human actors toward the 
common overall purpose of a DAO (Beck et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2021; Lumineau et al. 2021; Murray et al. 
2019). The governance structure that enables the community of human actors to interact and cooperate 
with each other is represented by rules that are encoded to empower network participants and administered 
by algorithms for automated steering and contract enforcement (Beck et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2021; De 
Filippi and Wright 2018; Lumineau et al. 2021). Especially three characteristics of blockchain-based 
governance challenge established assumptions (Alvesson and Sandberg 2013) of IT governance research. 

First, DAOs heavily rely on governance via IT which includes mechanisms that rely on a set of sophisticated 
automated algorithms often encoded in smart contracts running on blockchains for governance of a 
distributed network of autonomous actors (De Filippi and Wright 2018; Lumineau et al. 2021; Murray et 
al. 2019). In the context of blockchains and DAOs, “IT solutions serve as a governance mechanism in their 
own right” (Lumineau et al. 2021, p. 507) where preprogrammed and automated smart contracts enforce 
decisions. This heavy reliance on governance via IT challenges the underlying assumption of the classical 
IT governance literature where decision-making, monitoring, and coordination are largely performed by 
human actors such as IT managers of an organization (e.g., Tiwana and Kim 2015; Wu et al. 2015).  

Second, decentralization empowers actors in the distributed network of a DAO (e.g., developers or token 
holders) to modify the rules encoded in the automated smart contract code and to actively participate in 
governance decisions (e.g., via voting on proposals) (Beck et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2021; De Filippi and 
Wright 2018; Ziolkowski et al. 2020a; Ziolkowski et al. 2020b). By transferring previously centralized 
decision making to the community (Beck et al. 2018; Murray et al. 2019), decentralized governance in DAOs 
fundamentally challenges the assumption of the IT governance literature in which the design, development, 
and maintenance of IT systems is the primary responsibility of the IT function (e.g., Tiwana and Kim 2015; 
Wu et al. 2015) or of centralized platform owners and their software engineers (Tiwana et al. 2010). 

Third, the enforcement of rules in DAOs is transparent, non-discriminatory, and automated by drawing on 
public smart contracts that are auditable and verifiable by almost anyone in the distributed network 
(Lumineau et al. 2021). This automated and public rule enforcement in blockchains and DAOs challenges 
the assumption held in the IT governance literature where rules are often described as being “latent” or 
invisible (de Vaujany et al. 2018) and architecture is often used as a form of non-overt control (Tiwana et 
al. 2013). These three refined assumptions invite an investigation of how DAOs are governed via IT. 
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Research Methodology 

Theoretical Sampling and Data Collection 

We adopted a theoretical sampling strategy (Charmaz 2006) to iteratively select cases for a multiple-case 
study (Yin 2009) of DAOs to explain how DAOs are governed via IT. As theoretical sampling assumes that 
grounded theoretical insights emerging from data can guide subsequent data collection and analysis (Glaser 
and Strauss 1967), we first collected an initial sample of 20 DAO cases that were mentioned in public blogs 
(e.g., on Medium.com and Twitter.com) and podcasts or videos on YouTube.com. This initial sample 
included MakerDAO, Flare Networks, Aragon, DigixDAO, TheDAO, Polkadot/PolkaDAO, MolochDAO, 
MetaCartel Ventures, OceanDAO, DarkDAO, The LAO, KyberDAO, SpiderDAO, Steem, SingularityDAO, 
Algorand, Colony, Tezos, Cardano/Project Catalyst, and CurveDAO. From there, we filtered these cases to 
maximize variation between DAO cases and allow for patterns to emerge more easily from constant 
comparisons across a manageable subset of DAOs (Glaser and Strauss 1967). To maximize variation within 
our dataset, we paid special attention to cases that fall on an extreme end of a spectrum of different DAOs 
(Gerring 2006). For example, we considered MolochDAO as an extreme case because its governance 
structure serves as a blueprint for other DAOs (e.g., MetaCartel or ‘The LAO’). We also considered extremely 
unsuccessful and successful cases of DAOs (e.g., TheDAO and MakerDAO). Our final sample included the 
following five cases of DAOs: Aragon, Flare Networks, KyberDAO, MakerDAO, and MolochDAO. We chose 
these DAOs based on their relative maturity, complexity, and prominent status in the DAO community, 
reasoning that their inner workings would be well-formed and theoretically most interesting. 

Our primary case material consisted of secondary data including white papers, blog entries, and newspaper 
articles since this material provides rich and holistic descriptions of real DAOs, often dives deeper into 
technological underpinnings of DAOs, and hears different people’s voices (e.g., founders, developers of the 
technology, or token holders). For each DAO case in our sample we first collected one or more published 
white papers which are documents that detail technical, organizational, and economic specifications of a 
DAO and are often published for fundraising purposes before an initial coin offering (Voshmgir 2020). For 
each DAO case, we then also collected blog entries that inform about the current status of a DAO and are 
often written by the founders themselves and newspaper articles that provide additional information from 
the perspective of external observers. Overall, we collected and analyzed 257 pages of case material. To 
triangulate emerging findings, we concurrently also listened to podcasts, where influential people (e.g., 
founders) in the DAO space discussed recent developments and their motivation for participating in DAOs. 

Data Analysis and Approach to Conceptualization 

We used techniques of grounded theory (Birks et al. 2013; Charmaz 2006; Gioia et al. 2013; Glaser and 
Strauss 1967; Walsh et al. 2015) to iteratively build inductive theory. We performed open coding (Glaser 
and Strauss 1967) on each of the cases from the sample using the coding software MAXQDA, which led to 
an initial coding book consisting of first-order categories that remained close to our data (Gioia et al. 2013). 
Labels for these first-order categories were inspired by the structure of theoretical mechanisms (cf. 
Henfridsson and Bygstad 2013). Exemplary first-order categories were “fine-grained customization for who 
can perform an action” or “stakeholders vote on tokenomic parameters and listings.” Following open 
coding, as the second step we identified relationships emerging between first-order categories to organize 
them into second-order themes (Gioia et al. 2013). For example, the two first-order categories mentioned 
above led to the second-order theme “granularizing empowerment.” In the third step, all members of the 
author team regularly discussed the results and challenges of the coding, interrogating each other’s 
interpretations, and proposing alternative explanations which resulted in refined first-order categories, 
second-order themes, and conceptualizations of the final mechanisms (Gioia et al. 2013). For instance, over 
time we assessed that the second-order themes of “granularizing empowerment,” “triggering reactive 
interventions,” and “negotiating limits of automation” were closely related to humans who perform actions 
to bend automated processes in a DAO yet distinct from each other and bundled them into the mechanism 
of “taming algorithmic power.” The iterative coding and theoretical development stopped when we achieved 
a reliable and valid treatment of the mechanisms across the cases. This theoretical saturation (Charmaz 
2006; Glaser and Strauss 1967; Saunders et al. 2018) was visible when the number of new first-order 
categories emerging from each additional case material decreased and no new second-order themes or 
mechanisms emerged from the data. 
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Findings 

In this section, we delineate the key mechanisms that underly governance in DAOs, “establishing 
algorithmic organization” and “taming algorithmic power,” inductively theorized from the data of our DAO 
sample, along with their definitions and key themes as illustrated in Table 1. 

Mechanism Definition Themes 

Establishing 
Algorithmic 

Organization 

The mechanism by 
which the software 
protocol reinforces its 
central authority in the 
DAO through ongoing 
execution of routines. 

● Enforcing precise rules and steps: DAO core 
code executes consistent, substantive processes 
independently. 

● Encoding trust in the system: Technology creates 
radical transparency that DAO users trust as accurate 
and up-to-date. 

● Surveying the stakeholders and environment: 
Algorithms constantly monitor all agents and 
conditions to protect the integrity of the organization. 

Taming 
Algorithmic 

Power 

The mechanism by 
which humans both 
systematically and 
spontaneously perform 
actions to bend 
automated processes in 
the DAO to comply with 
their organizational will. 

● Granularizing empowerment: The organization 
provides opportunities for holders to express their 
power through deciding on fine-grained parameters. 

● Triggering reactive interventions: The 
technology serves up relevant information for humans 
to use to conduct course correction. 

● Negotiating limits of automation: Humans 
customize components to alter the default direction 
set by the technology. 

Table 1. Two Key Mechanisms That Underly Governance in DAOs 

Establishing Algorithmic Organization 

The mechanism of “establishing algorithmic organization” describes how algorithms drive foundational 
activities of a DAO and imprint their automation into baseline processes of the organization. In this section, 
we name and elaborate three key themes of this mechanism (see Figure 1 for an overview of the key concepts 
and relationships) and provide illustrative examples from DAOs. 

 

Figure 1. Mechanism of Establishing Algorithmic Organization 

 

Enforcing precise rules and steps. First, exerting automated control over events regarding the internal 
capital is a core function in DAOs due to the functionality available in their core code. For instance, 
MakerDAO has created an automated protocol that without permission takes a series of steps to 
independently manage the liquidity of the internal capital for the DAO in multiple scenarios:  

Enforcing precise rules and steps

Encoding trust in the system

Surveying the stakeholders and 
environment

First-order Categories Second-order Themes Aggregate Theoretical Dimension

• Automation controls liquidity events
• Smart contracts sequence trading activity
• Relays activate interoperability
• Oracles resolve disputes

• Default systems reveal ownership
• Code exposes voting and decision execution
• Smart contracts reveal optimum exchange rates

• Oracles scrutinize user actions
• Smart contracts automatically verify transactions
• System continuously monitors trading
• Oracles scan for external information

Establishing algorithmic organization
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“To ensure there is always enough collateral in the Maker Protocol to cover the value of all 
outstanding debt (the amount of Dai2 outstanding valued at the Target Price), any Maker Vault 
deemed too risky (according to parameters established by Maker Governance) is liquidated 
through automated Maker Protocol auctions. Once the Surplus Auction has ended, the Maker 
Protocol autonomously destroys the MKR3 collected, thereby reducing the total MKR supply. 
During a Debt Auction, MKR is minted by the system (increasing the amount of MKR in 
circulation), and then sold to bidders for Dai” (MakerDAO 2017, p. 8). 

Second, smart contracts are often employed to sequence and bundle trading activity in DAOs. For example, 
KyberDAO provides an algorithm to handle trades: 

“A taker is an entity that takes the liquidity provided by the registered reserves by calling the 
trade() function in the Protocol Smart Contracts to trade from one token to another 
token....Takers do not have to wait for their orders to be fulfilled, since trade matching and 
settlement occurs in a single blockchain transaction. This enables trades to be part of a series of 
actions happening in a single smart contract function” (Kyber Network 2019, p. 7). 

KyberDAO also enables “trustless and atomic token trades” that can be “directly and easily integrated into 
other smart contracts, thereby enabling multiple trades to be performed in a smart contract function” 
(Kyber Network 2019, p. 4). In addition, with Kyber Core smart contracts, actors are allowed to join and 
interact with the network. All these functions give control over significant trading activities to the codebase. 

Third, DAOs set up relays that activate interoperability for the organization. KyberDAO achieves 
interoperability by implementing “a bi-directional relay of block headers between two blockchains” (Kyber 
Network 2019, p. 13). Relays at KyberDAO have been established to connect different blockchain systems: 

“For smart contract-enabled chains, the most practical interoperability implementation is to have 
a light client as a smart contract which can be implemented on both blockchains and an efficient 
algorithm to verify the hash functions from both blockchains with minimal computation costs can 
be used. In our Waterloo project, we presented a proof of concept to prove the feasibility of a 
practical relay approach between Ethereum and EOS. We also demonstrated a similar approach 
in the PeaceRelay project to connect between Ethereum and Ethereum Classic” (Kyber Network 
2019, p. 13). 

In this case, interoperability between blockchains increases the DAO network and is being operated within 
the codebase in a permissionless, unstoppable manner. 

Fourth, non-human oracles which are data feeds that provide information about the outside world to the 
blockchain operate independently in some DAOs to resolve disputes between human agents. Aragon has 
established a “decentralized oracle protocol,” referred to as a Court, to settle disputes regarding proposals: 

“The Aragon Court is a decentralized oracle protocol developed and maintained by the Aragon 
Network. The Aragon Court can be used by organizations, including the Aragon Network itself, 
to resolve subjective disputes with binary outcomes” (Aragon 2020b). 

The ability of software to intervene and decide the outcome of human disputes seems to be a novel feature 
of the Aragon DAO. Similar approaches exist in MolochDAO where members can ‘ragequit’ from the DAO 
and withdraw their funds which is enforced by restricting ‘ragequitting’ to only members who voted ‘no’ on 
a proposal (Soleimani et al. 2019), or the Flare DAO where different voting decisions need to conform to 
different requirements (e.g., simple majority, super majority, or super super majority) (Flare Networks 
2020). In total, automation controls liquidity and trading activity (as in MakerDAO), interoperability (as in 
KyberDAO), and even human dispute resolution arising through contentious voting decisions (as in Aragon, 
MolochDAO, and Flare), all of which are administered by algorithms that enforce precise rules and steps. 

Encoding trust in the system. A typical DAO provides significant transparency in its systems, which 
creates trust in the organization amongst its holders. First, by default, DAO systems reveal ownership, with 
extended descriptions of this ownership such as holdings or reward allocations. One example is Aragon: 

 
2 Dai is the label for the cryptocurrency used in MakerDAO. 

3 MKR denotes the governance token in MakerDAO, i.e., the token that grants voting rights. 
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“Ownership in an Aragon Core organization is transparent and transferable. Each stakeholder’s 
holdings are public, and a stakeholder has the right to transfer ownership to another party. There 
are four transparent functions of ownership built into Aragon Core.  

These are: - List all stakeholders (and their holdings) - Issue shares, arbitrarily or with 
parameters - Sell or transfer tokens - Issue new tokens” (Cuende and Izquierdo 2017, p. 11). 

As another example, KyberDAO’s system records all its rewards due to its individual members on-chain, 
providing full transparency into distributions. 

Second, typical DAO core code exposes voting and decision execution in the organization. Such 
transparency reveals intimate organizational details that make it possible for members to have data access 
to virtually everything about their organization. In one example: 

“The KyberDAO and governance process was designed to empower our community with fair 
representation on topics that are meaningful to them, ensure maximum viable transparency on 
voting and post-vote execution, while ensuring the security and stability of Kyber Network” 
(Kyber Network 2020). 

With such minute yet critical details of organizational activity being exposed by the core code of DAOs, trust 
in the system of the DAO by its members should inherently increase. 

Third, by nature of their configuration, smart contracts in DAOs can reveal optimum exchange rates. For 
instance, in KyberDAO, “the protocol smart contracts offer a single interface for the best available token 
exchange rates to be taken from an aggregated liquidity pool across diverse sources” (Kyber Network 
2019, p. 4). When the best available rates are provided by protocol smart contracts, holders can trust that 
they can act on this information from a fair and completely automated source. 

As the cases of Aragon and KyberDAO show, DAOs typically reveal fundamental details such as ownership, 
voting, and voting execution in their default configurations which is also featured in MolochDAO where 
membership proposals are hashed and stored for record-keeping (Soleimani et al. 2019). Through smart 
contracts, they provide undisputable and up-to-date information such as optimum exchange rates to all 
holders which is also salient in the Flare DAO where oracle data feeds provide accurate price information 
to incentivize shareholders to act honestly or in MakerDAO where keeper algorithms step in when the 
system is at risk to stabilize the DAO, which will reinforce the trust that members have in the DAO. In sum, 
through these software functions, DAOs encode trust in their systems. The trust that members place in the 
DAOs, based on algorithmic structure, reinforce participation and investment in organizational activities. 

Surveying the stakeholders and environment. While DAOs are based on software systems in which 
its members place their trust, the software systems, in turn, are constantly monitoring its stakeholders and 
environment. First, oracles scrutinize stakeholder actions in exhaustive detail. According to the Flare DAO, 
“the core feature of an oracle should be a decentralized data feed exploiting the distributed nature of the 
underlying system whilst incentivizing players to be honest” (Flare Networks 2020, p. 9). The Flare Time 
Series Oracle provides data feeds to monitor two types of holders to a close degree, in relation to each other: 

“The Flare Time Series Oracle...provides a periodic on-chain estimate of the current value of any 
number of off-chain time series. The contributors to a specific time series consists at a minimum 
of Spark token holders but will under certain circumstances include the token holders of an 
application that relies on that time series, called F-asset holders. 

The Flare Time Series Oracle (FTSO) has a reward function which generates new Spark tokens4. 
The new Spark tokens are used to reward Spark holding contributors. 

Each oracle estimate is determined by two groups with competing interests: holders of Spark, 
and holders of the F-asset tokens issued in relation to the relevant data estimate. 

The time series oracle provides the on-chain XRP5/Spark price, based on the estimates being 
submitted by both holders of Spark and FXRP. By virtue of holding either FXRP or Spark, both 

 
4 Spark tokens refer to the native tokes of the Flare DAO. 

5 XRP refers to the cryptocurrency used by the Ripple blockchain settlement system. 
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these groups have an implicit stake in the system i.e. an incentive to act honestly, as accurate 
pricing maintains the systems integrity and utility” (Flare Networks 2020, pp. 7-10). 

This automated monitoring scrutinizes user actions as a protective measure for DAO stability. 

Second, smart contracts can also be used in DAOs to verify operations. For example, in KyberDAO, specific 
operations, such as token transfers, are automatically verified through smart contracts. 

Third, algorithms in DAOs continuously monitor and execute trading. According to KyberDAO, public rate 
verification is a core functionality: “Anyone can verify the rates that are being offered by reserves and 
have their trades instantly settled just by querying from the smart contracts” (Kyber Network 2019, p. 4). 
Monitoring of trades is an additional way where the environment is regularly surveyed algorithmically. 

Fourth, automated systems in DAOs monitor the environment, often through oracles. According to 
MakerDAO: “The Protocol derives its internal collateral prices from a decentralized Oracle infrastructure 
that consists of a broad set of individual nodes called Oracle Feeds” (MakerDAO 2017, p. 11). Through such 
software devices, oracles scan for external information without involvement or direction from humans. 

DAOs can constantly monitor virtually any activity within or outside of the organization to protect 
organizational interests. Some oracles scrutinize stakeholder actions (as in the Flare DAO) while others 
scan for external information (as in MakerDAO). Smart contracts can verify operations and monitor trading 
(as in KyberDAO). This monitoring is created and maintained on the level of core software but could also 
be complemented by a partly automated bug bounty mechanism that raises human investigation if weird 
behavior or an unexpected state is detected as in the case of Aragon (Cuende and Izquierdo 2017) or to raise 
‘kick proposals’ to jail malicious members as in the case of MolochDAO (MolochDAO 2020). In these ways, 
DAOs exert substantial abilities to survey their stakeholders and environments. 

In the summary view of the mechanism, first, DAOs set up software systems to enforce precise rules and 
steps in the organization. The code of a DAO executes consistent, substantive processes independently. 
Second, through a series of default configurations, DAOs encode trust in their systems on the part of their 
members. Technology creates radical transparency that DAO users trust as accurate and up-to-date. Third, 
DAOs conduct ongoing surveying of their users and their environments through non-human oracles and 
smart contracts. Algorithms constantly monitor all agents and conditions to protect the integrity of the 
organization. Taken as a whole, such enforcement, encoding, and surveying establishes and institutes an 
algorithmic organization in a DAO. In the mechanism of “establishing algorithmic organization,” software 
is the basis of the DAO and reinforces its central authority through its ongoing execution of routines. 

Taming Algorithmic Power 

While the first identified mechanism described above places software at the forefront of core DAO function, 
additional data analysis surfaced a second mechanism that counters this software dominance. The 
mechanism of “taming algorithmic power” describes ongoing human interventions within a DAO that 
harness and direct the power of the software systems and is based upon the processes by which human 
authority shapes outcomes of a DAO. This section describes the second-order themes of this mechanism 
(see Figure 2 for an overview of the key concepts and relationships) and includes supporting data. 

 

Figure 2. Mechanism of Taming Algorithmic Power 

 

Granularizing empowerment

Triggering reactive interventions

Negotiating limits of automation

First-order Categories Second-order Themes Aggregate Theoretical Dimension

• Fine-grained customization for who can perform an 
action

• Stakeholders vote on tokenomic parameters and listings

• Reactive proposals respond to volatility and liquidity 
events

• Holders react to mitigate price instability

• Shutdown and freezing prompts review to reduce risk

• Non-custodial vaults give users independent control
• The court can change and undo actions in the contract
• Conditions are imposed to avoid or shape complexity

Taming algorithmic power
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Granularizing empowerment. First, DAOs often provide fine-grained customization for who can 
perform a particular action in the organization. This customization facilitates human decision making on a 
wide variety of organizational activities by reducing decision complexity. As one example: 

“Aragon organizations have customizable bylaws that allow for fine-grain customization into 
who can perform an action (ie, an executive can add an employee to the payroll) or what needs 
to happen (ie, a voting needs to be approved to issue tokens) before the action is allowed” (Cuende 
and Izquierdo 2017, p. 10). 

Second, stakeholders vote on automatable parameters and listings encoded in the smart contracts that 
substantially impact the way their DAO functions. KyberDAO delineates “a host of tokenomic parameters, 
upgrade decisions, token listings, which KNC6 stakeholders will in turn be able to vote and decide on” 
(Kyber Network 2019, p. 17) for individual implementations on its blockchain. 

As much as the DAO directs and monitors human action, it also provides code-based modular approaches 
enabling users to act autonomously (as in the cases of Aragon and KyberDAO) which is also salient in 
MakerDAO where the community is responsible for voting on encoded parameters to configure smart 
contracts to find an optimal balance between token supply and demand (MakerDAO 2017) and the Flare 
DAO where stakeholders vote on internal parameters but also on external oracles (Flare Networks 2020). 
In addition, existing members in MolochDAO can vote for the software code to admit new members or kick 
existing members (MolochDAO 2020; Soleimani et al. 2019). Granularizing human empowerment in the 
DAO enhances and extends the degree to which humans can shape their engagement in the organization, 
since increasing opportunities to make decisions on multiple levels typically leads to more impact. 

Triggering reactive interventions. First, some DAOs have algorithms that alert holders to certain 
conditions (e.g., volatility or liquidity events) providing an opportunity for any holder to respond by making 
a proposal to the community. For instance, MakerDAO has defined a process called “the reactive proposal”: 

“Collateral types included in the system may have changed in terms of liquidity and thus may 
require an alteration to their specific debt ceiling. Volatility may have moved to a different regime 
for a collateral type or for crypto as a whole and the liquidity ratio may need to be changed. 
Basically, reactive proposals respond to changes in the system” (MakerDAO 2018). 

Second, oracles provide a way in DAOs to make holders aware of risky financial situations, and holders then 
have the option to react to mitigate price instability. For MakerDAO, the holders of the governance token 
MKR are granted voting rights to ensure stability of Dai: 

“MKR holders can mitigate the price instability by voting to modify the DSR7 accordingly:  

- If the market price of Dai is above 1 USD, MKR holders can choose to gradually decrease the 
DSR, which will reduce demand and should reduce the market price of Dai toward the 1 USD 
Target Price. 

- If the market price of Dai is below 1 USD, MKR holders can choose to gradually increase the 
DSR, which will stimulate demand and should increase the market price of Dai toward the 1 
USD Target Price” (MakerDAO 2017, p. 12). 

The transparency encoded in the DAO software brings data automatically to the members, who can then 
opt to act based on this information. 

Third, some DAOs institute human-based mechanisms to guard against risk. In the case of Aragon, shutting 
down and freezing operations is initiated by a member and prompts human deliberation: 

“In extreme cases, there may be cause to freeze operations of the organization. For example, when 
all stakeholder funds are at risk. Any organization shareholder can raise an issue where the 
company’s contracts are frozen and moved to a state of review” (Aragon 2020a). 

Though DAO algorithms may operate in a permissionless and unstoppable state, beyond the realm of 
human agency, there are several scenarios in which DAO code functions as helpmates to human members. 

 
6 KNC denotes the native token of KyberDAO. 

7 DSR refers to the Dai Savings Rate and is the interest rate paid to deposits made by Dai holders. 
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The sophistication of its software allows DAOs to recognize emergency scenarios and to communicate it in 
a precise and timely manner to their community. This empowers the human actors to take control of the 
direction of a DAO by making reactive proposals and deciding on mitigations as in the case of MakerDAO 
or in extreme cases shutting down organizational operations entirely until a community review can be 
conducted as in the case of Aragon. Similarly, in KyberDAO certain events (e.g., token transfers to another 
blockchain) have to be approved by governance (Kyber Network 2019) while in the Flare DAO automated 
parameters have preset thresholds which trigger governance voting when reached (Flare Networks 2020) 
and in MolochDAO a dilution bound trigger prevents that more than 80% of members can ‘ragequit’ from 
the DAO (Soleimani et al. 2019). “Triggering reactive interventions” describes how non-human actors in a 
DAO support human actors in making proposals to the community to improve organizational function. 

Negotiating limits of automation. First, DAOs often institute spaces in the organization that are largely 
autonomous. For instance, MakerDAO sets up non-custodial vaults that give users independent control: 

“Vaults are inherently non-custodial: Users interact with Vaults and the Maker Protocol directly, 
and each user has complete and independent control over their deposited collateral as long the 
value of that collateral doesn’t fall below the required minimum level” (MakerDAO 2017, p. 7). 

In the case of these non-custodial vaults, the default operation is independent, in other words, lack of 
intervention of the many algorithmic processes that usually run the DAO. 

Second, DAOs often balance the automation of smart contracts with mediation based on human 
discernment. In Aragon, a court has been established that can change and undo actions in a smart contract: 

“All organizations in the network agree to be bound to the ANJ8 decentralized court. This protects 
individual organization stakeholders from the pure objectivity of smart contracts, that makes it 
very difficult and unproductive to encode certain things” (Cuende and Izquierdo 2017, p. 36). 

In this case, the DAO explicitly calls out the need at times to limit the function of smart contracts, because 
left to run alone, they may go in a direction that could be harmful to stakeholders. This tendency is balanced 
by a formally recognized court that interrupts the default action of the algorithm and resets its course. 

Third, there is recognition in DAOs that basic blockchain technology, by itself, is not always beneficial to 
the organization. DAOs take various steps to mitigate the limits of technology such as imposing conditions 
to avoid or shape complexity. For instance, Flare explicitly restricts complexity in its organization: 

“The EVM9 defines a transaction’s computational complexity in terms of units of Gas. To avoid 
extremely lengthy or interminable transactions, Flare imposes a complexity limit, defined in Gas 
units” (Flare Networks 2020, p. 6). 

In a related example, Aragon recognizes that in some cases, imposing a structure onto contracts can be 
beneficial to optimize operations in the DAO: 

“Some contracts are intended to forward actions based on pre-defined criteria, for example, a 
voting app will forward action after a successful approval vote. By chaining multiple contracts 
together we can define complex criteria which constrain how actions can be performed within the 
organization” (Aragon 2020b). 

In these ways, whether it is by design or through specific intervention, human actors negotiate limits of 
automation. In the case of MakerDAO, components of a DAO, such as non-custodial vaults, are largely 
controlled by users. In others such as Aragon, a formal structure such as a court has been set up for human 
conflicts that exceed the abilities of smart contracts. Human actors also set policies to limit or shape the 
complexity by which smart contracts are executed as in the Flare DAO. Similarly, MolochDAO defines a 
dilution bound for the maximum dilution in value that the tokens of members can suffer while in KyberDAO 
members need to specify minimum or maximum values for transaction parameters when calling smart 
contract functions to trade tokens. Implicit in all of these processes is the acknowledgement that algorithms 
are limited in what they can accomplish, and sometimes there is no substitute for full human agency. 

 
8 ANJ refers to the Aragon Network Jurisdiction token used in the Aragon Court. 

9 The EVM refers to the Ethereum Virtual Machine and runs smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain. 
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Summing up this second mechanism, first, DAOs granularize empowerment through fine-grained 
customization and voting on automatable parameters, thus expanding the powers of human agents in the 
organization. A DAO provides opportunities for holders to express their power through deciding on 
parameters and configuration. Second, DAO automatic monitoring and informing of unstable conditions 
triggers reactive interventions by its members, reinforcing their authority to make proposals to the 
community. The technology serves up relevant information for humans to use to conduct course correction. 
Third, DAOs institute policies where members are either granted full autonomy outside of the realm of the 
software protocol, or where the protocol may be shaped or overridden based fully on human initiative to 
optimize the organization. Humans customize components to alter the default direction set by the 
technology. Thus, in the mechanism of “taming algorithmic power,” humans both systematically and 
spontaneously perform actions to bend automated processes to comply with their organizational will. 

Discussion 

Implications for Research 

The first significant implication of our study is for research on platform-based governance via IT in general 
(e.g., Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013; Gregory et al. 2018; Huber et al. 2017; Moehlmann et al. 2021; 
Tiwana et al. 2010; Wareham et al. 2014), and blockchain governance in particular (e.g., Beck et al. 2018; 
Chen et al. 2021; Lumineau et al. 2021; Murray et al. 2019; Risius and Spohrer 2017; Ziolkowski et al. 
2020b). Our findings around the mechanism of “establishing algorithmic organization” extend and add 
more nuances to our emergent understanding of governance via IT in platform-based settings (e.g., Gregory 
et al. 2018). Platform-based governance not only relies on automated processes, which in centralized 
platform settings are oftentimes opaque to distributed users and can be bent by formal managers to re-align 
with their goals (de Vaujany et al. 2018; Tiwana et al. 2010). But, in DAOs we see such automation involving 
a process of “enforcing precise rules and steps” that helps resolve disputes and achieve co-functioning of 
dispersed parts of the network without having to rely on a centralized coordination mechanism such as the 
hierarchy (Beck et al. 2018; Lumineau et al. 2021). Even if prior literature has begun shifting the research 
focus from functional to platform-based governance mechanisms, including formal and informal control 
(Tiwana et al. 2010) or standardized rules (Ghazawneh and Henfridsson 2013; Wareham et al. 2014), the 
predominant focus on centralized platform settings has prevented scholars from explaining the shifting 
power dynamics and automated enforcement of rules accompanying the greater reliance on algorithmic 
processes in platform meta-organizations. In addition, our findings about “encoding trust in the system” 
shed new light on how transparent platform-based governance in DAOs acts as a microfoundation for 
facilitating peer-to-peer interactions and transactions, instead of relying on a single ‘trust-worthy’ platform 
owner that is in the middle of every transaction (Huber et al. 2017). As our findings highlight, revealing 
ownership of actors, exposing the use of their influence, and providing transparency more generally are all 
central components of “encoding trust in the system” which suggests a form of trust in algorithms (Ostern 
2018; Risius and Spohrer 2017) complemented by a form of decentralized trust through algorithms. While 
autonomy and the voice of every individual actor are respected through this new form of governance via IT, 
our findings also suggest that “establishing algorithmic organization” involves the process of “surveying the 
stakeholders and environment,” which is a commonality across different forms of platform-based 
governance via IT, but does not necessarily has to be associated with centralized control by a platform 
owner (Moehlmann et al. 2021) when paired with transparency and trust as achieved through “establishing 
algorithmic organization.” These findings extend our understanding of a pattern that prior IT governance 
literature in platform-based settings has started to identify descriptively without offering a systematic 
explanation. In particular, as governance in decentralized platform settings such as DAOs relies on 
nonhierarchical mechanisms, a key challenge is synthesizing autonomy and alignment without relying on 
hierarchical control as in functional IT governance in traditional large organizations. While the process of 
“encoding trust in the system” increases autonomy of each member in a DAO, the process of “surveying the 
stakeholders and environment” complements that process by ensuring alignment and achieving dynamic 
equilibrium as the DAO continuously adapts to internal and external changes (e.g., changes in the 
composition of actors in the network or in economic data points). In sum, our findings about “establishing 
algorithmic organization” provide a systematic explanation of the patterns of DAO governance via IT. 

The second significant implication for research is offered by the mechanism of “taming algorithmic power” 
identified in our study that extends the concept of algorithmic management itself (e.g., Faraj et al. 2018; 
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Kellogg et al. 2019; Moehlmann et al. 2021). Our findings about “taming algorithmic power” highlight that 
the more a DAO relies on algorithmic governance processes embedded into the design of the platform to 
achieve automation, efficiency, and scalability, the more the resulting mechanism underlying governance 
via IT must be complemented with a mechanism focused on governance of IT. When algorithms are relied 
on for coordination and governance in a DAO, the associated establishment of algorithmic organization as 
the new normal also requires several processes highlighted by our findings that contingently act as ‘checks 
and balances’ for algorithmic coordination and management. Extending previous research on algorithmic 
management (e.g., Moehlmann et al. 2021), we find that the process of “granularizing empowerment” 
ensures the ongoing influence of actors in the network to shape the functioning of algorithmic governance 
processes with their voice that they either use individually or collectively as part of their voting rights that 
come along with DAO token ownership. Thus, by “granularizing empowerment,” a more pluralistic form of 
algorithmic management becomes possible, highlighting the contributions to collective organizing in 
complex environments that stem from the inclusion of a diversity of different perspectives and voices (e.g., 
Brès et al. 2018; Denis et al. 2001), that contrasts with the Taylorist principles of scientific management 
that previous research shows get reinforced through algorithmic coordination and governance in 
centralized platform settings (Kellogg et al. 2019; Moehlmann et al. 2021). Expanding further on our key 
findings, the process of “triggering reactive interventions” helps explain how through community-driven 
sensemaking and initiatives to change the system, oftentimes triggered by the algorithms themselves, a 
DAO develops an adaptive sensory system to mitigate the risk of organizational failure under stability-
threatening turbulences and events (e.g., volatility events in the face of market turbulences or major socio-
technical breakdowns in the functioning of the network overall). In addition, while research in centralized 
platform settings found that data is used by the platform owner to power machine learning algorithms that 
control and nudge the behavior of humans (Moehlmann et al. 2021), “triggering reactive interventions” 
instead suggests that data and information is used in DAOs by community members to adapt the code of 
the very algorithms. “Taming algorithmic power” and ensuring that governance via IT is complemented by 
governance of IT in DAOs to ensure they are conducive to human ideals, goals, and desires for change and 
improvement is also facilitated by the process of “negotiating limits of automation” which seems to free 
members of a DAO from the ‘algorithmic iron cage’ (Faraj et al. 2018; Kellogg et al. 2019) and instead 
empowers them to customize components to alter the default direction set by the technology. In sum, our 
findings about “taming algorithmic power” highlight governance of IT in DAOs as dynamic, emergent, 
multidirectional, and granular. 

Third and overall, our findings imply that both mechanisms, “establishing algorithmic organization” and 
“taming algorithmic power,” interact with each other, adding empirical depth and theoretical clarity to this 
conjoined agency between humans and algorithms that the literature has only recently started exploring 
(e.g., Baird and Maruping 2021; Cram and Wiener 2020; Murray et al. 2020; Raisch and Krakowski 2021; 
Rossi et al. 2019). Governance in DAOs involves combining governance via IT, through the mechanism of 
“establishing algorithmic organization,” with governance of IT, through the mechanism of “taming 
algorithmic power,” into a duality (Farjoun 2010). These findings point to a fundamental novel tension in 
blockchain governance that must be resolved for effective governance in DAOs, the tension between 
governance via IT and governance of IT. On the one hand, DAOs must rely on governance via IT to achieve 
maximum scalability for decentralized organizing and non-hierarchical control to maintain high autonomy 
and alignment of individual actors. On the other hand, governance via IT and the associated power of 
algorithms potentially also creates rigidities and limits the influence of actors to change and re-align the 
organization with new priorities and objectives to maintain its dynamic equilibrium. In a DAO, the one 
shared platform with its influential set of embedded algorithms that coordinate and govern interactions 
and transactions must coexist in a duality with the community of distributed actors in the network who 
ultimately need to support, change, and adapt the design of the decentralized platform to identify with the 
overall purpose of a DAO. In this regard, DAOs are similar to the way the individual and the collective group 
of individuals (i.e., the organization) have to coexist within a complementary duality for a humanistic and 
pluralistic organization to function. Without creating such a duality, DAOs cannot function, and they fall 
apart and fail as witnessed many times in the short history of DAOs. These findings relate to yet also extend 
previous research on the conjoined agency (Murray et al. 2020) between humans and agentic IS artifacts 
(Baird and Maruping 2021). While previous literature assumed that the algorithms themselves can be seen 
as actors and theorized the need for finding an appropriate delegation of tasks to and from humans and 
agentic IS artifacts as a centralized process of a designer (Baird and Maruping 2021), our findings highlight 
that in the context of DAOs this process involves complex negotiation between autonomous human and 
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algorithmic actors. In particular, we find that in the conjoined agency between human and algorithmic 
actors, smart contracts not only “arrest” humans by intentionally constraining them in routine activities 
(Murray et al. 2020), but rather facilitate collective action by autonomous human actors. 

Implications for Practice 

Our findings have implications for practitioners who need to understand governance in DAOs. First, how 
to make technological and human actors accountable and liable in DAOs is still an open regulatory question 
(De Filippi and Wright 2018; Treiblmaier et al. 2021). Our two mechanisms, “establishing algorithmic 
organization” and “taming algorithmic power,” along with their key themes can help to flesh out the legal 
requirements for both humans and technology in limited liability DAOs such as ‘The LAO’—that ties binding 
legal agreements to smart contracts. Second, historic failure cases like ‘TheDAO’—that heavily relied on 
governance via IT but famously failed due a programming error—question the sustainability of DAOs. Our 
findings regarding the mechanism of “taming algorithmic power” can help to increase the resilience of 
DAOs by quickly sensing and responding to endogenous or exogenous events (e.g., software hacks). 

Limitations and Future Research 

Opportunities for future research arise when considering the limitations of this study. First, while we 
systematically and carefully sampled the five DAO cases to ensure maximum variation and 
representativeness, these cases are still partly in development. Future research could study other DAO cases 
to further validate our two mechanisms. Second, while we advance the perspective of viewing governance 
via IT, through the mechanism of “establishing algorithmic organization,” and governance of IT, through 
the mechanism of “taming algorithmic power,” as a duality, we did not focus on the dynamic push and pulls 
between both poles of the tension over time. Future research may unveil the dynamic interplay and 
balancing act of governance via IT and governance of IT through the mechanisms of “establishing 
algorithmic organization” and “taming algorithmic power.” Last, we answered the questions of ‘how’ DAOs 
are governed via IT and by ‘what’ mechanisms. We identified two key mechanisms, “establishing 
algorithmic organization” and “taming algorithmic power.” However, we remained virtually silent about 
the underlying economic or social dynamics that justified ‘why’ DAOs rely on both “establishing algorithmic 
organization” and “taming algorithmic power” as mechanisms underlying governance (Whetten 1989). 

Conclusion 

DAOs continue the shift from governance of IT toward governance via IT by relying on algorithms to govern 
a distributed network of autonomous actors. Motivated by the fact that this shift challenges established 
assumptions in the literature on IT governance, we explored how DAOs are governed via IT. We found that 
DAOs governed via IT synthesize autonomy and alignment through the mechanism of “establishing 
algorithmic organization.” At the same time, governance of IT in DAOs involves a more pluralistic and 
decentralized form of algorithmic management through the mechanism of “taming algorithmic power.” 
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Abstract  

Prior platform governance research typically assumes a separation between the ownership of the 

platform and platform participation. This assumption directs attention to governance frameworks 

that benefit the centralized platform owner. However, high concentration of ownership typically 

limits and constrains the potential for collective action among platform participants. Early 

research suggests that more decentralized governance of platforms is promising for overcoming 

the asymmetry of value capture that typically exists in traditional digital platforms. In particular, 

blockchain-based decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) as a new form of organizing 

are often used to create and sustain their protocols by relying on collective action. However, little 

is known about the nature of decentralized governance and the implications of DAOs when used 

to address collective action problems. Informed by polycentric commons theory and intended to 

contribute to platform governance literature, we studied multiple DAOs and developed a 

dynamic model of collective platform ownership based on a case study of MakerDAO. The 

model consists of three polycentric governance mechanisms (structuring ownership, harnessing 

collective, and governing protocols) that explain how and why decentralized governance as 

implemented in DAOs facilitates collective action. 
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SKIN IN THE GAME IN DAO GOVERNANCE: 

A DYNAMIC MODEL OF COLLECTIVE PLATFORM OWNERSHIP 

 

Abstract: Prior platform governance research typically assumes a separation between the 

ownership of the platform and platform participation. This assumption directs attention to 

governance frameworks that benefit the centralized platform owner. However, high concentration 

of ownership typically limits and constrains the potential for collective action among platform 

participants. Early research suggests that more decentralized governance of platforms is promising 

for overcoming the asymmetry of value capture that typically exists in traditional digital platforms. 

In particular, blockchain-based decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) as a new form of 

organizing are often used to create and sustain their protocols by relying on collective action. 

However, little is known about the nature of decentralized platform governance and the 

implications of DAOs when used to address collective action problems. Informed by polycentric 

commons theory and intended to contribute to platform governance literature, we studied multiple 

DAOs and developed a dynamic model of collective platform ownership based on a case study of 

MakerDAO. The model consists of three polycentric governance mechanisms (structuring 

ownership, harnessing collective, and governing protocols) that explain how and why 

decentralized governance as implemented in DAOs facilitates collective action. 

 

Keywords: Platform governance, decentralization, distributed ledger technology, decentralized 

autonomous organizations, collective ownership, collective action, polycentric commons 
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INTRODUCTION 

The adoption and diffusion of distributed ledger technologies are quickly accelerating across the 

globe (Beck et al., 2018). Such technologies have been used to establish new decentralized 

networks, often viewed with the potential to democratize access to financial services (Omarova, 

2020). For example, as of March 6, 2021, $196 billion had been locked up in Decentralized 

Finance (DeFi) protocols1, highlighting the significance of decentralized autonomous 

organizations (DAOs), a new form of organizing often used to create and sustain blockchain 

protocols. Approximately 4,000 DAOs are in operation, with hundreds of thousands of people 

participating globally and recent recognition as a legal structure in the U.S. state of Wyoming2. 

DAOs, as collectively owned production communities, rely on a set of self-executing 

rules deployed on a public blockchain to enact decentralized governance by the members and 

with the goal of achieving collective outcomes (Beck et al., 2018; Hassan, 2021; O'Mahony & 

Ferraro, 2007). Many DAOs can be seen as platforms in that they enable value-creating 

interactions between multiple stakeholders (cf. Constantinides et al., 2018). Yet, DAOs exhibit a 

new form of platform governance. DAOs indicate a shift from governance orchestrated by a 

dominant platform owner (Constantinides et al., 2018; Parker et al., 2017; Tiwana et al., 2010), 

to more decentralized forms of governance (Chen et al., 2021; Vergne, 2020; Zachariadis et al., 

2019; Ziolkowski et al., 2020) through actions performed voluntarily by their members. The 

decentralized platform governance of DAOs provides a codified decision-making framework, 

enabled by smart contracts and complementary cryptocurrencies (Meyer, 2020; O'Mahony & 

Ferraro, 2007; Rozas et al., 2021). As an example, the common aim of DAOs in the DeFi space 

is to establish alternative decentralized models to democratize access to financial products, and 

 
1 https://news.bitcoin.com/value-locked-in-defi-sheds-55-billion-in-2-months-ethereums-defi-dominance-loses-14/ 
2 https://unchainedpodcast.com/can-a-dao-go-to-court-according-to-two-dao-legal-experts-probably/ 
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to democratize the policymaking for and management of these financial instruments, operating 

with hundreds of millions of dollars of daily trading volume despite operating largely outside of 

existing regulatory infrastructure. 

Prior research on platforms typically examines centralized forms of governance, where 

the platform owner develops the governance framework that controls the value-creating 

interactions on the platform (Brunswicker et al., 2019; Tiwana et al., 2010). Even though such 

platform governance incentivizes the participation of non-focal actors (see, e.g., Hukal et al., 

2020; Selander et al., 2013), the concentration of ownership typically limits and constrains the 

potential for collective action among platform participants. In other words, there exists a clear 

separation between platform ownership as reflected in, for instance, decision rights (Tiwana et 

al., 2010) and platform participation. For example, Facebook and Uber exert distinct platform 

ownership as they extract data generated by users’ platform participation (Gregory et al., 2021; 

Moehlmann et al., 2021) for further platform development and monetization opportunities. 

In contrast, DAOs create and sustain themselves through collective action, defined as 

voluntary cooperative behavior among rational, self-interested individuals with common interests 

(Olson, 1965; Ostrom, 2000). This dynamic can benefit all members, yet, in turn, collective 

action problems arise from the opportunity of individuals to pursue their own interests at the 

expense of pursuing a common goal (Bridoux & Stoelhorst, 2020; Olson, 1965; Ostrom, 2010). 

Contextualized to DAOs, the freedom of association of members, to engage yet to also be able to 

stop their participation at any time without incurring a loss of opportunity, poses a constant threat 

to DAOs, which can fail after an exodus of its members or even through member apathy, causing 

a lack of attention that can eventually cause a fatal misalignment between the DAO and its 

rapidly changing environment. As every actor – irrespective of their own contributions – can 
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benefit from the resulting DAO, free riding is also possible. If all individual actors were to 

maximize myopic short-term benefits, this aggregated individual behavior would generate less 

favorable outcomes than the outcomes that could have been generated by cooperation (Ostrom, 

2010, p. 155). The examination of governance in DAOs offers an opportunity to generate 

insights about the role of collective ownership for platform governance. We accordingly seek to 

contribute to the platform governance literature by addressing the research question: how and 

why does decentralized governance as implemented in DAOs facilitate collective action? 

We studied multiple DAOs with a focus on MakerDAO and the intention to build 

phenomenon-based theory (Fisher et al., 2021) grounded in rigorous case analysis (Birks et al., 

2013; Gerring, 2006). DAOs manifest governance, where many platform participants have skin 

in the game (Taleb, 2018) through holding governance tokens that give them a voice in the 

decentralized governance of the platform. To analyze the findings, we used the theory of 

polycentric commons (Mindel et al., 2018; Ostrom, 1990), as a lens to develop explanatory 

polycentric governance mechanisms, operating as a set of unique processes in a system that work 

together to drive outcomes (Bunge, 2004). We contribute to platform governance literature by 

developing a dynamic model of collective platform ownership. The model consists of three 

mechanisms (structuring ownership, harnessing collective, and governing protocols) that explain 

how and why decentralized governance as implemented in DAOs facilitates collective action. 

CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND 

Platforms: From Centralized to Decentralized Governance 

The diffusion of the Internet has repeatedly expanded and redefined industry boundaries 

(Afuah, 2003; Gawer, 2014). Creating data-driven economies of scale and scope (Gregory et al., 
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2021), platforms3 have been particularly prominent in demonstrating this impact (Constantinides 

et al., 2018; Kraemer & Schnurr, 2021). Yet the ‘platform economy’ (Kenney & Zysman, 2016) 

is widely recognized to be dominated by a small number of platforms that leverage data collected 

on each user to control, influence, and shape behaviors, expectations, whims, habits, and 

emotions (Moehlmann et al., 2021). The dominance of these platforms is reinforced by 

centralized governance where the platform owner aggregates ownership of resources, decision-

making authority, and control over platform workers and complementors (Tiwana et al., 2010). 

In the current platform governance literature, centralized platform ownership is often 

taken for granted. Table 1 lists platform governance studies that epitomize the dominance of 

centralized platform ownership assumptions in current research, evident in explanations about 

how the platform owner: sets up a revenue-sharing model (Ghazawneh & Henfridsson, 2013); 

launches an app that complementors view as an exogenous shock (Foerderer et al., 2018); fosters 

innovation by outsiders (Huber et al., 2017; Tiwana, 2015; Wareham et al., 2014); shapes 

platform work (Moehlmann et al., 2021); and makes the decisions about platform architecture 

(Brunswicker et al., 2019). Even studies that focus on complementors make assumptions about 

platform centralization. Consider, for instance, how Selander et al. (2013) describe a non-focal 

actor as an “ecosystem participant who is at the periphery of a digital ecosystem” (p. 183).  

Table 1. Centralized Platform Ownership Assumptions in Platform Governance Research 

Paper Empirical context Example excerpt 

Ghazawneh and 
Henfridsson 
(2013) 

Apple iOS platform “the platform owner can set up a revenue sharing business model 
where a specific portion of the revenue is withheld as a 
compensation for the distribution and support of the applications” 
(p. 174) 

Foerderer et al. 
(2018) 

Photography app 
market of the 
Android platform 

“many photography-related apps existed before Google’s entry 
and the release of Photos is an exogenous shock to 
complementors and their innovation outcomes.” (p. 445)  

 
3 Platforms are meta-organizations that enable value-creating interactions between multiple autonomous stakeholders 

(cf. Constantinides et al., 2018; Gawer, 2014). 
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Tiwana (2015) Firefox browser and 
browser extensions 

“Platform owners are increasingly organizing ecosystems to foster 
innovation by diverse outsiders” (p. 266) 

Moehlmann et 
al. (2021) 

Uber “…algorithmic management shapes platform work, and eventually 
induces different responses by platform workers” (p. 2018) 

Brunswicker et 
al. (2019) 

Simulation, NK 
model 

“What is the relationship between an owner’s decisions about the 
platform architecture and platform performance…” (p. 1251)  

Huber et al. 
(2017) 

Two platform 
owners: Alpha and 
Beta 

“By designing ecosystem-wide governance, platform owners try to 
strike a balance between standardizing across contexts to 
efficiently orchestrate large ecosystems and being sensitive to the 
local needs of individual complementors” (p. 564) 

Wareham et al. 
(2014) 

Vendor of ERP 
software suite 

“Using purposefully designed governance mechanisms, such 
platforms can promote contributions of autonomous actors to 
create complementary products and services” (p. 1195) 

 

Due to a number of issues, including the abuse of centralized power and the lack of 

control by users to protect and advance their own interests, the degree of centralization of 

platform ownership in today’s platform economy is increasingly considered too high (Hassan, 

2021; Iansiti & Lakhani, 2017). Recent research suggests that implementing more decentralized 

governance via new combinations of digital technology and organization design may help online 

communities and open-source movements advance their agendas for social and economic 

progress (Barrett et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2021; Faik et al., 2020). Making governance more 

collective entails distributing decision-making authority throughout a network of platform users, 

transitioning from unilateral to more bidirectional forms of control where the line between core 

and peripheral actors becomes blurry, and creating conditions for shared ownership of commons 

(Constantinides & Barrett, 2015; Tiwana et al., 2010). 

 Given this context, the rise of DAOs is significant. DAOs hold the promise to be 

production communities that are collectively owned by their members whose governance is 

decentralized, that is, independent from central control, by relying on a set of self-executing rules 

deployed on a public blockchain with the goal of achieving collective outcomes (Beck et al., 

2018; Hassan, 2021; O'Mahony & Ferraro, 2007). For example, MakerDAO, recognized as one 
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of the most successful and mature DAOs, achieves a decentralized form of platform governance 

involving self-executing rules and collective protocol governance by MKR token holders of a 

smart-contract service built on the Ethereum blockchain, allowing lending and borrowing of 

cryptocurrencies without the need for a middleman. MakerDAO is part of the Decentralized 

Finance (DeFi) movement that seeks to collectively develop and own financial instruments 

without relying on intermediaries such as brokerages, exchanges, or banks. 

 On the one hand, the development, and evolution of DAOs bear similarities with open-

source projects in that their governance is “decentralized, collaborative, and nonproprietary; 

based on sharing resources and outputs among widely distributed, loosely connected individuals 

who cooperate with each other without relying on...managerial commands” (Benkler, 2006, p. 

121). On the other hand, decentralized governance in DAOs is also unique due to the collective 

form of ownership they implement, based on: the design and use of cryptographic assets or 

tokens (Cennamo et al., 2020); the creation of value-based incentives that extend beyond 

reputation, control, and learning (von Hippel & von Krogh, 2003); and the introduction of more 

formalized, systematic, and automated processes defining the common rules for participation and 

control (Chen et al., 2021; Lumineau et al., 2021; Murray et al., 2021; Tiwana et al., 2010; 

Ziolkowski et al., 2020). As a result of these unique characteristics of DAOs, every user is more 

likely to have skin in the game based on collective ownership, reducing the asymmetry common 

in centralized platform governance, where the platform owner gets most of the rewards and 

whereas the users are oftentimes stuck with the risks (Foerderer et al., 2018; Taleb, 2018). 

Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) as Polycentric Commons 

 The phenomenon of DAOs can be evaluated through the lens of polycentric commons 

(Mindel et al., 2018; Ostrom, 1990). Research on commons – resources that are shared, 
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accessible, and democratically managed for and by communities – has extended its focus from 

natural and material common-pool resources such as communal land, forest, and the climate 

(Ostrom, 1990) to the digital technology-enabled pool of human-made and immaterial resources 

for addressing collective needs, including examples such as open-source software and 

cryptocurrencies4 (Meyer, 2020; O'Mahony & Ferraro, 2007). DAOs function as commons that 

exhibit polycentricity – polycentricity refers to an arrangement involving many centers of 

decision making that are formally independent of each other and mutually adjust to create 

ordered relationships within a larger system of rules (Aligica & Tarko, 2012; Ostrom et al., 

1961). Even though many DAOs seek to implement a more decentralized form of platform 

governance to democratize access and control of value creation and capture for every user, the 

governance of these DAOs also involves unique challenges that produce centralization-

decentralization-recentralization dynamics. These challenges require the use of unique 

polycentric mechanisms that promote order and mutual adjustments of relationships within a 

general system of rules that is constantly evolving (Mindel et al., 2018). 

 Creating and sustaining DAOs involve the use of polycentric mechanisms that help 

address collective action problems. The central challenge stems from the fact that DAOs sustain 

themselves through voluntary contributions and are highly accessible (Mindel et al., 2018). 

Individual actors are free to join, to contribute, and use DAO resources (regardless of the 

individual contribution), but they may also abandon it (Olson, 1989). This freedom to enter and 

 
4 Over the last decade, information systems research started to focus on digital commons as a sub-type of human-made 

commons (Constantinides & Barrett 2015). Digital commons have specific characteristics. First, they are highly 

accessible in the sense that actors are free to enter, use, and exit the commons (Mindel et al. 2018). Second, due to the 

specifics of digital artifacts and, in particular, its immateriality, the “tragedy of the commons” associated with the 

subtractability of use of natural material resources (Ostrom 2010), is often transformed by network effects to the 

“comedy of the commons” (Rose 1986). Third, in IS research on collective action, “the good is not the information 

system itself, but the functionalities that it affords, and the willingness (interest) and capabilities (resources) of the 

users to take advantage of those affordances” (Constantinides & Barrett, 2015, p. 42). For example, in Cennamo & 

Santaló (2019), the good produced by the collective is conceptualized as the reputation of the platform. 
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exit creates opportunities for change, financial inclusion, and other forms of social and economic 

progress that support the DAO movement (Zachariadis et al., 2019), but also poses a constant 

threat to the sustainability of the polycentric common (Mindel et al., 2018). The organization can 

fall apart through forking or community splits at any time (Andersen & Bogusz, 2019), or simply 

fail to evolve and adapt to environmental changes due to the inertia caused by member apathy. If 

each individual actor acts to maximize their own short-term benefits without regard for the 

collective benefit, this collective myopia generates reduced outcomes in comparison to those 

achieved through cooperative behavior (Ostrom, 2010, p. 155). Subsequently, the dynamics 

related to the individual decision to contribute to the DAO’s development or to free-ride 

resembles the prisoner’s dilemma, the “canonical representation of collective action problems” 

(Ostrom, 2000, p. 137). 

Since existing research on polycentric commons focuses on conditions under which 

individual actors collaborate to achieve common goals – even in situations where personal 

maximation calculus would lead to free-riding or inertia – polycentric commons is a suitable lens 

to understand the relationship between decentralized governance and collective action. A key 

topic addressed by research on polycentric commons is governance (Ostrom, 1990). In this 

respect, established DAOs such as MakerDAO are decentralized and involve many independent 

decision-making centers, resulting in a high degree of inclusivity in decision-making. 

METHODOLOGY 

To answer our research question of how and why decentralized governance as 

implemented in DAOs facilitates collective action, we studied multiple DAOs with a focus on 

MakerDAO, employing the related qualitative approaches of grounded theory building and 

exploratory case study (Gerring, 2006; Urquhart, 2013). MakerDAO provides an excellent 
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setting to investigate our research question and build new grounded theory from empirical 

observations (Urquhart, 2013) because this DAO is a platform (Constantinides et al., 2018) 

enabling interaction between vault owners and Dai users, as well as fitting the criteria for the 

extreme-case selection technique described by Gerring (2006). MakerDAO scores highly on key 

variables of interest in our study, including decentralized governance and sustained ability to 

facilitate collective action, making the case a “paradigmatic” instance (Gerring, 2006, p. 101)  of 

the wider DAO movement and phenomenon. In other words, analyzing the MakerDAO case 

allowed us to focus on the relationship between decentralized governance and collective action 

(cf. research question), paving the way for generalizing from description to theory (Lee & 

Baskerville, 2003). 

Data Collection and Theoretical Sampling 

We used multiple sources of evidence across two waves of data collection and analysis 

(Gerring, 2006). This data was collected and analyzed over the course of 15 months. The first 

wave of data collection focused on the DAO phenomenon at large, including the analysis of 

multiple DAOs (see Table 2). Subsequently, for the reasons explained above, we constrained our 

study to the MakerDAO case during the second wave of data collection for a more in-depth 

analysis of emergent themes and patterns. The dataset as a whole includes 23 semi-structured 

interviews, observations of 20 governance and risk meetings, and 1,055 pages of archival data.  

The starting point for this study was the identification of DAOs as a rising organizational 

and socio-economic phenomenon. First, we analyzed technical documentation of five well-

known DAOs (i.e., MakerDAO, KyberDAO, Flare Networks, Aragon, and MolochDAO) in 

order to develop a comprehensive understanding of this novel phenomenon. Our analysis of 

archival data (i.e., white papers, blog articles, podcast interviews, and technical documentation) 
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during Wave 1 surfaced decentralized governance implemented in DAOs as the basis for 

facilitating collective action through collective ownership as the overarching theme of our study. 

This initial discovery guided our process of theoretical sampling (Glaser, 1978), influencing our 

decision to sample new data across the two waves of the study. 

Table 2. Data Collection 

 Method and Sources 

Wave 1: 
December 
2020 – 
November 
2021 

Archival data including white papers, blog articles, podcast interviews, and technical 
documentation of DAOs (1,055 pages collected):  
● MakerDAO (12 documents; 315 pages coded) 
● Other DAOs: KyberDAO, Flare, MolochDAO, Aragon (9 documents; 547 pages coded) 

8 semi-structured interviews with DAO stakeholders from ElasticDAO, MiamiDAO, 
BanklessDAO, Aragon, CommonsStack, DAO investor (recorded and transcribed) and 
participant observation of an associated Miami Bitcoin meeting (field notes written) 

Wave 2: 
November 
2021 – 
March 
2022 

15 semi-structured interviews with core MakerDAO stakeholders (recorded and transcribed; 
writing of field notes), including three current delegates, a member of the protocol engineering 
core unit, a former delegate & whale investor, two facilitators/leaders of the governance core 
unit, the collateral engineering services core unit leader (interviewed twice), the sustainable 
ecosystem core unit leader, the facilitator of the development & UX core unit (interviewed twice), 
the facilitator of the governance communications core unit, a DAO co-founder & facilitator of the 
auction services core unit, and two members of the collateral engineering services core unit 

Observation and detailed analysis of MakerDAO stakeholders at 20 governance and risk 
meetings (~ 20 hours of observation and writing of field notes) 

Informal dialogue with core stakeholders from MakerDAO over Discord over a four-month 
period  

Archival data of MakerDAO’s evolution including archival video material of 182 governance and 
risk meetings, 21 blog articles (https://forum.makerdao.com), and 6 Maker Improvement 
Proposals (https://mips.makerdao.com/mips/list)  

 

To explore the boundaries of our emerging grounded theory, we extended our sampling 

of primary data (Urquhart, 2013) in Wave 1 by conducting 8 semi-structured interviews with key 

DAO stakeholders from ElasticDAO, MiamiDAO, BanklessDAO, Aragon, CommonsStack, and 

a DAO investor and through participant observation at a Bitcoin meetup in Miami, for which 

field notes were written. The interviews and observation allowed us to understand the motivation 

and experience of stakeholders in becoming active participants, making decisions, and acquiring 

ownership in DAOs in the form of tokens. The analysis of this primary data revealed that DAOs, 
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in their unique enactment of community participation, collective ownership, and smart-contract 

protocol governance, particularly embodied a decentralized governance model that promised to 

address collective action problems such as free riding and whale dominance, or the tendency for 

large-scale investors such as venture capital firms to hold a significant portion of a DAO’s 

tokens and thereby marginalize other stakeholder groups. 

These tentative categories provided the analytic ground for the second wave of data 

collection (see Table 2) to collect further evidence for the substantiation and conceptualization of 

the emergent categories, all in the spirit of theoretical sampling and by constantly comparing 

different data slices with each other (Urquhart, 2013), ultimately with the goal of adding depth to 

our analysis. As explained above, MakerDAO became a key focus of our study over time as it 

became clearer to us how it fits the criteria for the extreme-case selection technique (Gerring, 

2006). We conducted an intensive case study of MakerDAO where we immersed ourselves 

heavily into the MakerDAO community. We conducted additional 15 semi-structured interviews 

with core stakeholders of MakerDAO including core unit team members, governance facilitators, 

and vote delegates. We re-analyzed the MakerDAO white paper and technical documentation to 

understand the code snippets or smart contract functionalities mentioned by interviewees. 

Over time, we gained the trust of core MakerDAO stakeholders who granted us the right 

to participate in weekly governance and risk meetings to study interactions among stakeholders 

as they discussed core decisions of the DAO. To understand the discussions happening during 

these meetings, we combed regularly through MakerDAO’s extensive online governance forums 

and Discord governance channels, and we interacted regularly with stakeholders on Discord to 

better understand topics from the governance and risk meetings. This exhaustive additional data 

collection and analysis of the MakerDAO case allowed us to conceptualize three analytical 
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categories – governing protocols, structuring participation, and harnessing collective – that in 

combination speak to the emerging core category of collective platform ownership. 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis and collection activities were intertwined across both waves described 

above. We used techniques of grounded theory (Birks et al., 2013; Charmaz, 2006; Gioia et al., 

2013; Urquhart, 2013) to iteratively build inductive theory. Open coding (Glaser & Strauss, 

1967) of the different data sources was performed by two authors separately using the coding 

software MAXQDA, which led to initial first-order categories that remained close to our data 

(Gioia et al., 2013). Exemplary first-order categories were voting through tokens or earning 

through tokens. Following open coding, as the second step, we constantly compared first-order 

categories to identify relationships and to aggregate them into second-order themes (Gioia et al., 

2013). For example, the two first-order categories mentioned above led to the second-order 

theme designing dual-value tokenization. In the third step, all members of the author team 

regularly discussed the results and challenges of the coding, interrogating each other’s 

interpretations, and proposing alternative explanations, resulting in refined first-order categories, 

second-order themes, and conceptualizations of the final mechanisms (Gioia et al., 2013). In 

addition, we gained feedback from key informants in the MakerDAO community to sharpen our 

conceptualizations. For instance, over time we assessed that the second-order themes of 

designing dual-value tokenization and architecting decision networks were closely related to 

DAOs baseline stakeholder investing and shaping of the platform yet distinct from each other 

and bundled them into the mechanism of structuring participation. To maintain theoretical 

sensitivity (Glaser, 1978) and to scale up our emerging theory (Urquhart, 2013) we regularly 

compared emerging concepts with the theory of polycentric commons (e.g., Mindel et al., 2018; 
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Ostrom, 1990) and literature on platform governance (e.g., Chen et al., 2021; Tiwana et al., 

2010). The iterative coding and theoretical development stopped when we achieved a reliable 

and valid treatment of the mechanisms. This theoretical saturation (Charmaz, 2006; Glaser & 

Strauss, 1967; Saunders et al., 2018) was visible when the number of new first-order categories 

emerging from each additional case material decreased and no new second-order themes or 

mechanisms emerged from the data. Finally, we synthesized our findings about the theoretical 

interrelationships of key themes and mechanisms into a dynamic model (see Figure 5). 

FINDINGS 

Introduction to the Research Site and Setting 

The concept of DAO emerged shortly after the establishment of Bitcoin as a 

cryptographic digital asset and Ethereum as a smart contract blockchain. After analyzing several 

white papers to understand the technical function of DAOs, we began conducting interviews with 

DAO participants and noted a common theme of inclusion and societal value in their statements. 

First, one participant of the newly formed MiamiDAO described an optimistic opportunity for 

the DAO to add value to society: 

“I see an opportunity to fill the cracks that exists in the edifices which is the state of 

civilization…what we could do is we can fill these cracks with a new form of organization, a 

new way of cooperating and decision making…I see so much wasted resources, time, energy 

and ideas that we could tremendously increase the value that we have in our society.” 

In a second DAO, Aragon, the head of governance spoke at length about not only providing 

more opportunities for people of all financial backgrounds to participate, and even be rewarded: 

“One of the main challenges I'm trying to think through and work through with my team is 

figuring out how…we can increase the quality of decisions being made, be more equitable in 

that is not only the big holders who can afford to participate, actually anyone can afford to 

participate and be rewarded…. And more open and more permissionless so other people can 

join these structures and from the early stages of joining, finding ways to add value and being 

rewarded… We're trying to get decentralization of power, or avoid an excessive 

centralization of power, and I believe more in, let’s say, a polycentric approach.” 
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In a third DAO called Bankless, one participant described starting by “just hanging out in 

[the DAO Discord channel] to kind of get a vibe for what's going on” and ultimately becoming a 

leader in the organization due to the collective recognition of her iterative contributions. She 

talked about finding it easy to contribute at her DAO, noting a sense of “collective ownership”: 

“[The DAO] has much more of a feeling of being more grassroots, like bottom up. There's 

definitely a sense of camaraderie among everyone, where it’s like, we’re all building 

something together. There’s like, collective ownership of the space.” 

The impetus to better understand how a DAO could imbue the characteristic of collective 

ownership led us to one of the earliest decentralized finance applications: MakerDAO was 

announced by Rune Christensen in 2015 with the vision of providing a “stablecoin built on 

Ethereum”5. The MakerDAO stablecoin, called “Dai” at the launch in 2017, is soft-pegged to the 

US dollar to keep its value stable without relying on any outside banking system and achieved 

through a governance token called “MKR.” Since the price of MKR is bound to the performance 

of the DAO, its holders have a financial incentive to balance supply and demand of Dai tokens 

through their purposeful governance voting decisions, as exemplified in the white paper6: 

“MKR holders can mitigate the price instability by voting to modify the DSR accordingly: If 

the market price of Dai is above 1 USD, MKR holders can choose to gradually decrease the 

DSR, which will reduce demand and should reduce the market price of Dai toward the 1 USD 

target price. If the market price of Dai is below 1 USD, MKR holders can choose to gradually 

increase the DSR, which will stimulate demand and should increase the market price of Dai 

toward the 1 USD target price.” 

Since MakerDAO survived multiple governance issues and major cryptocurrency shocks over 

time, it recently announced that the foundation that initially bootstrapped and maintained the 

DAO would deactivate such that “MakerDAO is now completely decentralized” and that “the 

global Maker community is now responsible for every aspect of the Maker Protocol and the 

 
5 https://www.reddit.com/r/ethereum/comments/30f98i/introducing_edollar_the_ultimate_stablecoin_built/ 
6 https://makerdao.com/en/whitepaper/ 
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DAO”7. The fact that MakerDAO functions as a fully decentralized organization and 

furthermore, is recognized as being one of the most developed and enduring DAOs, creates a 

novel setting to shed light on how and why decentralized governance as implemented in DAOs 

facilitates collective action, explained in the following. 

A Grounded Theory of Collective Platform Ownership 

We delineate key mechanisms explaining collective platform ownership: structuring ownership, 

harnessing collective, and governing protocols (see Table 3). These mechanisms interact with 

each other to facilitate collective action in the decentralized governance of the DAO platform.  

Table 3. Key Mechanisms That Illustrate Collective Platform Ownership in DAOs 

Mechanism Definition Themes 

Structuring 
Ownership 

The process by which 
DAOs baseline 
stakeholder investing and 
shaping of the platform, 
enabling decentralized 
member actions. 

● Designing dual-value tokenization: Stakeholders vote 
and earn through tokens, with tradeoffs. 

● Incentivizing engaged activity: Stakeholder attention to 
the platform yields rewards. 

● Architecting decision networks: Checks and balances, 
and trust in delegates, advance decentralized platform 
activity. 

Harnessing 
Collective 

The process by which 
DAOs maximize 
participation while 
maintaining distinctness 
of stakeholders and 
reinforcing formal 
procedures. 

● Giving open rules of engagement: The platform opens 
dialogue, forms culture, and reinforces decentralization.  

● Discussing in public: Problems are considered openly 
and community sentiment is channeled, with some limits to 
transparency.  

● Navigating intentionally fuzzy boundaries: 
Stakeholders exercise voting power while building 
alliances and developing political tactics.  

Governing 
Protocols 

The process by which 
DAOs make key 
decisions regarding the 
evolution of the protocols 
while ensuring automated 
processes reflect 
interests of the collective. 

● Integrating off-chain and on-chain decisions: Collective 
dialogue informs automated process.  

● Scaling human-machine governance: Ongoing 
monitoring spurs operational improvements and thoughts 
for future evolution.  

● Tuning protocols: Stakeholders focus on discreet 
problems and developing new solutions. 

 

 
7 https://blog.makerdao.com/makerdao-has-come-full-circle/ 
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Structuring Ownership 

 

The mechanism of structuring ownership explains how DAOs baseline their stakeholder 

investing and shaping of the platform, which results in enabling decentralized actions on the part 

of their members (see Figure 1 for an excerpt from our data structure). 

 

Figure 1. Mechanism of Structuring Ownership 

 

Designing dual-value tokenization: MakerDAO, like many DAOs, designated tokens, 

called MKR and purchased by stakeholders, which conferred both the potential to earn by 

investment and the explicit right to vote on formal platform governance decisions. This dual 

value opened novel, substantive possibilities for token holders. On the voting side, the weight of 

these tokens was a simple calculation, where the more tokens held, the more votes exercised, as 

explained by a collateral engineering services core unit team member: 

“You can invest any amount you want. You could vote with as little as zero point and then 18 

decimals, one MKR. … the more MKR you have, the more votes you have. If you have one 

MKR and I have two MKR, then I have twice as much voting power, essentially. So there isn’t 

any limit, but obviously, the more MKR you have, the more power you have.” 

 

In our study, MakerDAO stakeholders were consistent in describing the “voting through tokens” 

system as inclusive of “whales,” those who own sizable portions of tokens but who are often 

relatively disengaged, while simultaneously acknowledging the chance that new investors could 

change the dynamic, similar to shareholders in a corporation, but with potentially more volatility 

and more impact. Said one stakeholder:  
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“People who have been contributing early and who were part of the founding team, they still 

hold a lot of the voting power, but in theory, anyone could buy those tokens and just start 

voting and influence the DAO.” 

 

A former vote delegate and whale investor maintained a more dire outlook about the danger of 

the DAO being taken over by outsiders who buy up votes through tokens: 

“For the MKR token to have value, it must have use cases...you must be able to use it for 

something. And the problem is, if you are using the token [not] to vote, that means that when 

you use it for other things, all the tokens will migrate all over crypto. And then, for example, 

exchanges can buy up a whole bunch of these tokens and then use this to manipulate voting in 

the DAO without really having any responsibility for what they're voting for.” 

 

By all accounts, only a small fraction of token holders at MakerDAO voted. The common 

wisdom was that most stakeholders are in the DAO to earn through tokens: “they just want to 

hold a token and speculate,” as one meeting participant voiced at a public governance and risk 

meeting. It costs gas8 to vote, which disincentivized both those speculative token holders who 

simply want to earn on their investment, potentially over the short-term, as well as smaller token 

holders with small budgets. Meanwhile, there were token holders who considered themselves to 

be long-term investors, for instance, those who joined working teams in the DAO, called core 

units, and were being compensated by tokens: 

“The individuals who are part of a core unit, and who have been part of the core unit for a 

very long time, they have a vested interest in Maker. For example, if I will stick with Maker 

for a long time, I will get MKR tokens, like, vested. So I actually have a more long-term vision 

or a long-term incentive, versus people that currently hold MKR tokens. I mean, they are 

incentivized to just make sure that those MKR tokens outperform, for example, Ether or 

Bitcoin, in this market cycle. So that's like a timeframe of a couple of months...that's where 

we're at, friction is happening.” 

 

The clash between short-term and long-term incentive perspectives among token holders 

described above creates tension in the dual-value tokenization model as different types of 

stakeholders advance their interests. Governance may be executed in part by those who have no 

 
8 Gas refers to fees that the Ethereum protocol charges for processing a transaction or smart contract. 
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long-term interest in the success of the platform. One stakeholder expressed a wish that those 

who agreed to “lock up” and hold their MKR tokens for a couple of years be bestowed voting 

power for making this commitment. This same stakeholder described another dual-value 

dilemma, lamenting the platform rules that disallowed tokens in “earn” mode to be used 

simultaneously in “vote” mode, that tokens had dual value but had to be converted for single-use: 

“I think for something like governance polls, I wouldn't understand why it's not possible to 

use my MKR tokens that are earning yield, for example, in other words why I’m not able to 

use them in governance.” 

 

 At the same time, even with the difficulties described, enthusiasm prevailed among a 

wide range of members participating in governance with dual-value tokens in the DAO. As a 

current vote delegate described: 

“People who are participating here and are also part of the voting systems and not only of 

the democratic thing [the forum discussions], but also of the on-chain thing, have really, skin 

in the game, in terms of it's not only about being part of a nice project, that you would be in 

an open-source world … but it's also about an investment thing. So, you have a direct 

incentive of the product running better than before, because then essentially, your investment 

would be better.” 

 

Having “skin in the game” made it worth the effort to engage in DAO governance, 

because of the potential of financial rewards simultaneously on the personal and organizational 

levels, and the satisfaction of playing a direct role in helping the DAO succeed.  

Incentivizing engaged activity: Despite open engagement in MakerDAO overall, with 

the majority of tokens being used for speculation, the decentralized platform still needed a way 

of managing free riding so that “whale dominance” does not depress the DAO into a state of 

inertia, or worse, a downward spiral. In typical fashion for DAOs, MakerDAO gave material 

rewards for participation, as the facilitator of the development & UX core unit team described: 

“I think that the fun part about crypto is that in the end, it really pays off to participate in the 

sense that...it's the only way to, for example, capitalize. Capitalize on all these yield farming 

opportunities...actually get your hands dirty.” 
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Additionally, many study informants had similar experiences where their efforts to build 

the organization grew their own personal value, such as this one: 

“Started hanging around a little bit, bought MKR at some point during that time. And then 

you just kind of ended up getting more vote...[There are]incentives driving various actors 

with the aim of providing a stable currency.” 

 

Others were hired into core units, were tasked with leading core units, or earned the trust 

of others to become voting delegates over time. The interweaving of personal performance with 

platform performance reinforced motivation to improve MakerDAO, as the facilitator of the 

governance communications core unit team described pointing to a stakeholder map (Figure 2): 

“The closer you get inside [the shaded area in the stakeholder map], I would say the more 

there is to lose, like, MKR voters themselves are game-theoretically bound to the performance 

of the system. So if the system performs poorly, they get diluted. And you know, your 

proportional ownership goes down. Likewise, delegates, if they make bad decisions, they will 

lose their delegations. Likewise, if core units are incompetent, we will lose our jobs. And 

likewise, if something happens with the protocol, auction participants will, you know, all the 

work they did to produce their bots to make some profit will be for nothing.” 

 

 

Figure 2. Stakeholder Map of MakerDAO 

 

 Members who became Vault Users (see Figure 2), opting to invest their assets in 

MakerDAO exercised high degrees of control over their vaults backed by smart contracts, which 

increased their incentive to engage with the protocol for potential financial reward. According to 

the MakerDAO protocol documentation: 
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“Vaults are inherently non-custodial: Users interact with Vaults and the Maker Protocol 

directly, and each user has complete and independent control over their deposited collateral 

as long the value of that collateral doesn’t fall below the required minimum level.” 

 

Along with financial incentive, the ability to grow personal reputation at MakerDAO 

through amassing social capital in the platform’s highly public setting, also seemed to be widely 

recognized among stakeholders: 

“So you have to make sure that you build some kind of profile, right, some kind of reputation. 

You have to be very deliberate about what you're trying to do. If I were to just write forum 

posts all the time, it will diminish my legitimacy in the DAO. And that applies to me. But that 

also applies to the founder of MakerDAO Rune, also very, very vocal and opinionated 

individual, [but] he doesn't have explicit mandate. I thought it to be very cool to see a lot of 

pushback on some of his initiatives over the past couple of weeks. Because that kind of 

legitimizes the claim that Maker is indeed a DAO, and we all need to deal with this opaque 

political process.” 

 

Other stakeholders mentioned that the intangible quality of good personal reputation also 

sometimes translated into tangible job opportunities at companies.  

One participant in a public governance and risk meeting opined, “Don't reward mere 

participation. Reward voters for getting educated about Maker.” Another participant at this same 

meeting agreed, responding that “we should be careful designing a solution that only rewards 

participation and precludes a solution that rewards meaningful, substantive, quality 

participation.” Following this line of thinking, stakeholders reported that MakerDAO rewarded 

individuals making high-quality contributions to the platform in two ways. One was that 

formalized voting delegates received a monthly grant, since we were told that the work involved 

to stay up-to-date on all of the proposals being discussed and associated information and news to 

read amounted to a part-time job. Another reward distribution was through participation in the 

forums, even by stakeholders with no tokens as described by a current vote delegate: 

“Free riding is not going to hurt us...there's, for example, this incentive in the democratic 

platform in the forum...So if you participate in the forum, like 20 or 30,000 US dollars a 

month are being spread out to the people who are contributing in the forum. This is [called 

the] SourceCred mechanism [a MakerDAO protocol]. Which is totally not enough for people 
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who work there full-time, for example. But it's good enough for attracting new people, I would 

say.” 

 

 Architecting decision networks: The decentralized structure of MakerDAO meant that 

the DAO needed a decision structure closer to a network, despite having clear voting rights 

dedicated to token holders. One way that decisions were held in check is by coding them directly 

into the protocol, thereby establishing automated decision centers. For example, according to its 

documentation, MakerDAO maintained a “decentralized Oracle infrastructure that consisted of a 

broad set of individual nodes called Oracle Feeds” from which internal collateral prices were 

automatically determined. Furthermore, significant financial processes to keep MakerDAO 

solvent were executed and automated through smart contracts according to the protocol white 

paper: 

“To ensure there is always enough collateral in the Maker Protocol to cover the value of all 

outstanding debt (the amount of Dai outstanding valued at the Target Price), any Maker 

Vault deemed too risky (according to parameters established by Maker Governance) is 

liquidated through automated Maker Protocol auctions. Once the Surplus Auction has ended, 

the Maker Protocol autonomously destroys the MKR collected, thereby reducing the total 

MKR supply. During a Debt Auction, MKR is minted by the system (increasing the amount of 

MKR in circulation), and then sold to bidders for Dai.” 

 

Finally, in this series of financial smart contracts, MakerDAO (according to its technical 

documentation) employed a “system stabilizer module [that] creates incentives for Auction 

Keepers (external actors) to step in and drive the system back to a safe state (system balance) by 

participating in both debt and surplus auctions and, in turn, earn profits by doing so.” One way of 

keeping decisions in check was to automate them, and MakerDAO encoded foundational parts of 

its daily function into its protocol, bringing machines in as part of the decision network. 

MakerDAO additionally maintained a set of checks and balances that involved the larger 

community of the DAO, which one core-unit member has described as such: Typically, 

proposals start in the forum off-chain, passes a vote off chain, then vote goes on-chain. Only on-
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chain decisions have the power to change parameters in the protocol; off-chain discussions will 

not. Token holders can stop what they perceive as an unfavorable direction there. 

But if there are enough on-chain decisions that most people in the DAO disagree with, it 

could eventually cause the core units, effectively the DAO workers to refuse to write the code to 

implement a change, as they have no mandate to do what the token holders say. If core units “go 

rogue,” then token holders could find new workers to update the protocol. But if token holders 

go enough against the interests of the DAO, everyone could choose to go elsewhere, or cause a 

critical mass of people to move to a different protocol, potentially even based on a fork, i.e., a 

copy of the same MakerDAO protocol. In this way, while the on-chain voting process by token 

holders seems simple, in reality, for the DAO to maintain organizational stability, the votes 

should hold a balance with the opinions of the larger DAO community, many of whom are not 

token holders. 

This dynamic was not settled within the DAO community. For instance, in a governance 

and risk meeting, one participant asked: “Do we want non-MKR-holders deciding things? I think 

skin in-the-game is important. I am a bit skeptical about how the polls do not take MKR weight 

into consideration.” Another participant responded: “MKR holders are in theory incentivized to 

keep both Dai and Vault holders happy. If that happens in practice is another question.”  

A vote delegate described MakerDAO activity as a blend of democracy and plutocracy: 

“What's special about MakerDAO is that we do have democratic things happening, and of 

course, since it's essentially not a democracy, but a plutocracy, we have stuff going on-chain 

as well. So, you could think of this as like we have a House of Commons [off-chain decisions], 

which is some kind of democratic thing. And we have a House of Lords, which is essentially 

the thing that is happening on-chain.” 

 

 Even among token holders, members are aware that the voting system at MakerDAO was 

imperfect. A protocol engineering core unit member described the trend toward centralization: 
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“We have to deal with our eventual corruption. You know, just because we're a DAO doesn't 

mean, we're immune from centralizing vectors that will drive power into the hands of the few. 

That seems to be just human nature, right? So, figuring out how to have checks and balances 

around your organization [is important].” 

 

 MakerDAO members also noticed a trend once they introduced delegates, where 

delegates with high voting power had strong influence over the decision process, whereas in the 

past, smaller MKR holders used to vote more often. This trend has been ascribed to gas prices, as 

well as voting not being incentivized or reimbursed at MakerDAO, though there are members in 

the DAO who would like to address this latter problem as voiced by a current vote delegate: 

“I would like to go into the direction where…there would be some kind of penalty if you're not 

using your voting power. And there are also other systems you could think of for basically 

taking fraction of the revenue that we have or of the profit that we have, and spread it out to 

the active contributors. There was actually a maker improvement proposal about this, but it 

got declined, I think half a year ago, basically by VCs, they didn't like it. But that was before 

delegation. So maybe now as we have delegation in place, it could be the case that if we rerun 

this initiative, it could pass. But there's not a broad consensus on pushing for this right now. 

Yeah, I mean, this is all going to this free rider problem, deal with it, the free rider problem is 

not going to get solved.” 

 

 At the time of this study, voter delegation had been introduced recently at MakerDAO 

where a member could choose to delegate votes to a formal delegate. While it had the effect of 

decreasing small token holder individual participation, it also allowed the DAO to become more 

productive. A current delegate reflects:  

“I would say it's been an improvement, in that basic things like distributing payrolls no 

longer gets held up for weeks at a time. I would say it's made it easier to pass things, but with 

a smaller set of voices ultimately, which is both good and bad, right? It makes it easier to 

have direction.” 

 

Another member of the protocol engineering core unit team described delegation as a good way 

to resolve the information overload that the average token holder had been facing: 

“There can always be a better solution that comes along, but I think we’ve pretty much solved 

that. It's pretty clear that delegates are the way to go when it comes to voting. Individuals will 

not participate. There's just too much information to keep track of. So having professional 

delegates is, I think, that's just a solved problem now.” 
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 Core units at MakerDAO are an additional way that members have been choosing 

delegates to make decisions on their behalf, for instance, entrusting a work group to take care of 

a protocol decision. One stakeholder gave an example: 

“Let's say if we trust a source for information for Oracle whitelisting. Do we trust the source 

information [we used when] we voted on it 30 times? And the answer was always, yes, we 

trust them. Eventually, the responsibility was placed with the Oracle's core unit, to simply 

whitelist on their own. And so this is a typical case of decentralization, you just take 

something that was central, and you move it down in the organization.” 

 

An interesting aspect of MakerDAO core units was that, even in this trusted relationship, 

they had loose affiliation with the DAO, and in one case was even its own separate legal 

company. The co-founder of this company explained the experience of becoming a core unit in 

MakerDAO as follows: 

“Yeah, we start this company and then in three years, we also become a core unit. So I guess 

this just happens kind of, and so far, just works. This also is a nice thing about DAOs, they 

are open for a lot of different ways of working together and care mostly about the result, and 

not about how they exactly produced [the result].” 

 

In summarizing the mechanism of structuring ownership, by designing dual-value 

tokenization, the DAO sets the stage for stakeholders to vote and earn through tokens, with 

tradeoffs regarding the long-term and short-term interests of the token holders. Dual-value 

tokenization incentivizes engaged activity on the part of stakeholders, who can profit personally 

from the growth and success of the organization, which rewards contributors in reciprocation. 

This tokenization model also leads the organization in architecting decision networks in order to 

balance the power of large token holders, enable other stakeholders to make substantial 

contributions, and give momentum to decentralized governance processes. 

While whales accumulated tokens, the DAO established several approaches for making 

sure their voting power was held in check. This happened both by decentralizing decision 

making as well as through the innate dynamics of the DAO community, which retained the 
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ability to quickly fork to create a new organization if the whales pushed too far in an unpopular 

direction. Designing dual-value tokenization, incentivizing engaged activity, and architecting 

decision networks comprise the mechanism of structuring ownership, which explains the process 

by which DAOs baseline their stakeholder investing and shaping of the platform (see Figure 5). 

In particular, architecting decision networks provided critical technical and social foundation of 

the DAO, ensuring that the DAO operated with multiple diverse stakeholders contributing 

substantively. This polycentric dynamic enabled decentralized member actions, which enabled 

the collective to form, and is described next. 

Harnessing Collective 

The mechanism of harnessing collective explains how the DAO maximizes participation 

while maintaining the distinctness of stakeholders and reinforcing formal procedures. In this 

section, the three key themes of this mechanism are named and elaborated, with some illustrative 

examples from MakerDAO provided (see Figure 3 for an excerpt from our data structure). 

 

Figure 3. Mechanism of Harnessing Collective 

 

Giving open rules of engagement: MakerDAO placed virtually no limits to whom may 

be considered a member of the organization, explained by the facilitator of the sustainable 

ecosystem core unit team as a strategy “to lower the barriers of entry for anyone that has a good 

idea to be able to come and execute,” including those with low or no MKR governance tokens. 

Despite having a formal on-chain vote eventually that would distinguish stakeholders who voted 

from non-token holders, who did not, members consistently reinforced the conviction that 
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anyone, token holder or not, could potentially impact the direction of the DAO. The facilitator of 

the governance communications core unit team described the open organization as such: 

“Off-chain participants are anybody who voices their opinion or engages in conversation in 

one of our public venues. Whether it's the forum, whether it's our chat, whether you come on a 

public call, if you're participating in the conversation, you have a lot of influence.” 

 

 Much of the forum and chat discussions was recognized by members as signals for how 

the organization would move forward, despite occurring off-chain. One stakeholder explained:  

“None of the polls we have are directly affecting the protocol. It's basically just giving the 

order of the mandate to the mandated actors or to the corresponding domain teams to act in a 

certain way. So for example, I'm part of the MakerDAO Open Market Committee, [and we] 

propose new parameters in terms of stability fees, or debt ceilings, or a lot of parameters, 

essentially. We meet once a month, and we do a proposal on the forum. There's a tiny fraction 

of nerds like me who like that stuff. Most of the people are interested in the broader, more 

strategic things, [such as] economic activities around green energy to prevent climate 

change.” 

 

 Through open dialogue in MakerDAO, many top contributors got started as users with 

opinions, as described by this same stakeholder who eventually became a recognized delegate: 

“Essentially…they get adoption by users. And then a user starts contributing by at first, 

opening up a back ticket, or improving the documentation. And at some point, they even start 

doing pull requests by implementing their own features, for example. This is essentially what's 

happening with MakerDAO from my point of view, as well. A lot of people who are actively 

engaged with governance right now have been users two years ago. Which is great, I think, 

because then you learn along the way, the whole experience, not only from a governance 

perspective, but also from a user perspective.” 

 

 According to another stakeholder, the main limit to this open dialogue was not barriers to 

participation, but the DAO’s complexity and the learning curve to understand how to contribute: 

“It's not so easy to just be someone who has a great idea and then come in and contribute to 

Maker. And that's also because a lot of the governance processes that we can also get into 

today are kind of complicated. And that's inhibiting new contributors to come in.” 

 

As dialogue ran open in the DAO, attention was placed in parallel into how to form a 

culture to contain it, as described by one of the facilitators of the governance core unit team:  
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“It's very hard to create a culture obviously. Hard to maintain it even. But what is really 

interesting and what kind of drew me in, it's a culture where criticism is welcomed and 

accepted, where we want people to try to point out flaws with thinking so we can end with the 

best result. There's always differences of opinion of how to do stuff, and what to do and how 

to react and what we should be focusing on. And a whole host of things. Part of my job is to 

try and make sure that people can have room to disagree without those disagreements 

spiraling into something that would become a community split.” 

 

 A member of another core unit team described MakerDAO’s culture similarly in that 

“very early on, we tried to really establish this strong culture of what we call scientific 

governance.” One of the facilitators of the governance core unit team described their culture of 

“scientific governance” as follows: 

It is this idea of, by challenging ideas, by bringing forth the problems with a new proposal, we 

can eventually get a better proposal from it, right. I'd say that the culture of Maker is really 

strong and really interesting, just in terms of the social dilemma problem, because it also has 

this kind of opposite effect, where also people are encouraged to pitch ideas, because we're so 

willing to engage with ideas and talk about problems we see with them. It also means it's a 

free ground to present counter narratives or alternative ideas. So, while that does split up 

energy, it does maybe limit the amount of things you're able to get done. Because so much of 

your social energy is spent deciding what path to walk. I think it often allows us to move 

slower and in a stronger direction.”  

 

 In contrast, another stakeholder perceived that all DAOs function, in reality, in a more 

primitive way, emphasizing that “crypto is tribal” and anticipating that delegates would become 

the new “chieftains.” Whether the culture was tribal or based on scientific governance, it appears 

that forming culture was an important component of the DAO platform, serving as it does in 

traditional organizations, as social cohesion for the collective.  

Interestingly, this culture also reinforced decentralization, from what members described. 

One aspect was the nature of decision-making at the DAO. Since all decisions were given to the 

full group of token holders, a former vote delegate spoke about needing to take a minimum of 10 

hours a week just to understand what was happening at the DAO: 

“The token holders often are exposed to more or less the raw information of the organization. 

And that means that some of the questions whether they have to do with smart contracts, 
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smart contract verification, or Oracles or structuring of real-world assets, they are really, 

really abstract and you need to be both knowledgeable and smart. And concentrate and have 

the time for it in order to have a qualified opinion.” 

 

Decentralization was maintained not only in the decisions made by the voters, but also in 

the work done by the core units. As one of the governance core unit team facilitators described: 

“Something that's interesting is how the direction and efforts [of the DAO] are determined. 

Because you kind of have this sort of coyness. It's not really clear what core units are 

supposed to do what they think is best for the Maker Protocol, or do exactly what governance 

wants them do. And in practice that doesn't tend to be a problem, right? For example, for 

protocol engineering, no one's explicitly ever told them that they need to focus on building 

layer two solutions. But they're doing that, and spending a lot of time on it, because they're 

essentially the experts. And they know we're going to need it at some point. How people 

choose what to do is very much decentralized in that, a lot of the core units focus on what they 

think makes most sense.” 

 

Through welcoming actors from the periphery into substantive, influential dialogues 

about the future of the DAO and developing an inclusive yet stimulating culture that reinforced 

decentralization, giving open rules of engagement appeared to be the outcome of architecting 

decision networks, which provided a strong foundation for such activities (see Figure 5). 

Discussing in public: Open rules of engagement with incentives to participate led to 

lively discussion about DAO activities. For instance, DAO members might engage in discussion 

about encoded parameters to configure smart contracts: adding a new collateral asset type with a 

unique set of risk parameters, changing or adding risk parameters to existing collateral asset 

types, or modifying the DAI savings rate. They might also decide upon more complex upgrades 

to the DAO, according to the protocol:  

“Other components of the system, such as auctions, oracles, and rate accumulators, are 

subject to future development. Their business logic has been contained within their own smart 

contract modules as an upgradable interface between the user and the Vat [smart contract]. 

Since these subsystems have access to more complex operations within the Vat, module 

upgrades are voted in by MKR holders.” 

As a regular matter, the forums were often used to channel community sentiment about 

virtually any DAO topic, before deciding to make the substantial commitment of work to 
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advance an on-chain proposal. MakerDAO did this with an open process they called a “signal 

request,” which anyone could create and where anyone on the forum could vote, with or without 

tokens. One stakeholder gave an example of a signal request9: 

“What a signal request is, we're trying to gather a signal in the wider Maker community. 

There's a signal request about increasing the surplus buffer, that's really the Maker treasury, 

you could call it. So right now it's set to like 60 million DAI, that's the amount of DAI that we 

want to accumulate a sort of a stop, if there's like market crashes, or something like that. 

There's a vote to maybe increase this for various risk reasons. Here, he [the requester] 

outlines a lot of information, thought process behind this request, and some pros and cons. 

But then there's essentially just like a forum poll here. And anyone can vote.” 

Another core unit member described a range of discussions that they believed were good to have 

in public in the DAO community, but did not need a decision involving a smart contract change:  

“If we talk about this recent example of, for example, Rune [the founder of MakerDAO], who 

was posting this huge vision mission statement for MakerDAO, like a 50-year vision, and you 

want to just gauge the community sentiment around some of the things. You can also use 

governance votes, but it's a whole different thing, right? It's completely different compared to 

changing on-chain parameters. Similarly, if we talk about onboarding a new team to 

MakerDAO, you don't necessarily need to change any smart contract, you just want to have a 

democratic process to seek consensus around this certain question. And the outcome is 

handled off chain, not on chain.” 

 

The collective participants of MakerDAO also talked openly about many different 

problems with the DAO in public, airing these problems openly for anyone to see. In fact, this 

has often been the basis of one person’s path from being a user to a delegate or core unit 

member, as one current vote delegate described: 

“I just started getting involved in the forum. And, you know, just, I’m neurotic enough that 

when I saw things that needed to be fixed, I voiced my opinion, you know, it just kind of 

snowballs from there, and you get more and more involved.” 

 

 On the MakerDAO forum, there has been open discussion criticizing the work of one of 

the core unit facilitators, and calling to replace this person in order to preserve the core unit team. 

One core unit member commented about this contentious public discussion:  

 
9 See, for example: https://forum.makerdao.com/t/signal-request-increasing-the-surplus-buffer-2021-11/11448 
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“That’s one of the things, when everything is so transparent, like, how is that handled when 

someone could technically get fired in a normal organization? That’s something that would 

be very…people wouldn’t be very vocal about and it would happen behind closed doors. And 

these things, it’s like a reputational thing. But here [at MakerDAO], we have to sort of do it 

out in the open. So there’s a lot of interesting comments in there. And yeah, I think it 

showcases what transparency also means in this regard.” 

 

Talking about firing someone in as a public matter was an extreme case of the types of 

discussions the DAO members described happening in public. There have been debates, also in 

public, about whether such matters should remain public, and where to draw the line. Even 

though the blockchain that DAOs are built upon are touted as “trustless,” the MakerDAO 

members described highly social processes that require establishing trust across the community. 

Transparency was a way of building trust, to a certain extent, explained one of the governance 

core unit facilitators: 

“Transparency is a big thing, just in general. But also, being transparent is quite a lot of 

work. Maybe the most unique thing is how much and how to communicate things to the rest of 

the DAO to the rest of the community. And whether that should be done more or less, how 

involved that should be, whether we should have meetings, which are not recorded or not 

published, whether we should have meetings that are open. This sort of stuff can sometimes 

cause contention as well. Well, I mean, a lot of things are public. Not everything's public.” 

 

As much as they conducted business in the open, as MakerDAO grew, members 

described the need to consider establishing limits to transparency. 

 Navigating intentionally fuzzy boundaries: With the forums including everyone who 

wished to give an opinion, join a discussion, and even vote in signal request polls, the members 

seeking to initiate change must navigate a chaotic environment with fuzzy boundaries that bar no 

one from participation. Yet this chaos was intentional in that it appeared to maximize 

participation in the DAO, which helped address free-riding in the collective. One way that token 

holders could redraw a crisp line of authority in the organization was by exercising their voting 

power. As has been described earlier, increasingly, token holders relayed their tokens to trusted 
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delegates, so that they did not have to spend as much time following proposals and projects. This 

decision to delegate tokens can be reversed as desired, as described by one core unit member: 

“If someone disagrees with these delegates, they can remove their voting power from them 

immediately, like at any time. So we've actually seen, [one delegate] had at one point 22,000 

MKR. But then some MKR holders didn't like the direction he was going, he was working with 

a lot of official regulators in the US. And they didn't really like how he was pitching Maker to 

lawmakers. He actually lost 15,000 MKR. And like voting power, so it can happen.” 

 

Furthermore, members can create proposals to be voted on-chain that affected how day-

to-day work was done at MakerDAO in the core units. One core unit facilitator explained: 

“Someone can basically make a MIP [maker improvement proposal] to offboard us if we 

don't do our job, fair enough, or to substitute us. Or we can do a MIP to maybe increase the 

team size. And then clarify why we need more people or more money, or whatever.” 

 

Though there are many checks and balances in the DAO decision networks described 

earlier, exercising the voting power inherent in holding tokens at key moments can be an obvious 

way to change the DAO. 

 Members without tokens were required to take a more circuitous path towards initiating 

change, and did so by building alliances. One level of such alliance was gaining traction for an 

idea through the forums, as described by one stakeholder: 

“Technically anyone can come and propose things to Maker, you don't even need to have any 

MKR. It's more about gaining traction behind your idea. I'd say without any MKR it's more 

about influencing and like bringing opinions to the surface and persuading them. And we've 

seen that that is actually very influential because most MKR holders, they don't really follow 

what's going on in the forums that much, because there is a lot. So they will mostly delegate 

the MKR to delegates or just kind of follow what has been sort of gone through these first 

signal requests and then polls. So as a community member, you can actually come in and 

have a pretty big influence on what will make it to the final executive votes by participating in 

this process.” 

 

A next level of alliance could include gaining buy-in and motivation from other teams, 

explained by the facilitator of the development & UX core unit team, who would like to 

implement changes that would decrease the cost of participation in governance: 
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“If you want to get something off the ground, that does not only involve your own team, but 

also other teams, then you actually need to find a way to motivate them. You need to build 

consensus around what you're doing. So it's a very democratic process. … And I don't have 

any explicit power over them to say we need to start working on this. So I'm happy to see the 

engagement on the post [that he posted in the forum]. … But it's really difficult to commit to a 

certain solution and then just start to work. I'm still not sure how I'm going to initiate that.” 

 

These accounts from members detail both the promise of initiating change because of the 

openness of participation, as well as the difficulty of following through with any change because 

of the lack of specific authority and power, particularly for those who did not hold tokens. 

 Many participants in DAOs used pseudonyms, a common practice in blockchain work. In 

a striking turn, masking of identity has been employed in the development of a few political 

tactics at MakerDAO. At the time of writing this paper, MakerDAO’s delegate page listed a total 

of twenty-one delegates. Nine of these delegates were labeled as “recognized” delegates and go 

by either pseudonyms or LLC company names. Twelve of these delegates were “shadow” 

delegates listed only by the title “Unknown” and collectively holding an accumulated 20,482.74 

in delegated MKR tokens, or about 21% of the total delegated tokens. Given that much of the 

decision-making power has gravitated toward delegates, once formal delegates were recognized 

in the DAO, this was not a trivial amount. It is not clear why delegates would want to operate in 

fully anonymous status, and even less known why token holders would want to delegate to them.  

 In a similar vein, anonymous accounts have been used in the DAO forums, as described 

by the facilitator of the sustainable ecosystem core unit team: 

“What I'm seeing is a lot of anonymous accounts popping up in the forum, which clearly has 

a lot of knowledge about Maker. And then he's very detailed, with the right vocabulary and all 

these traits that indicate that it's someone with another account, that they are not using their 

real name. So this is a discussion that we always have, for me, I think we need to develop 

something to make sure that that feedback, or those critics are being voiced in a way.” 

 

It is perhaps inevitable that in an organization so radically transparent that some members 

would choose anonymity as a political tactic to leverage their interests in the DAO. 
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In summarizing the mechanism of harnessing collective, MakerDAO sets the stage for 

collective action by giving open rules of engagement, where open dialogue, culture formation, 

and reinforcement of decentralization take place. The open system of participation results in 

members discussing in public core organizational matters among diverse stakeholders, regularly 

channeling community sentiment. Building alliances and developing political tactics can 

influence the direction of the DAO, by non-token holders and even anonymous actors. Both open 

rules and open dialogue create an environment where participants navigate intentionally fuzzy 

boundaries, embracing the opinions of all stakeholders, yet with a common recognition that at 

any point formal voting power can be exercised, which keeps token holders distinct from other 

stakeholders and ultimately reinforces the formal on-chain process of the DAO (see Figure 5). 

As DAO members navigate these boundaries, this constant activity is the context through which 

the DAO moves towards the governance of its protocols, which is discussed next.  

Governing Protocols 

 

The mechanism of governing protocols explains how DAOs make key decisions 

regarding the evolution of the protocols while ensuring automated processes reflect interests of 

the collective, reinvigorating the decentralized aspect of the commons as it centralizes its 

governance. In this section, the three key themes of this mechanism are named and elaborated, 

with some illustrative examples from MakerDAO provided (see Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4. Mechanism of Governing Protocols 
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Integrating off-chain and on-chain decisions: MakerDAO members pointed out that 

the initial protocol itself was not the only value created by the DAO. Unique choices that 

MakerDAO made to adapt to environmental changes and making it safe also created value. One 

of the governance core unit facilitators explained: 

“A basic system of the original DAI [can be] working in like a week or two, because you 

know, getting the basics like for making it function isn't that hard. But actually making it safe, 

making it reliable, and making it resistant to all sorts of different attacks is the brand, is 

where the value of Maker is.” 

 

Some of the smart contracts implementing safety measures included: “chief-keeper,” 

which guards against malicious governance actions; “Vat,” which relies on a set of trusted 

oracles to provide price data; “Cat,” which identifies threats to the safety of vaults, and sends 

those with unsafe positions into liquidation; and the “System Stabilizer Module,” which corrects 

the overall MakerDAO financial system during times of volatility. One core unit was primarily 

tasked with securing the protocol, as explained by a protocol engineering core unit member: 

“Yeah, our mandate is to basically secure and grow the core protocol. We're dealing with the 

central smart contracts that are mission critical for the operation of the Maker protocol. So 

we do audits and reviews and just make sure everything that's being added is top notch 

basically.” 

 

This attention to security was interconnected with off-chain decisions made by the 

community so that the resulting on-chain protocol development could be said to have been 

integrated with these off-chain discussions. This member’s perspective about the philosophy of 

“strategic patience” that the facilitator of the governance core unit shared seemed particularly 

useful in describing how the DAO culture has affected how it has secured its protocol over time: 

“One kind of interesting thing about Maker is, it’s kind of designed to be slow, in many senses 

around the governance process and around just our culture for sure. Funneling ideas and 

engaging with them. So well, it’s definitely a problem. In many cases, the bottleneck is the 

social layer. It also, I think, ultimately produces better work at a slightly slower rate. There’s 

kind of a meme, for lack of a better term, within the community. We say it’s ‘strategic 

patience’ because often things are just so slow. Obviously, people will talk about the Black 
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Thursday incident. And even then, we really switched up and learned from it and released a 

new liquidations method because of it. So we kind of have this chip on our shoulder of being a 

protocol that hasn’t been hacked and not wanting that to change. We wait on audits, we wait 

on reports from all the core units. It has to go through a few rounds of governance votes. We 

still have this kind of slow played out governance process combined with like, really strong 

critical checks on our code, that ultimately do make things slower.” 

 

Another way that off-chain decisions have been integrated on-chain was how MakerDAO 

as a collective intentionally decentralized its network through redundancy in order to increase its 

resilience. According to one member of the collateral engineering services core unit: 

“Yeah, I think the main point is resiliency. We have this decentralized protocol, decentralized 

system. We actually want to sort of have multiple parallel teams working on the same things, 

because if one team is shut down for legal reasons, or other reasons, then the project will still 

live on. That’s kind of the same as sort of the underlying infrastructure of Ethereum, which is 

like this decentralized network. If there are certain nodes running in the network they shut off, 

then the network will still continue, because there’s still other nodes running. So it’s not like a 

centralized system that you can shut off. And that’s what we’re trying to achieve on the 

organizational point as well that we don’t want a central point of failure in this decentralized 

organization. So that’s like one part of it, we also think that we can achieve a lot more scale.” 

 

In a sense, integrating off-chain and on-chain decisions is about negotiating limits of automation, 

where technically automation can persist but would eventually devolve without the human 

participants, as explained by a recognized delegate who participated in many voting decisions: 

“The whole protocol is a protocol on the chain. So, it's only the governance perspective that 

can be influenced by humans. Okay. So we can decide on parameters, we can decide on 

funding for teams we can decide on even defunding teams, so getting rid of somebody who is 

not behaving in a good way. We can decide on are we willing to investigate on a special 

integration with a different partner, for example, but the product itself is completely on chain. 

And it's just about basically turning some knobs and adjusting some parameters, which is then 

enforced by governance. But if all of us would stop working right now, then the whole 

protocol would still carry on, those fees would probably at some point of time be off the rest 

of the markets or ahead or behind competition, for example, but the protocol itself is 

unstoppable already.” 

 

 In a few extreme cases, MakerDAO provided means for emergency shutoff of its smart 

contracts and encodes requirements for human interventions. One example was that “Emergency 

Oracles” may pre-emptively shut down price feeds as a protective measure, but the oracles were 
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prohibited from bringing the price feeds back up. Instead, human governance must take place to 

restart activity. Additionally, MakerDAO has established governance processes to both enable 

and disarm emergency shutdown as described in the protocol documentation: 

“If governance wants to disarm the ESM [Emergency Shutdown Module], it can only do so by 

removing its authorization to call end.cage() before the ESM is triggered. The delay would 

give MKR holders the opportunity to protect the system, if necessary, against a malicious 

governance proposal (e.g., a proposal that alters collateral parameters contrary to 

established monetary policies or that allows for security mechanisms to be disabled) by 

triggering a Shutdown.” 

 

 As it is recognized that humans must continue to be involved in developing the 

organization, MakerDAO participants have developed what they refer to a continuous approval 

system, a key mechanism by which the DAO systematically prioritized proposals. The basic rule 

was that the number of token votes for any new executive proposal must surpass the previous 

proposal vote in order to get voted in. This automatically sorted and queued up the most 

supported proposal being considered at any given point to be enacted on-chain. After forum 

discussion, signal requests, and formal polling, this point in a proposal’s evolution in the 

continuous approval system was definitive in moving it from off-chain to on-chain. 

 Scaling human-machine governance: As we interviewed MakerDAO members, we 

were guided to several public web pages where the DAO monitors itself, for instance, tracking 

distributions of DAI from the protocol to core units. There were financial and accounting 

trackers examining internal flows and market prices, tracking on post comments and post writers, 

delegate metrics and voting history, and member protocols. This ongoing monitoring supplied a 

steady information feed that generated the community discussion, leading to polls and proposals.  

 Against the backdrop of this stream data, MakerDAO members made a series of 

operational improvements that have lessened the friction of participation. One example was 

given by a former vote delegate: 
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“If you go back, let's say six to nine months, we were voting on every single parameter 

change, every single one. And after a while, it became clear that this was a complete waste of 

time.” 

 

Another change was to bundle proposals to save on the cost of gas as described by the facilitator 

of the governance communications core unit team:  

“Now you don't have to vote on each individual proposal. You could actually set up, like, a 

whole ballot. So if there's 15 outstanding votes, you could vote on all 15 of them in one 

transaction. Also between 50 and 250 dollars, based on gas.” 

 

 The introduction of delegation was cited by several members as an important way of 

speeding DAO activity. MakerDAO members also implemented automated modules to supply 

budgets to core units, also improving overall productivity.  

Working groups and committees pored over the finer details of stability fees and made 

parameter proposals, saving time for others who would rather focus on larger strategic questions. 

These larger strategic questions involved how the DAO was to evolve. One question was how to 

characterize work and engage workers in the DAO, as described by one current vote delegate: 

“Core units are some weird hybrid of employees and contractors that directly provide 

services to the DAO in exchange for compensation. And so in theory, they work for the DAO. 

In practice, a lot of those people are themselves Maker holders as well. And over time, many 

of them will also get some Maker [tokens] from vesting as part of their compensation. I 

dislike how it's ambiguous about whether they're contractors or employees, I think some of 

them are more of one than the other. So we're still kind of sorting through that.” 

 

There was a running debate about whether MakerDAO should continue its decentralized 

operations or mature into a more traditional style corporate organization. Here was one 

stakeholder on the side of staying decentralized: 

“I see a growing decentralized organization, [that] needs to work like a terror network, 

basically of autonomous cells that are totally capable of doing whatever they need to do to 

fulfill that mission. So like a self-sufficient, self-sustaining, totally capable, autonomous 

organization, which is small enough to deal with all the stuff they need to without increasing 

some kind of hierarchy. I think that's the preferred model of moving forward.” 
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Here was another stakeholder, also member of a core unit, on the side of adopting some 

norms of traditional organizations: 

“I think Maker holders, even now, are probably just voting on too small of details. I think 

there should be more delegation of the delegates to the core units and stuff like that, to 

basically get more autonomy and be like, you know, we trust you guys know what you're 

doing. You know, it's not just free rein to do anything, but with some, maybe more account or 

auditability, to within the core units, basically, more autonomy to basically call the shots. It's 

more how traditional corporations work, right? The shareholders don't vote on every small 

little thing. They vote to empower a small management team or whatever, to figure out the 

day-to-day operations. And I think we should emulate that a bit more. Yeah, there's all kinds 

of aspects to scaling governance.” 

 

As MakerDAO scaled, many organizational questions opened, requiring thoughtful deliberation 

on how the organization was to grow. Ongoing monitoring brought big questions to the surface, 

which spurred operational improvements and debates on how the DAO should evolve. 

 Tuning protocols: While some members looked deeply into governance matters or 

looked far ahead to the future of the DAO, other members were primarily engaging with the 

protocol, as the facilitator of the governance communications core unit team described: 

“For integrators and partners, I would say that, technically, once they're set up, really their 

touch point is on the protocol level. … They interact with the people who are on the protocol, 

or the people who are involved with the operations of the protocol, only for the setup, the 

maintenance, and then if there is offboarding, some sort of offboarding process.” 

 

Another group focused on stabilizing the match between the value of DAI, MakerDAO’s 

cryptocurrency, with the US dollar, which defines DAI as stablecoin, as explained by a member 

of the collateral engineering services core unit: 

“We would have working groups that, you know, literally only look at, what is the DAI peg? 

They would look at something like dai.stablecoin.science. I think this one aggregates like a lot 

of data from different exchanges. For example, there's this maker.blockanalitica, that's 

maintained by our risk team. There's a lot different things to look into here. But it's sort of 

scientific [in] that, if DAI is trading above the peg, we're not just gonna mint unbacked DAI 

or something like that. We will look at the data of different collateral types and figure out how 

can we tweak the risk parameters in a way that, we can see in our models here that, that it 

will increase the DAI supply through DAI generation, and these kinds of things. So, I mean, 

it's mostly just rooted in the fact that we base our decisions on models and data.” 
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Working deeply in the protocol led core units to find ways of bootstrapping processes, or 

slowly building up an aspect of the organization to a desired state. On a discreet level, this could 

happen in a single process, as described by a core unit facilitator: 

“With Oracles, we introduced a whitelisting system. They actually have to reach out to our 

Oracles team, and notify us that they want to use them. Eventually, there will be a more 

streamlined process for that, but at the moment, yeah, we're kind of doing it that way. 

 

 Another core unit was exploring how to improve overall user experience associated with 

MakerDAO governance, as the facilitator explained: 

“My core unit is called DUX, which stands for development and UX. We're kind of like a 

more generic design and development team that is currently focused on everything related to 

governance. For example, we have built and are maintaining the MakerDAO governance 

portal. But we're also looking into how can we improve the UX of participating in governance 

as a whole. Over time, we hope to expand that mandate also to other front ends.” 

 

 On a more expanded level, the DAO established an incubation program to support newly 

formed core units. This attracted a group to work with MakerDAO over other DAOs as the 

facilitator of the newly incubated core unit team described: 

“Shortly before we started, the incubation program was just established. We were also bit of 

guinea pig for that thing, right. But we basically asked in different firms, not just at Maker, so 

we wanted to contribute to some of the DAOs. And Maker just had the most structured 

approach for newcomers, in my opinion. In the beginning, I kind of thought, ‘Okay, why do 

we need this very long incubation program? Can we just like agree on a topic, write the MIPs 

[maker improvement proposals], and then start like, basically as a core unit?’ But 

afterwards, after running through it, I can say that it made a lot of sense to really reach down 

[with] what we're going to do, how it's useful for a DAO and really understand all these 

connections before we basically commit through the MIPs for a long time to work on a 

certain topic.” 

 

Those members focused on the protocol level were positioned to pitch new ideas for specific, 

targeted protocol solutions. The facilitator of the governance communications core unit team 

described a symbiotic relationship between core units and external stakeholders of the DAO: 

“I am 100% certain that auction participants, collateral partners, they also have direct lines 

of communication with various core units for advisement. So core units really are kind of like 
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subject matter experts. And so yeah, those direct lines of communication are also there. And 

in response, core units will make recommendations based on like, what their stakeholders are 

telling them. So if the Oracles core unit is kind of like the main line of communications for 

Oracle users, they will be the ones to try to relay that feedback.” 

 

A former vote delegate described a module that has been developed that could someday 

remove human governance activity associated with particular parameter changes: 

“It's a small program. It's just like a button on a stereo. So you go into the contracts, and you 

access the Instant Access Module and you tweak a certain parameter. And, here's the thing, 

so it's just like that, in that way, anyone, absolutely anyone can influence a parameter in 

Maker governance. First of all, it removes the human or centralized humans out of the 

equation. And also, it potentially allows for more substantial changes to be made if you allow 

staking to be included in the Instant Access Modules. So Instant Access Modules have great 

potential for the future. But so far MakerDAO has not had the guts to try this on a more 

advanced level. Certain amounts of parameters could very well be made governance-free. If 

you have the financial initiative to change a parameter, and you're willing to stake money on 

the outcome of that fight, go ahead.” 

 

In summarizing the mechanism of governing protocols, as stakeholders navigate 

multivocal and dynamic politics, the organization eventually converts its collective dialogue, 

integrating off-chain and on-chain decisions to inform automated process. This integration spurs 

both lower-level problem solving and big-picture thinking by participants. With tuning 

protocols, stakeholders solve discreet problems and bootstrap processes to develop the 

organization incrementally. This ongoing progress supports larger change, where in scaling 

human-machine governance, stakeholders focus on the long-term evolution and growth of the 

organization. Attention to the large-scale evolution of the organization regenerates and refines 

the process of architecting decision networks, which is how the mechanism of governing 

protocols interrelates with the mechanism of structuring ownership in the DAO (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. A Dynamic Model of Collective Platform Ownership 

 

DISCUSSION 

A Dynamic Model of Collective Platform Ownership 

Based on our findings, we propose a dynamic model (Figure 5) that demonstrates how 

the dynamic interplay between the mechanisms of structuring ownership, harnessing collective, 

and governing protocols in decentralized platform governance facilitates the collective action 

that is needed to create and sustain the DAO. This model explains collective platform ownership, 

in contrast to central ownership assumed in prior platform literature. In decentralized platform 

governance, in contrast to an owner developing the governance framework (Brunswicker et al., 

2019; Tiwana et al., 2010), it is the participants who both use the platform and develop its 

governance. The separation of and asymmetry between platform ownership and platform 

participation are reduced where the model of collective platform ownership is applied when 

participants have skin in the game. Rather than a dominant platform with centralized governance 

(Foerderer et al., 2018; Huber et al., 2017; Tiwana et al., 2010), participants collectively own the 
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platform, make decisions about how to develop the platform, and monitor its activities and 

environment. In decentralized platform governance, non-focal actors may still have an influence 

on how the platform functions.  

In addition to executing decentralized platform governance, our proposed model also 

describes how the DAO functions as polycentric commons (Mindel et al., 2018; Ostrom, 1990). 

The underlying resources of the DAO commons are its tokens, smart contracts, and protocols 

that are open-source, shared, and collectively owned and managed as highlighted by the interplay 

of the three identified mechanisms in our model (see Figure 5). Diverse stakeholders and 

processes of dialogue create multiple independent human decision-making centers. Whales 

provide capital, usually disengaged in the forums but occasionally stepping in to influence profit-

protecting activities. Delegates invest time in careful consideration of proposals and fast-moving 

markets, amassing community trust to lead voting measures. Core unit members carry out the 

work that has been mandated by the community. A wide swath of active participants, with and 

without tokens, operate in the forums to influence all aspects of the organization and how it 

prioritizes proposals.  

Through the interplay of collective platform ownership mechanisms, a polycentric 

structure emerges where people coordinate and govern in a DAO, addressing collective action 

problems. As we have described, structuring ownership explains how baselining stakeholder 

investing and shaping of the platform enables decentralized member actions. Harnessing 

collective explains how participation is maximized while aiming it toward structured processes, 

enacting a recentralization of focus and direction in the organization. Governing protocols 

explains how decisions are made regarding the evolution of protocols while ensuring automated 

processes reflect interests of the collective, reinvigorating the decentralized aspect of the 
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commons as it centralizes its governance. We extend the work of Elinor Ostrom (2000, 2008, 

2010) by suggesting that the polycentric commons of DAOs operate in an environment of 

constant flux, rather than through a stable arrangement of known actors. Whereas trust is 

important to previous conceptualizations of the governance of the commons, DAOs operate in a 

trustless, smart-contracts based arrangement. While previously, increased numbers of actors 

made it more difficult to govern the commons because of the costs of complexity, DAOs give the 

opportunity for the commons to scale successfully. In the DAO configuration of the commons, 

more engaged actors in the DAO increase the potential for the organization to succeed in its 

goals, thus size is not a problem. 

DAOs have some interesting things to say vis-a-vis the polycentric commons, particularly 

when it comes to the principles of well-defined user boundaries, conflict resolution mechanisms, 

monitoring and decision-making (Ostrom, 1990, 2008). Regarding user boundaries, the 

polycentric commons are typically associated with “clear and locally understood boundaries 

between legitimate users and nonusers” (Ostrom, 2008, p. 12). In one sense, in DAOs, holding 

tokens are a new, particularly distinctive way of defining a boundary in the polycentric 

commons, as only token holders can vote on-chain – this sets DAOs apart from information 

commons where the boundaries are set by rules and centralized infrastructure (Mindel et al., 

2018). At the same time, successful DAOs are much more than the sum of their tokens, and we 

have seen in our study, part of their success lies in the fact that their boundaries are intentionally 

fuzzy. This relative boundarylessness serves to replenish activity in the commons, as the actors 

in the periphery, in diverse and bountiful groupings of stakeholders, are continually drawn 

inward to contribute meaningfully to the DAO. 
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Regarding conflict resolution mechanisms, according to Ostrom (2008, p. 15), “rules 

unlike physical constraints, have to be understood in order to be effective.” According to our 

study, DAOs work with rules in the polycentric commons in a novel way. Smart contracts, as a 

type of rule, do not have to be understood, essentially functioning as a de facto physical 

constraint, allowing and disallowing actions across the DAO. However, there is usually a highly 

social process prior to an on-chain decision where understanding is formed in the collective. And 

yet, the release of any possible physical constraint retained through smart contracts is merely a 

vote away by the DAO token holders.  

Probably the most significant novelty that DAOs offer to Ostrom’s concept of monitoring 

and decision-making in the polycentric commons (Ostrom, 1990, 2008) is that non-human 

decision centers are included. Monitoring and the resulting decision-making is done well by 

machines, arguably in some cases better than their human counterpart, in their consistency and 

reliability. This fact upends the conventional ideas of trust and reciprocity in the polycentric 

commons (Ostrom, 2008) or peer monitoring such as mutual ratings and rankings (Mindel et al., 

2018). Monitoring and decision-making by smart contracts in DAOs encode human trust in the 

organization, in that they allow actors to trust other actors they don’t know. To wit, many actors 

in our study are anonymous or pseudonymous, known only by other actors by their handles, in 

the forums, and even in on-chain votes. They will likely never meet in person. In other words, 

blockchain extends trust, scaling trust to even extend to strangers, in the polycentric commons. 

Theoretical Implications and Future Research 

Our research offers theoretical contributions and implications for research on platforms, 

including their governance and evolution, in the context of the rise of DAOs. 

Platform Governance: Towards Polycentricity 
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 Our contribution to the platform governance literature (e.g., Tiwana et al., 2010) is a 

dynamic model of collective platform ownership. The model consists of three polycentric 

governance mechanisms that help theorizing the governance of DAOs, an emerging category of 

decentralized platforms that has received little attention in the platform literature (Chen et al., 

2021). While the extant platform literature exhibits centralized platform ownership assumptions 

(e.g., Constantinides et al., 2018; Foerderer et al., 2018; Tiwana, 2015), the rise of DAOs and the 

associated shift towards collective ownership explained through our findings invites a fresh 

perspective on polycentric platform governance. 

Our findings indicate that polycentric platform governance differs from the centralized 

platform ownership assumptions pervading the platform literature in several important ways. 

First, a key concern in centralized platform ownership is maintaining platform control while 

optimizing platform characteristics like openness to ultimately enable the central platform owner 

to capture more value (Eaton et al., 2015; Parker & Van Alstyne, 2018; West, 2003). The extant 

literature views complete openness, i.e., the absence of control at the platform level through the 

use of unrestricted open standards, as unfeasible and detrimental for creating and maintaining 

platforms (Boudreau, 2010; Cennamo & Santaló, 2019; Gawer & Cusumano, 2002; Parker & 

Van Alstyne, 2018). In contrast, polycentric platform governance as manifested in our empirical 

study of DAOs resolves such asymmetries and blurs the line between platform owners and users 

by instituting a new collective ownership model where everyone has some skin in the game 

(Taleb, 2018). As a result, risks and rewards are more equally (but not necessarily evenly 

distributed) shared among platform users, depending on their level of investment and 

involvement in the polycentric common (i.e., the DAO) through the available token-based 

ownership and collective governance structures (O'Mahony & Karp, 2020). Extending previous 
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platform governance research (e.g., Tiwana et al., 2010), our research suggests that creating and 

maintaining completely open platforms with a high degree of decentralization is feasible through 

polycentric platform governance (cf. Constantinides & Barrett, 2015; Mindel et al., 2018). 

Polycentricity may mitigate problems of over-decentralization, where distributing governance 

too widely could stifle the momentum and speed of collective action (Chen et al., 2021). 

Second, the extant platform literature views the alignment and coevolution of design and 

governance choices by platform owners as a critical success factor for sustaining and evolving 

the platform over time (Constantinides et al., 2018; Tiwana et al., 2010). This embodies the idea 

of fit between platform architecture choices and platform governance choices (Tiwana et al., 

2010). In contrast, the focus of alignment and coevolution of choices in a collectively owned 

platform (i.e., DAO) is different and requires a new and complementary framework which we 

can derive from the theoretical integration of our findings with the theory of polycentric 

commons (Ostrom, 1990). Polycentric platform governance in DAOs involves the coevolution of 

collective ownership choices (see the mechanism of structuring ownership) with smart contract 

design (see the mechanism of governing protocols) and community engagement (see the 

mechanism of harnessing collective). The choices across these three layers of a DAO determine 

the platform’s functioning and dynamics including the mutual adjustments of relationships 

among users as well as the governing algorithms which collectively shape the sustainability of 

the polycentric commons (i.e., the DAO).  

Polycentric Governance Mechanisms  

This study suggests covariance between collective action and decentralized platform 

governance. Just as the polycentric commons is a suitable lens to understand the contribution of 

decentralized governance to collective action, it also provides a means to better understand and 
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explain how characteristics of decentralized governance are distinct from centralized 

governance. In this vein, we extend the literature regarding polycentric governance mechanisms 

(Mindel et al., 2018; Ostrom, 1990) in two ways. First, the rules inherent in collective platform 

ownership go beyond that of a general system where independent actors make mutual 

adjustments (Mindel et al., 2018). In our case study, the rules are set in permissionless code, and 

actors work through intensive dialogue and decision-making processes to enact votes to further 

the commons. While the rules are more formally enforced in DAOs, these rules are also 

collectively shared and enforced collectively. Second, our model of collective platform 

ownership provides a pathway for polycentric governance to scale and remain deeply engaged 

with its participants. The combination of protocol automation with active community process, 

enabled by a decentralized structure, allows for many diverse types of actors to remain in the 

core of the commons, and not be relegated to its periphery, as the organization grows over time. 

Overall, our model of collective platform ownership suggests a more fine-grained picture 

of how decentralized governance operates in DAOs. Rather than a simple decentralization 

scheme, the DAO is not fully decentralized, nor fully centralized, moving instead with a 

polycentric approach. The checks and balances inherent in its protocol and processes to enact the 

centralization-decentralization-recentralization dynamics that come into play as it performs its 

activities, where different types of actors exert influence at different stages of any decision made 

by the DAO. The reality that participants are more likely to succeed collectively forges what 

might have been independent actors, in a different and less collective system, into the strong 

tribal sensibility for which DAOs are recognized. 

Directions for Future Research 
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Our findings lay conceptual foundations for examining the new platform-based dynamics 

of value creation and capture on top of the so-called internet of value (Lacity, 2020) and suggest 

the need to expand our vocabulary to theorize about platform governance dynamics in future 

research. In the context of platform governance research, a concept receiving considerable 

attention is generativity (Henfridsson & Bygstad, 2013; Tilson et al., 2010), defined by Zittrain 

(2008) as “a system’s capacity to produce unanticipated change through unfiltered contributions 

from broad and varied audiences” (p. 70). While this concept has made important contributions 

to explaining exponential growth and digital innovation in platform markets (Huang et al., 2017), 

our understanding of societal change induced by digital transformation (Majchrzak et al., 2016) 

has benefitted to a lesser extent from this concept. To advance this important research agenda, 

the idea of collectivity may be added to the mix and vocabulary. Based on our observations, 

collectivity in the context of digital platforms can be defined as a system’s capacity to produce 

desired change through self-organized filtering of contributions from heterogeneous 

stakeholders. While generativity is associated with unpredictable change resulting from 

innovation (Zittrain, 2008); collectivity may be associated with desirable change resulting from 

collective action. Generativity contributes to our understanding of the dynamics of value creation 

and capture dominated and controlled by platform owners (Gawer, 2009; Gawer, 2014); 

collectivity promises to contribute to our understanding of the dynamics of democratized value 

creation and capture shaped by every platform user. 

In prior research on work environments shaped by centralized platform governance, such 

as in the case of Uber, platform workers are viewed as a new category of labor that sits in 

between the conflicted middle between independent contractors and employees of a company 

(Moehlmann et al., 2021). DAOs as a new category of more decentralized platforms alter the 
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nature of work, creating a new work environment that is currently not well understood in the 

literature. We suggest future research to examine this new decentralized work environment, 

including not only the opportunities but also the tensions and unique challenges it creates, and 

how users respond to them. For example, a key tension seems to be between earning financial 

rewards and making sustained contributions to the DAO to enable its organizational functioning 

and scalability. 

DAOs are part of a larger movement that involves a new wave of computerization. DAO 

experts refer to the crypto renaissance—if the internet of information is compared to the printing 

press revolution, the internet of value is viewed in terms of the double-entry bookkeeping 

revolution. In combination, the printing press and double-entry bookkeeping contributed 

technologically to the renaissance period involving an economic and wider cultural revolution. 

At the same time, movements based on cryptocurrency, such as the rise of DAOs, are occurring 

globally in an ambiguous legal context, and at such speed, to require the passage of time to fully 

understand their implications and role in society, for good or bad. Future research could examine 

the potentially transformative impacts of DAOs on a wide range of societal outcomes, spanning 

from financial and other types of inclusion to broader institutional change (Faik et al., 2020) 

including not only the banking sector but the nature of the firm more generally. 

Our findings suggest that today’s DAO experiments are not without challenges, including 

collective action problems such as whale dominance and voter apathy as a form of free riding. 

We suggest future research to shed light on the potential dangers, risks, and unintended 

consequences of this new development. Doing so would allow us to better understand whether 

DAOs in particular end up re-creating the same types of structures and conflicts of interest that 

characterize existing financial market infrastructure and banking systems around the world.  
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Limitations 

Limitations of our study follow from the focused framing on DAOs and target 

contribution of a dynamic model of explanatory mechanisms to the platform governance 

literature. Our research and findings invite multiple angles on DAOs, each worthwhile exploring 

in greater depth than what we could do in a single paper. This study did not compare multiple 

DAOs to identify boundary conditions, contingencies, or environmental factors that could 

facilitate or hinder collective action. We viewed DAOs as platforms (e.g., MakerDAO as a 

platform connecting financial supply and demand in a decentralized fashion), and our focus of 

research was a mature DAO with a highly evolved governance structure. Many other DAOs exist 

in different stages of development and levels of success regarding their financial, social 

engagement, and organizational outcomes, and thus may yield a wide variety of insight regarding 

the use and impact of technology in this novel organizational form. DAOs and their technology-

enabled governance mechanisms and infrastructures suggest new intellectual avenues to explore, 

for their potential to influence alternatives in corporate governance, to spur evolution in civic 

governance, and even to construct vehicles for societal transformation.  
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